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SENATOR WAYNE DUMONT, JR. (Chairman): The sixth 

and final hearing of the Gambling Study Commission will now 

come to order. 

This morning we have present three of us from the 

twelve members of the Commission. On my left is Senator 

Joseph Maressa who represents portions of Camden and 

Gloucester Counties; and on my right, Mr. Allen Taylor 

from Cape May County who is one of the four citizen 

members of the Commission. 

Now, we have conducted hearings thus far - the 

first one in Trenton, the second in Atlantic Ci~y. the 

third one in Jersey City, the fourth one in Cherry Hill, 

the fifth one in Saddle Brook, and now the sixth one in 

Trenton. We, therefore, I think have heard the sentiment 

of the people from around the State, or we have at least 

given them ample opportunity to testify either for or 

against any extension or expansion of gambling in the State 

beyond that which is already legalized. 

So today we are pleased to hear from, first of all, 

Colonel David Kelly who is the Superintendent of State 

Police - and a very fine one, I might add. I know him also 

as a Brigadier General in the United States Army Reserve. 

Colonel or General Kelly, we are delighted to have 

you here today and if you will proceed please and then 

we will probably ask you some questions when you have 

finished. 

D A V I D B. K E L L Y: Thank you very much, Senator. 

Gentlemen, in my previous appearance before this 

Committee or a like committee in 1971, I registered my 

opposition to the legalization of casino gambling and the 

reason for that opposition. Since that time nothing has 

happened to cause me to alter my position, the position I 

took as being totally opposed to the legalization of casino 

gambling in New Jersey. If anything, my posture in this 

matter has been reinforced. 
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I would like then, at. this hearing, to address 

myself to Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 58, which 

proposes a study of the legalization of a wider spectrum 

of gambling which, in my mind, would have a greater impact 

on the State of New Jersey and its residents than the 

casino gambling proposal previously considered by a 

committee. 

To quote from Senate Resolution No. 58, the Lottery 

of New Jersey has been 11 a financial successu. There is no 

dispute concerning the fact of the financial success of this 

project. However, the second part of the opening state

ment of the Resolution, urt is widely held that broadening 

of legalized gambling can be a most effective means of 

destroying organized crime by depriving it of its economic 

strength 11 is a statement with which we can take issue. 

Now, in spite of the financial success of the 

St.ate Weekly Lottery, our intelligence indicates that it 

has had little or no impact on the illegal lottery or 

"numbers rackets 11 in New Jersey. Of course, it is still too 

early to determine if the Daily Lottery, which started 

November 30, 1972, has had any effect on the illegal numbers 

operation. 

Our recent intelligence information discloses that 

the illegal numbers operators are using a new technique, 

the daily New Jersey winning lottery number, to determine 

their winning number, instead of the pari-mutuel handle or 

the u. S. Treasury balance. The reason for this switch is 

that it affords the illegal numbers player information on 

the winning number for that day as soon as the legal number 

is made public in contrast to having to wait until the 

following day when the handle is reported by the papers. 

To give you an example, the report of our Daily 

Lottery is in the afternoon, so they are using that number 

now as the number that would be used in the lottery so 

that the daily report is that day and they don°t have to 

wait for the newspapers the next morning. 
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To further add to the ramifications or complica

tions, if I may, you must understand that we are in 

competition with illegal people who are in business and 

devising schemes and ways of making money. They are now 

using, in addition to that, the night harness racing for 

the pari-mut.uel number. So in the cou:rse of the day there 

could be two numbers. 

This Commission is charged by Senate Resolution 

No .. 58 to study the desirability and feasibility cf all 

supervised systems of gambling, including off-track betting 

on horses and other races - what is commonly known as 

;B sports betting" which is betting on the outcome of sports 

events~ casino type gambling and any other form or system 

of gambling that the Commission shall determine to include 

in its study. 

Now, in keeping within the areas of consideration 

and evaluation, as spelled out in the Resolution, I would 

like to look at legalized gambling in these four aspects: 

1. The best interests of the residents of the 

State of New Jersey. 

2. The anticipated revenue. 

3. The effects on existing legalized and illegal 

systems of wagering. 

4. The experience of other states and countries. 

First, in the public interest of the State and its 

residents, those things for: Naturally, it will generate 

income. There is no question, about it and we recognize 

that. Possibly it may serve to stimulate business in 

certain areas - hotels, restaurants, and support industries. 

We recognize that. These are economic features that we all 

recognize. But there are some factors that are attuned and 

aligned with the economic features. Where is this going to 

be? Is it going t.o be in one location, twenty locations, 

thirty locations, a hundred locations? We dontt know. 

Again, a' dnst: What would be the effect of attract

ing undesirable elements in the area where it is operated? 
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For example ,. what goes with this? The type and kind of 

.people that come to be su.rro.unded ... by: casino .. gambli.ng.,. off

track bett:ing.? What .purpose would it serve and-what would 

be the local crime situation and the police problems as they 

affect the local municipalities in addition to the State? 

Third, psychologically it creates an atmosphere of permis

siveness throughout the State and for people who come to 

the State. And I think, fourth, and most important of all, 

is that we are creating new bet.tors, we are making a new 

market. 

Letus talk about the anticipated revenues to be 

derived by the State. The New Jersey Lottery reported 

revenue of the last six months of 1972 dipped an average of 

12% and the total revenue cut, according to this release, 

of $400,000. This, of course, is attributed to neighboring 

states, particularly Pennsylvania and New York, copying New 

Jersey 0 s lottery operation and reducing the sale of New 

Jersey tickets normally purchased by residents of those 

states. 

The next thing is that in 1972 the New Jersey horse 

racing season was extended 30 days to a total of 380 days 

of racing. The total revenues did not meet expectations. 

Then the competition from the tracks in Philadelphia and 

the Off-Track Betting Corporation in New York cut into the 

handle of the New Jersey tracks, according to Mr. John J. 

Riley, Secretary of New Jersey Racing Commission. The New 

J'ersey Racing Commission figures for New Jersey tracks have 

indicated a decline in attendance, handle and revenue to the 

State in the years of 1970 and 1971. The slight increase in 

handle in 1972 can be attributed to the increase in the 

racing days. 

This fact shows that the market for gambling, as 

the market for any other commodity, has a limt in the amount 

of product that can be sold. 

Third, t.he effect legalized gambling may have on 

existing legal and illegal systems of wagering. 
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As previously stated, the highly successful 

New Jersey lot·tery has had no noticeable effect on the 

illegal numbers operation in this State and there has been 

insufficient time to determine whether or not the daily 

State lottery has had any impact on this illegal operation. 

We hope • 

Off-track betting. When proposed in New York it was 

cited publicly many times as a weapon against organized 

crime by depriving organized crime of one of its principal 

sources. Howard Samuels stated that. 

After one and one-half years of operation, our 

intelligence sources indicate: 

A. No noticeable effect on illegal bookmaking 

B. Increased mob income as a result of lay-off 

bets placed with off-track betting because of better odds. 

If garnbling is legali?ed in New York, according to 

Daniel P. Holman, head of the Manhattan Strike Force, it 

will fail to erode organized crime gaming revenues for 

the reasons I have cited above. 

Howard Samuels has conceded this fact publicly. 

There are a number of logical reasons to support the 

assumption that off-track betting on horse races will have 

little or no effect on illegal bookmaking operations because: 

(a) Winnings from off-track betting are subject to 

taxation as income, as we all know. 

(b) In a set-up, such as the New York system of 

OTB the illegal bookmaker provides a more convenient system 

to the bettors and an operation that is more conducive to 

accepting come-back bets. 

In the illegal system, most or all bets are placed 

over the telephone on a credit basis. 

In the New York system of OTB the bettor must appear 

in person at the OTB branch office or establish an account 

wherein he places money on account. Then he may make bets 

over the telephone in an amount not exceeding the sum that 

he has on deposit. 
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In the illegal system,payoff for a winner is im-

mediate or, in anticipation of winning, a bettor can 

designate additional wagers on subsequent races. Illegal 

bookmakers realize a 9reat deal of profit and are able to 

increase their handle and ultimate profit in this way. 

In the New York system all winnings are deposited 

in the bettor~s account overnight. This does not afford 

him the opportunity to use his winnings the same day as 

in the illegal system. If the bettor makes a winning wager 

over the telephone wi t.h OTB he must submit a withdrawal 

slip and his winnings are then forwarded to him by mail. 

In the illegal system certain types of bets are made 

that are not accepted in the legal pari-mutuel system at 

race tracks or in the OTB system such as the round robin 

bets, parlays, back to back, and: if and reverse bets. 

It is for these reasons that we maintain that 

the off-track betting operation will not have a great 

impact on illegal bookmaking, and organized crime will not 

be deprived of revenue from this source. 

Betting on sporting events. The legalization of 

betting on the outcom·~ of sporting events, such as 

football, baseball and basketball. 

Presently there is no legal wagering on sporting 

events i.n this country with the exception of Nevada and on 

jai alai games in certain areas of Florida. 

Our experience shows: 

(a) Large swns of money are wagered~ on the outcome 

of sports events in this State through illegal bookmaking 

operations. 

(b) Studies, to be very frank with you, indicate 

that the amounts wagered on sporting events might exceed 

those on horse races. 

(c) There is no doubt that organized crime derives 

considerable income as a result of wagering activity. 

(d) This probably and undoubtedly would be a 
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profitable operation for the State. 

Next our concern about sports wagering by 

knowledgeable and concerned people. 

Commissioner Ro~elle of the National Football 

League (NFL) has come out publicly opposing the legaliza

tion of wagering on professional sports events . 

~he legalization of wagering on sporting events 

will cause the public to question the outcome of closely 

contested sporting events and will make athletes, officials 

and coaches suspect in the minds of the public as conspiring 

to fix games or shave points. 

Disclosures before the House Select Committee on 

Organized Crime showed that: 

1. "Ringers" put in horse race tracks in the 

metropolitan area, including one New Jersey track - bear 

i.nmin.d-New-Jersey is recognized as having probably the 

best regulated horse race operation in the United States, 

yet "ringers" were put in our tracks. 

2. The ability of persons to perpetrate this 

fraud and cheat the general public by substituting horses 

in a race indicates the lengths organized crime-connected 

individuals can and will go to influence the outcome of 

sporting events when they stand to realize large sums of 

money by wagering on a "sure thing". 

Experience of other states and countries who have 

laws permitting legalized gambling - and I would assume 

some research has been done by this Committee. 

In Nevada, the only state in this Country with 

experience in the wide spectrum of gambling- Nevada's 

experience, previously discussed in my testimony before this 

Committee in 1971, shows -- and I guess the whole world 

knows that I went to Las Vegas at State expense -: 

Nevada being a sparsely populated state, located in 

a rather remote section of the country, affords relatively 

ea.sy checks on the movement of the criminal element in and 
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out of the state and it 0 s easy to control. Nevada is an 

island in itself. Anyone with any degree of enforcement 

ability can cont.rol a situat.ion like that. 

If you contrast this to New Jersey, which has the 

Nation 1 s highest population density rate and is located in 

the center of the megalopolis stretching from Boston to 

Washington, D. C., there is no comparison for control which 

I dare to think about. 

In New York, the Legislature of the State of New 

York in 1972 passed a bill aimed at the legalization of 

casino gambling. Passage by the 1973 Legislature and 

referendum approval is needed in order to amend the State 

Constitution. 

Our intelligence from federal and state sources 

indicates that persons associated with organized crime have 

purchased properties and businesses in the New York resort 

area in anticipation that New York State will legalize 

casino gambling. 

On July 17, this year, the New York Daily News 

repo~ted that Mafia Chief Tommy Eboli, who was murdered in 

Brooklyn a few days earlier, was trying to acquire a hotel 

in the Catskill resort area hoping to set up a casino when 

and if the State of New York legalized casino gambling. 

In the Caribbean Islands. there is no comparison 

to the State of New Jersey for reasons much the same as 

Nevada - controlled movement of the criminal element 

because of isolated locale and limited access. 

Let 1 s talk about London. Testimony before the 

McClellan Committee in July of 1971 revealed that United 

States members of organized crime, such as Meyer Lansky, 

Angelo Bruno and others, had extensive gambling interests 

in the British Isles. 

Organized crime figures formed companies and 

sponsored junkets to casinos, not only in the British Isles 

but also to Portugal, San Rosa, Monte Carlo, Las V.egas 
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and the Caribbean. Why? To quote from the testimony: 

(a) To get the "suckers". 

(b) To make loan sharks out of them. 

(c) To get the "suckers" obligated to them. 

And a case in point, as cited by the Commission, 

is a Baltimore builder on a gambling junket to London was 

enticed into a privately run crap game that was rigged. He 

lost $17,000 in one-half hour. Upon return to the United 

States he was enticed - if I can use that word - into making 

available a large sum of money to certain people for loan 

sharking. In this way he was told he could recoup his losses. 

Conclusion. The question is, is the credit of the 

State of New Jersey going to be used to back wagering on 

sporting events? What happens if a million dollars is placed 

on the Miama Dolphins versus the Giants tomorrow or next 

week? Is the State willing to back this wager? I don't 

know. In horse racing a pari-mutuel is formed whereby the 

people actually bet against each other. The State realizes 

its revenue by taking a set percentage from the pool before 

the winnings are divided. There is no financial risk 

actually for the State in this type of operation. If we're 

talking about betting on sporting events, this will take 

real serious consideration. 

If the State proposes to handle sports bets of the 

type that are now made through illegal sources, it would 

have to first take into consideration how to handicap 

each game, post a point spread. And in a situation where 

a dis~oportionate amount of wagering is on a particular 

team, you would have to suspend betting on that particular 

event or be prepared to suffer the losses. In contrast, 

in illegal sports betting operations, the bookie has the 

option to lay-off bets to associates throughout the country 

and thereby balancing his books. Is the State prepared to 

do this? or will the State be placed in the position of 

taking the lay-off action from the illegal booking? In any 
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case, there will be no competition with the illegal 

sports betting operation. 

I .would like to make a statement in summation. 

Miles Ambrose, now in charge of the Dale Program, the 

President 1 s Program on narcotics, formerly in charge of 

Customs, - Miles Ambrose, the night before last, made a 

statement that if things continue, because of the 

availability, permissiveness and accessibility of drugs 

in this Country, by the year 2000 we will create a drug cul

ture that will be accepted and dominate the country. 

I am saying that. I will predict that, if we provide 

accessibility, permissiveness and availability to bettors, 

probably by 1.985 we will have a totally gambling-addicted 

culture. And with that totally gambling-addicted culture 

are we ready to cope with the crime, the permissiveness 

and corruption that goes with it. 

With that, I 1 ve added some psychological views 

of my own but I can asure you, gentlemen, that it would 

be very popular for me to accept gambling on the State 

level, very popular, but I think you would think less of 

me .i.f I di.dn u t. ... present . .my views to you as to the effects 

and how it would affect the enforcement industry. 

Thank you very much. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Thank you, Colonel. We appreciate 

your views very much. And before any member of the 

Commission asks any questions, I want to introduce those 

who have arrived since we started. To my left, Senator 

William Musto of Hudson County; Assemblywoman Ann Klein of 

Morris County~ to the right, Mr. Colbert Currin, a citizen 

member from Paterson, Passaic County; and Assemblyman 

Vincent 0. Pellecchia from Passaic County, the Vice Chairman 

of the Commission. 

Now I will ask Senator Maressa, first, if he 

desires to ask any questions. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Colonel, I would like to ask a 
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particular question, addressing myself particularly to 

casino gambling in the various parts of the State, 

particularly in Atlantic City. At these Commission 

hearings representatives of the hotel and motel industry 

in Atlantic City testified that if we we would permit 

casino gambling of a certain type it would, without 

question, greatly enhance the hotel and motel business 

in the City of Atlantic. And I think it can be accepted 

by the Commission and all of us that the economic con

dition in the City of Atlantic is somewhat wanting. 

Now one of your questions, in your testimony 

this morning, was where is it going to be, what type, 

and I listened rather attentively - and I might say at 

the outset that I want to congratulate you on your 

testimony, it was very well presented and it appears to 

be the result of long and thorough study and, as you 

indicated, you testified previously on the same subject -

but what would you say, Colonel, if in Atlantic City, 

for example, a casino were permitted.that was state 

operated as the State Lottery is operated, not controlled 

as the race tracks are controlled, not the Las Vegas 

type of operation where we have the one-arm bandits in 

every drugstore, candystore, and so forth, but a high 

type casino that would attract vacationers, honeymooners, 

people with money in their pockets going somewhere in 

the world to have some fun? 

Now, I don't know about betting on sports pools 

and things like that. I have never been involved in 

anything like that. And if it exists, I am sure you will 

agree with me that it exists much more widespread in 

North Jersey than it does in South Jersey. -(Laughter) 

I say this quite sincerely. I don't know anybody - maybe 

in Camden County, in Gloucester County, at least the 

lower end of it that are involved. But I do know about 

people going to Puerto Rico, going to Las Vegas, my 

friends - lawyers, contractors, business people, and 

so forth and so on. We have a couple hundred million 
11 



people in this Country. Now, if we can have these 

pe.ople .spend their money in Atlant.ic City or at the 

Playboy Club, Asbury Park, or somewhere along those 

lines, pa.rticularly in Atlant.ic City because they g re 

geared for it, in my opinion, and nobody was hurt by it, 

I t.hink you would have to agree with me, if this could 

be accomplished, you would like to see it accomplished. 

Would you not? 

COL. KELLY: Well 

SENATOR MARESSA: I haven 1 t finished my long~ 

winded quest.ion yet. I think you will have to agree 

that if we can help Atlantic City without hurting 

anyone, you would like to see it happen. 

COL~ KELLY: I would like to help any city in 

any way, but I don't know that this is the way to do it. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Okay. Now, if the State 

operates this casino, state employees, I would like to 

know from you, because I don 1 t know the answer, how 

can organized crime infiltrate state-operated, high-t¥Pe 

casino operations? 

COLe KELLY: Fine. My ques·tion to you I since you 

obviously are a novitiate in this area you don 1 t kl.ow too 

much about it, - where do you think we would get the stick 

men, the roulette players, the roulette handlers, where 

would we get the people, the people that run the crap 

games and the card dealers? Civil Service employees? 

SENATOR MARESSA: I 1 m sure they could be trained. 

I know some of your troopers have been sent to Las Vegas 

to learn all about the operation out there. If your 

personnel can go to Las Vegas why can't --

COL. KELLY: They weren't sent to be croupiers 

or card dealers. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Are you suggesting this is 

impossible to learn? 

COL. KELLY: Nothing is impossible. I 1 m not 
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suggesting ... that. 

With regard to your. question £or relief for 

Atlantic Ci.ty or.N.ewark or Bayonne or Camden, I'm in 

grea.t sympathy with the situation but with what goes 

with what you say, you must remember one thing. I 

stated that there are controls in the islands, the 

Caribbean and Nevada, because of the locale, and they 

can be controlled. But when you're talking about 

controls, and you are bringing to a municipality, 

Atlantic City, -maybe you would bring.people and maybe 

you wouldn't. I don't know. But I am saying that 

with this goes the element of the B&E's the burglaries, 

the shylocking. Now in this State we may be able to 

attract vacationers. I'm not saying that. But we are 

also going to attract many of our local people from 

your locale, my locale that really can't afford to go 

there. 

What we are doing maybe is affecting the 

economy. And I'm not an economist. But I do know that 

the average salary or income of a family in the State 

is about $10,000. And if they can save for a vacation 

and go wherever, Atlantic City, I have no objection to 

that. But if you are asking me can it be controlled 

by the State if we have this, if you gave me this 

obligation I could do it. Whatever you gave me I could 

do. To the degree, I don't know. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Thank you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: We will take Mr. Taylor next 

because he heard, as did Senator Maressa and I, all of 

your testimony. 

MR. TAYLOR: Thank you, Senator. 

Colonel, one question you made was interesting. 

I believe, first, that you definitely do not want casino 

gambling. 

COL. KELLY: Right. 
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MRo TAYLOR: But you said you were concerned 

with the number of gambling. casinos that there might be, 

which is a. big concern. And I can see why in your 

surveillance this would be your responsibility, to 

surveil these things and study them. But if we recom

mended, this body recommended. that we were to adopt 

gambling in this State, am I correct in assuming from 

what you have said in your testimony that you would 

prefer that it be State operated, similar to the way 

we operate the lottery, rather than be licensed, the 

way we license a betting track at the present time. 

Would you prefer it that way? Do you have any opinion 

here? 

COL. KELLY: If we have it and if I have no 

choice, I would assume that it would have to be 

State operated. Now we 1 re talking about many, many 

involvements. If we're talking about betting and 

off-track betting, you can bet X number of dollars 

and you're accountable by a receipt or ticket or 

some sort of accountability; but if we 1 re talking about 

casino gambling, we 0 re talking possibly of ten, twenty 

or fifty thousands or maybe millions and millions of 

dollars in the course of a day or year or month, the 

accountability of this, the extreme need of people 

with expertise in this particular area~ ·wheredo. you 

think they would come from? I can give you an example. 

If you r.ead the book "Lansky" , Buggsy Siegel opened 

the first Flamingo Hotel, the first one in Nevada, and 

went. broke because he hired honest guys. J: think in a 

.d.e.t.ermination there are . .many fac.tors that .would have 

to .b.e .considered. The rotation o£ .. peop.l.e. How .long. 

you leave .people in. a .particular area, how long would 

you leave them in the place because the temptation is so 

great for corrupt.ion. It's there and you couldn ° t leave 

people in permanent jobs, in these particular jobs. You 
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just couldn't do this. And. how long.w.ould you keep them? 

Two months? Three.months? 

There are. many. .things .to .. be considered if you 

a.r:e talking . .about. it being .regula ted. If it ' s not 

state regulated., I can tell you that organized crime is 

going to control it. 

MR. TAYLOR: Well I have sufficient confidence 

in my State that I think my Stat~ could.regulate anything 

and do a good job of i b. 

I know that in the testimony we've received so 

far - and I know you can't follow everything that happens 

with us in the press, - I think there was only one 

person that thought that casino gambling., Las Vegas style, 

was okay. That one person, when they testified before 

us, was inclined to feel that we should not have a 

referendum on local option, as an example, open it up 

to the whole state. But most everyone seems to feel, 

that has testified for gambling, - as I recall it and 

I could be incorrect, but as I recall the situation 

they felt that we should have it regulated very severely 

by the State and that there should be limits on the 

number of casinos. 

COL. KELLY: Right. 

MR. TAYLOR: And, well it should not be Las 

Vegas type gambling, it should be a very high social 

type house. I just want you to realize that these 

people have spoken this way because you're the man who 

is going to have to police this thing. 

Would this be more in your liking, if you have 

to police it? 

COL. KELLY: You mean, how do I like my salt? 

I understand what you're saying, Mr. Taylor. 

But with due respect for the people who testified for it, 

I would assume that they have an economic reason for 

testifying. Mine is a moral or legal reason. I must 

relate to you some of the problems, some of the ramifi-
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cations. that w.ill comeabout with regard to enforcing· 

this.. If this ... program or thi.s legi.slat.ion is enacted, 

the responsibility would be mine or .someone else's and 

you can be assured that every effort will be made to 

guarantee that it would be operated properly. I can 

tell you it would take a tremendous, tremendous effort. 

MR. TAYLOR: Well I have complete confidence 

in the man who is going. to do the job too, and I think 

everyone here does. That's why we're so overjoyed that 

you were able to get in to see us today. I've been 

a little concerned that maybe you wouldn't have the 

opportunity, with your schedule, to get before us. 

It 1 s great that you're here. Your testimony was good. 

You gave us pros and you gave us cons. 

COL. KELLY: I hope I gave you more cons than 

pros. 

MR. TAYLOR: Well, we will have to analyze that 

after three o'clock, won't we. But I appreciate your 

coming and I appreciate your candidness and even your 

last statement that maybe personally you might like 

to have a little gambling. 

Thank you very much. 

COL. KELLY: Thank you, Mr. Taylor. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblyman Pellecchia. any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I, too, want to compli-

ment you on the preparation that you brought here. 

While I disagree with it violently, I still want to 

compliment you on the way you prepared it and I want 

to compliment you on how you 1 ve been handling the 

affairs of the State, especially as far as the Police of 

the State of New Jersey. 

COLm KELLY: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: However, I would like to 

come back to the 20th century. You made reference --

I missed some of your remarks and I want to apologize 
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now i£ I di.dn~ .. t .catch. some.thing .. ea.rlier. You made 

reference. to. the £act that .you. were in Ve.gas and that 

a l.ot was. made o£. the £.act that you were there. Can 

you .. explain to me what you found.'? 

COL... KELLY:. .In Vegas? 

ASSEMBLYMAN. PELLECCHIA: Yes. 

COL.. .KELLY: I found a lot. It all depends on 

what time o£ the day .I was there, of course. .I found 

a lot . of .. happy people when they £irst arrived and many 

unhappy people later on in the day or days later. 

The environment was fine. I 1 m really not a 

gambler. I • ve been in the Army. I can shoot crap. 

I can play cards and do all the things that most of 

you people have done. We •ve all done them. I know 

how to do it and I am well aware. I 1 m not a stick man. 

I 1 m not a croupier. I can•t do that. I probably 

could if I was trained a little bit. But the environ

ment again is controlled, as I said to yolj before and 

it's controlled by types and kind of people. It takes 

money to go to Las Vegas. So people are there who 

do have money. It•s not a matter of getting in an 

automobile and traveling 20, 40, 50 miles on a lark 

down to Atlantic City, Camden, wherever. And the 

types and kind of people who go there have money to 

spend and can afford to spend it. The shows are 

fabulous. The atmosphere is fabulous. But the people 

are in the business to make money and they do make money. 

I 1 11 give you an idea. I went to Calneva and 

at Calneva they•re running busses from San Francisco 

and they run them probably the day after Social Security 

checks are delivered. And they would bring these people 

in by bus for free and keep them there for a day and a 

half, free meals, free bed, free board, and it is 

estimated that the average loss per person that came 

there was $33 a day. I 1 m talking about this type of 
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influence,i£ we have this in the State of New Jersey. 

that can influence the poor people. And I don ' t 

think the poor people can afford this. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Colonel, how long 

were you there? 

COL. KELLY: Ifive been in Las Vegas, I would 

say, ten times. I went out to Yucca Flats to witness 

the first A Bomb that was detonated and I spent eight 

days in Las Vegas waiting for the A Bomb to be detonated. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Were you given a tour 

by the people who operated this? 

COL. KELLY: Yes, sir. I worked with the 

Committee and their Commission - I 1 ve forgotten the 

name but the Commission on Gambling in that group. 

It 1 s a well regulated group. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Sir, I am sure you 

are aware of the fact that the casinos themselves 

are obligated to have their own security forces? 

COL. KELLY: Yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Which would indicate 

that if we did have casino gambling here, besides the 

wonderful job you do there would also be the opportunity 

of those casinos having their own security forces? 

COL. KELLY: Yes, sir. Naturally there are 

personal security type forces to protect the money 

and there is also a personal group that is involved 

there that takes care of what is known as skimming. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: They cover that pretty 

good, don't they? 

COL. KELLY: Yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: You referred to the 

fact that the Flamingo went bankrupt because they had 

honest croupiers, stick men, or whatever you want to 

call them. 

COL. KELLY: This was the quote. I don't know 

how honest they were. What he tried to do was have 
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people associated with him in this particular venture 

and evidently that didn't work out too well. 

ASSEMBLYMAN. PELLECCHIA: In your opinion, do 

you think .the Vegas operation is .an honest one? 

COL. KELLY: The operation? 

ASSEMBLYMl\N PELLECCHIA: The operation. 

COL. KELLY: If you and I were to gamble? Yes. 

I have no quarrel with that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: You also alluded to the 

fact, where would we get these stick men and where would 

you get these croupiers or whatever we have. I submit 

to you, sir, that one of the reasons why I am for this 

type of thing is the creation of jobs. Have you done 

any research at all on how many jobs this kind of an 

operation in the State of New Jersey would create for 

the people of the State of New Jersey? 

COL. KELLY: I haven't the slightest idea because 

I don't know how many casinos and how many operations and 

kinds of operations we're talking about. But I do know 

one thing, that we have a migrant group, if you're 

talking about jobs, because the average man on a job in 

a particular venture, be he card man, stick man, is 

possibly six months. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: You are well aware of 

the fact that we have many, many on-the-job training 

programs in the State right now, federally paid. Do 

you think that people who are training some of these 

people wouldn't have the capability of training some 

of these croupiers or stick men? 

COL. KELLY: I have no quarrel with training 

people. We can train anyone to do anything. We can 

train people. I have no quarrel with that. But do 

we want that element? Do we want that environment in 

our particular area? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: What are you referring to 
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when you say "that element"? 

COLe. KELLY: What comes with this is the 

shylocking., the. B&E' s, the burglaries, and the 

burglary rates in those particular areas are very, very 

high. The breaking.and entry rates are very high. 

And do we want this type of thing? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I have a little leaflet 

here. This is the Vegas Sun which came out i rrrrediately 

after the question was defeated the las.t time. I submit 

to you thatVegas .is begging. for.people to come out 

there because they take credit for having defeated the 

State of New Jersey and the people of the State of 

New Jersey from having this kind of operation in our 

State, and they advertise it to the world. 

Would you think that this would have any meaning? 

COL. KELLY: It probably would. Do they 

advertise that they stopped it in Florida too? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I'm concerned about 

the State of New Jersey. 

COLQ KELLY: I know that. You asked me about 

New Jersey and I 8 m saying that Florida did not adopt it 

either. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well obviously they 

must be doing terrific public relations work to prevent 

anybody else from getting something that they really 

want. 

Let me ask you this. You said that they trans

port people in busses. Well, I was fortunate enough 

to go to Vegas one time and I arrived at the airport 

and I would suggest to you that there were about 30 or 

40 planes coming in that day, all of them from the east, 

90% of the people coming from the State of New Jersey, 

all packed into cattle cars, practically, which are 

airplanes with 170 to 250 people on them, and transported 

to this oasis out in the middle of the desert. Now there 
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must be- something there to have our people, from this 

State.,. go. out. there. Woul.d you agree with me on that? 

COL.. KELLY: I do.n.' .t. quarrel with you on this. 

This is. a vacation trip.. I • m not in publi.c relations 

nor.am I in theec.onomic field. The only thing I can 

relate to you, Assemblyman., is my exposure, my experience 

with regard to how it affects the people in the enforce-

ment end of this. I'm not in the business end of this 

thing. If it's good for the State and you feel it's 

.good for the State, you're entitled-to that opinion~ 

but I'm not talking in terms of a business venture, I 

don't know the economic return to the State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Sir, no disrespect. 

My questions are only to quarrel with some of the 

statements I heard you make here. 

COL. KELLY: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: You referred to a 

million dollar wager. Do you think anyone in their 

right mind, operating a business, would put themselves 

in the position of going bankrupt with one bet? 

COL. KELLY: I don't get your question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: You said, what if a 

man came in and bet a million dollars on a football 

game. 

COL. KELLY: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Do you believe that 

a company, whether it's state controlled or privately 

controlled, would allow themselves to get into a 

position where they would lose their entire revenue 

on just one bet? 

COL. KELLY: I don't understand. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I don't know how much 

clearer I can make it. If I came in to you and said 

I wanted to bet a million dollars, and you're operating 

an establishment. 

COL. KELLY: What are we talking about? 
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said. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Something that you 

COL.. KELLY: A foo.tball game? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Yes. 

COL. KELLY: Okay. And the.que.stion? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Do you believe ; if 

it was state controlled or privately controlled, that 

anyone would accept something.. that would put them out 

of business? 

COL. KELLY: I don't know. Where do you cut 

it off. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Don 1 t accept the bid. 

There has to be limitations. They certainly would 

have the ri.ght to have their own lirnLtations. So I 

think the argument itself was a poor argument. 

COL. KELLY: I agree that there are limitations. 

As I said to you before, even in the illegal operation 

they won't accept a million, they'll lay it off. I 

agree with that. My question was, if it came into the 

State would they be able to handle it and what would 

they do about it. That's my question. I have no 

answer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well, I think the State 

of New Jersey has done a tremendous job, both on the 

horse racing and the lottery, and whatever other 

functions that we have, such as bingo. You people 

have policed it wonderfully. We've had a tremendous 

reputation throughout the entire world. So I'm not 

afraid of the fact that you and your subordinates would 

not be able to do the job. I am sure you will. 

The last question that bothers me, because we 

always go back to the same thing, - it seems to me 

you referred to the fact that in the past there were 

problems with alcohol too. 

COL. KELLY: Right. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN . .PELLECCHIA: I.sn' t it a fact that 

you were t.alking ... abo.ut l932.and .. it has .. been .proven 

throughout. the y.ear.s .. that if. we had. had this kind of 

an.operation before we would not have had the Capones and 

the rest of the gangs.ters that came up during that 

era? 

COL. KELLY: No. If you.' re asking. what I said, 

I will. repea.t what I said. I wa.s not talking. about 

1932. I was talking. about a. statement that was made 

last night that referred to the year 2000 as it 

presently applies to the drug culture of this country, 

and I was not talkingabout 1932. I'll tell you, if 

we continue in narcotics here, we will have more 

Capones. What I did was draw a .comparative analysis. 

By permissiveness and availability, if we do this, 

the acceptance of this type of thing may give us, as 

I said, possibly a gambling culture. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Not referring to 

drugs, sir, - I am not referring to drugs because I am 

with you a thousand percent - but the alcohol. This 

was the same cry that was posed then when we tried 

to repeal the 19th Amendment, and I believe that it 

has been proven wrong. And we did have a better 

society without those racketeers selling wood alcohol 

and everything. eJ..se. And a.gain.,. my final ques.tion is, 

would. you, say as .p.n official of the State, want to 

deprive the _people of the State of New Jersey of the 

right to control thei_r own destiny by voting on this 

issue? 

COL. KELLY: I'll try to answer your question 

in one way. People have to be regulated, all people or 

some people. This is why we have speed limits of 50 

miles or 60 miles regulating people. If we didn't there 

would be no controls, and some legislation is for the 

good of the people. People have to be regulated. It is 
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done .by: .. legi.s.lation. Now the. wilL of .. the .. people to 

speak. ""·· whatever .y:olL.peopl.e .. decide is. .. your.. decision, 

not mine_. . So. people do have. to .be regula ted. I 'm 

not .. depriving. .. any:one of anything. but I am saying that 

people do.have tobe regulated. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: From what I gather 

from your answer, we should. never have any referendums, 

that .the.Legi.slators 

COL. KELLY: No, sir. I didn't say that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well you' re implying 

that they do have to be regulated. 

COL. KELLY: Yes, sir. That' s why you pass 

laws. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well we also go to 

referendum and ask them their wishes. 

COL. KELLY: Well I'm not talking about the 

fundamentals or how you're going to do it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: No further questions. 

Thank you. 

COL. KELLY: You're welcome. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Currin, any questions? 

MRo CURRIN: No questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblywoman Klein? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Colonel Kelly, I 

really am very sorry and, Mr. Chairman, I do apologize 

for being late but I was abiding by the speed limit. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well the rest of us were too 

coming in. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: I'm very sorry that I 

was late because I would have liked to have heard your 

entire testimony. 

The thing that concerns me very much is that 

we have regulations about gambling, we have strict 

proscriptions against gambling except as permitted by 

law. So we have a situation in New Jersey where we're 

really taking off to jail, for as much as a year or two, 
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people for the crime a£ selling .. lo.ttery .slips 

illegally.. And .. .some of these .. people :-. it 1 s .a little 

hard to see it , you. know.. see a. 7 5 or 8.0 ye.ar . old man 

and woman going. off to jail for a. year .for s.elling 

ill.egal lottery .slips, at the same time that the 

State is adverti.sing. its lottery,. urging ... .people to 

bet, to gamble,. making. it almost a social duty to 

support your .state.by purchasing lottery tickets. You 

see a picture of the Governorpurchasing.lottery 

tickets. How can we reconcile, you know, these two 

things? And the second question is, why is it, since 

everybody admits that so many .. people are gambling and 

that il.l.egal .gambling. is going on regularly, why is it 

impossible to control it while it is illegal? 

COL. KELLY: I will answer your first question. 

As a police officer there is nothing I can do but 

enforce the law. We have sympathies, feelings, emotions. 

Who wants to arrest a 70 year old man? No one wants 

to. We don' t have the power of discretion, as long as 

the law is on the books. And I think the way to resolve 

this particular thing is to rid the books of these 

laws if they are ineffective. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Would you enlarge upon 

that a little, please? 

COL. KELLY: Well, your question was, if you 

catch a man with a lottery slip and you put him in 

jail. In the first place, we don't put them in jail. 

That's discretionary with the judicial. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: I understand. 

COL. KELLY: The point is that if he's arrested, 

we have to go through the process. We don't have 

the power of discretion with regard to who we do or 

do not arrest. We may be again sympathetic but where 

do we stand? 

Now, if we~re talking about legislation that 

would be good for the people that is effective in this 
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particular area, rum strongly for it, I recommend that 

we do away with such things. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Well, I would really like 

to know a little more about that. You're recommending 

that we do away with 

COL. KELLY: No, no. I'm recommending that you 

consider the laws that you just said are affecting the 

so-called poor people and other people that may be 

picked up for lottery slips. You should give some 

thought to looking into this. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Well, I've given a lot of 

thought to it. And I guess what I want you to tell me 

is, do you think there is a way of eliminating the 

sanctions against lottery slips, illegal lotteries, 

without- well, do you think there's a way of doing it 

so that you would deprive organized crime of this revenue 

and can you do it without inviting any of the problems 

of law enforcement that you have associated with casino 

gambling. 

COL. KELLY: To go back a little bit, Mrs. 

Klein, we've been on panels before, we went through this 

historical crime investigation many years ago, and I 

know you are a little aware of some of the ramifications. 

As I said a little earlier, people who are in the illegal 

business, just like in the black-marketing business, just 

like in hijaqking - we probably will never stop all these 

things, and we'll probably never stop people from buying 

illicit goods. For example, someone comes today and would 

say to an individual "I can sell you a television for 

$100" and the television is worth $500, 95% of the times 

the individual will buy the television for $100 and not 

even question where it comes from. But really if he looked 

into it, and his own conscience, - I'm not saying everyone 

would do this, but everyone is looking for a bargain. By 

the same token, we are in the business of combatting 

crime and the biggest problem we have, of course, is combat-
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ting money and gambling is, of course, the biggest 

source. of money, and with money comes everything else. 

As I said earlier, to give you an idea of the people who 

are in business, they are real businessmen illegal or 

improper, whichever, they are businessmen. They are 

using the number - and I am being redundant now - they 

are using lottery numbers today because now they are 

getting today's number today and they don't have to wait 

until tomorrow to g=t the number. Then they are running 

a pool tonight on horse racing in Saratoga or wherever. 

So they can get two lottery numbers. Now. thi.s is an 

enticement for people to get into this business. And 

we're never going to change some of the people that ere 

in this business. One of the reasons, of course, is 

that people want to pick their own number, they want 

a chance of picking their own number, and they want to 

bet a nickel, a dime, or a penny, whichever. And we're 

probably never going to change those people as long 

as these other people are around. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Well, Colonel, you know 

there's an old saying that the law really has to reflect 

the mores of the people. If the law does not reflect 

the mores of the people, the law becomes almost 

unmanageable. Now we have had a lot of testimony to the 

effect that a lottery slip and bets on numbers are rampant, 

I mean that multitudes of people are participating in 

this. And there's no way that you can convince them, I 

think, that what they're doing is legally wrong or morally 

wrong or any other way wrong as long as the State at the 

same time is operating its own lottery and selling the 

tickets and enticing the people to buy. 

COL. KELLY: Well I would say there is another 

consideration. Would :i.t be proper to say to the people 

making illegal whisky ~.t1at it's okay for them to do it 

because the State is ::.t lling whisky too? 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: I think that's a good 

point. But I think it would be difficult to tell people 

it was wrong or sinful or immoral for them to drink 

whisky if at the same time the State were involved in 

selling it. 

But I think it's a major problem. And I object 

to the thought of gambling for the few. You know, the 

select, the ones who are acceptable in the casino, and 

at the same time putting people in jail IDr a 5¢ bet. 

There is some~hing very wrong about that. And I would 

like to know if you visualize increased law enforcement 

problems or decreased law enforcement problems if 

something were done to change the lottery situation 

so that people could have their choice of numbers or 

they could bet smaller amounts .so that it ~s more 

accessible to them. In other words, so that the thing 

they are doing anyway could be legalized or franchised 

or state operated or whatever. 

COL. KELLY: I don't have the solution but I 

say it would take review. One other thing, the 

one inducement and enticement is that you can bet on 

credit. If the State is willing to go for credit, okay. 

This is one of the inducements. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: How large a part does that 

play in it? I mean, if you had it legalized but it was 

against the law to extend credit, how large a problem 

would that be? Is that a big significant factor? 

COL. KELLY: I really don't know. You've got me 

cold, asking me that type of things. We could make a 

survey. We would have to go out and talk to all of our 

illegal people and find out their views on these things. 

I just couldn't tell you, Mrs. Klein. I just don't 

know. I think that it demands study. It would demand 

review and study on the part of someone. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: You do feel perhaps that 
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the Legislature should address itself to this question 

of the illegal numbers and see whe~her there is a way 

of resolving this? And do you think this would decrease 

the crime problem? 

COL. KELLY: You can't address it solely to the 

illegal numbers. There are illegal horse racing bets, 

illegal wagering on football and basketball. Possibly 

we may have to address ourselves to the whole spectrum 

of the problem. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN- KLEIN: These illegal wage.rings 

are a large problem for law enforcement, is that right? 

COL.. KELLY: Yes. No, not the wagering as such 

but the results and the revenue that aomes from the 

wagering affect many things. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: You mean as a source of 

revenue for other ventures? 

COL~ KELLY: Right. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: I just have one other 

question. You made mention of the fact that a lot of 

organized crime figures were infiltrating into the 

Catskills and. other resort areas of New York, purchasing 

property in anticipation of expanded gambling in New 

York. Have you any evidence of that happening in New 

Jersey? 

COL. KELLY: Not substantial evidence. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: But there has bee~ some? 

COL. KELLY: Not supportive evidence. 

MRS. KLEIN: Oh, not supportive evidence. 

COLo KELLY: Right. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Is there supportive 

evidence for it in New York? I've heard this from 

other people. 

COL. KELLY: The statement was made in the New 

York News and I quoted the New York News' statement. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: This doesn't come from your 

intelligence infov1ation. 
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COL. KELLY: We have some views but I could 

not support your . .statement with regard to "do I feel". 

I could not support that. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Thank you. 

S-ENATOR DUMONT: Senator Musto? 

SENATOR MUSTO: At the outset, Colonel, let me 

thank you for your testimony and I want you to know that 

we are aware that we have the finest State Police in 

the country. 

COL. KELLY: Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I just don't happen to agree 

with you on gambling. 

COL. KELLY: I know that. 
... 

SENATOR MUSTO: I don't think there are any 

questions that I could ask you that we haven't covered 

before. I cetainly think that you are entitled to your 

view and I know it's a very sincere one. But the thing 

that has always bothered me on the problem of gambling is -

and this might be a different question - what do we do 

about the availability of gambling? We've tried from 

time immemorial to do something about that and, as you 

know, we've never locked up a bettor. It's a little 

bit different from the story about the TV set at $100 

and sold say for $25. There we bring both parties in 

and take action against them. But still we never lock 

up the bettor. The bettor is. always. an individual who 

is allowed to make his bets and go away. It's only the 

bookie and we can always replace the bookie. And this 

gives us a tremendous problem. 

COL. KELLY: I realize this. And the problem, 

of course, as you know, is so tremendous and so enormous 

in terms of enforcement. Where do we go? We're in the 

same situation right now with the marijuana and narcotic 

field. Not that we have disregard for the boy or girl 

who has bought it, we understand that, but we don't have 

the time and we concentrate on the individual 
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SENATOR MUSTO: That's a good point you make there. 

I'll stop there with the narcotics. We can always get 

to that. It's in this Commission's story all the time. 

We haven't yet, I don't think, reached a point where we 

want to make a decision on it. I think we have on 

gambling. 

Let me ask you a question. You bring up 

marijuana, do we want to do anything there. Now, would 

you want to make smoking illegal? 

COL. KELLY: Smoking what? 

SENATOR MUSTO: Anything. Cigarettes. 

COL. KELLY: I don't smoke myself. I 

SENATOR MUSTO: I don't either, so you and I 

are equal there. Would you want to make drinking illegal? 

COL. KELLY: No. I drink. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Well I do too. The point I am 

leading up to is, now we're on the subject of gambling, 

we haven 1 t reached the subject of narcotics yet. Some 

day we will have to face that too. We find even in that 

area of law enforcement we face a tremendous problem 

where the wrong people are ma~ing a hell of a lot of 

money. We haven't been able to meet that problem. But 

let 1 s put that one aside. This is the Gambling Study 

Commission. 

Now we have the problem of gambling and I don't 

think there is anyone in this country or anywhere in the 

world that doesn't know about gambling and isn't 

completely familiar with it. It's a rather simple subject. 

It concerns the desires of people and it doesn't matter 

whether they're rich or poor. And the fact that some of 

us feel, and perhaps rightfully so, that making it 

available will encourage more people to gamble, - we have 

to weigh. that against the other tremendous effects that 

we're feeling today from illegal gambling. This is why 

we come to our law enforcement people and hope that, in 

addition to the testimony that they give, where they give 
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their very sincere opinions as to how they feel about 

gambling or smoking or anything else, that they also 

will give us their view, and a rather strong view, as 

to whether or not we can control it. And when outstand

ing law enforcement people, like yourself, come before 

us - and I don~t mean you intentionally waiver, :Out 

you aren 1 t as specific as I wouldlike you to be. And 

that goes for the Attorney Generals and the District 

Attorneys and other people. They 1 re not as specific as 

I would like them to be. I get sort of confused because 

in my opinion I would brag about our law enforcement 

people. I think they've done an outstanding job with 

few tools and under very difficult circumstances. And 

I think the only tools they need to do the job in the 

field of gambling today is to make it legal. 

I think the problem is the illegality that 

exists and the hypercritical attitude that we have 

toward gambling. As you know, they will not lock up 

a bettor. They don't lock up all of the participants. 

And the other day I told a story at one of the Commission 

hearings and it 1 s a true story, I saw it on Channel 7 

television where the television people - how they got 

there I'll never know, but it was so outrageous that 

they took a regular television scene of about eight 

people playing cards in Central Park. I think the 

youngest fellow playing cards was about 65 years old. 

They told the story and they took a picture story. 

Whatever made these young policemen lock them up, I 1 11 

never know, but here was a story of people gambling in 

Central Park - to make this long story short, they 

locked them up, booked them. They went to court. Well, 

that poor judge sitting there, he didn't care what the 

law said. He reminded me of my mother one night when I 

came home and told her bingo was illegal after they had 

been playing it for years and years and years. I said, 
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"Don 1 t p~ay bingo anymore because the judge just said 

it was ille.gal. 11 I won 1 t tell you what she said but she 

kept playing. Nobody locked her up. But these peop-le 

.we.re.actuaJ..ly brought before the court and the magistrate 

natura-l-ly used common sense. He didn 1 t read the letter 

of the law which said it was illegal and that the policemen 

who locked them up were within their legal bounds, an~ he 

just ..dismissed the case. 

But I think it 1 s going to take a tough look by 

our top law enforcement people like yourself, particularly, 

to recog~ize the fact, which I think you know already, 

that people. are going- to .gamble.. The type of gambling, 

that 1 s got to be decided. There are all thin~s that 

have to be considered, these problems and all of that. 

The regulations are even difficult. It 1 s not easy. But 

one thing should be recogni·zed, that we have to come 

to a conclusion on how we enforce it, how we put it into 

effect, and are we going to legalize gambling. Should 
. \ . 

we recognize the fact that gambling is a natural part of 
.. 

human life today.and face that fact and meet it as I think 

we can. 

That 1 s my point of view and I would hope you 

people would look at it that way. 

COL. KELLY: You 1 re right, and you have conveyed 

this to me two or three times and I respect your opinion 

in this regard. It all depends - with due respect, as 

the Senator says he thinks all the gambling is in North 

Jersey --, it all depends on the environment and the 

type and kind ~n certain segments of this State, certain 

ideals and princip~es. I watched a city down in your 

section, like Mays Landing, when the race track first 

came .into this city, and the effect it had on that little 

municipality, from a municipality that knew nothing, very 

complacent, and all of a sudden a race track came in. And 

I was there, I was stationed there at the time, and in 

the course o£ a year more people were concerned about 
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betting and .. getting. .. to the race track.. Wha.t we did, 
we made a new culture in that city that was involved 
in that thing •. · And I understand this. Because this is 
what they know, this is what they heard, it's great. 

SENATOR MUSTO: You say a new culture. But those 
people probably were playing bingo and they were probably 

going on the boardwalk and playing games of chance. They 
were probably playing cards in the house. It was just 
made more convenient and more accessible to them. 

COL. KELLY: But is this what we want? That's 
the situation. Do we want to cultivate more people to 
gambling? 

SENATOR MUSTO: Well, you're not cultivating 
more people to gambling. I think what you're doing is 
giving them a new device. The people that are buying 

lottery tickets today - and I disagree with some of 
these irrational statements that these people who are 
buying lottery tickets never gambled before --

COL. KELLY: My mother never gambled before and 
she's buying lottery tickets every day. 

SENATOR MUSTO: But the point is, if you walk 
down the street and talk to people who are buying lottery 
tickets - and we've done that - 90% of those people 
gamble. You say you develop a new culture. The other 
1~~ play bingo or do some gambling. They do something. 
And I think it' s wrong. to ge.t. the idaa. .. :th&t we 1 re 
c.uJ..tiv.ating. o.r .creating a new culture. I don•t think 

it's so. From the reports of the law enforcement people, 
if there is anything that doesn't have to be cultivated 
here, it's gambling. I can &how you reports stacked this 

high of billions and billions of dollars being spent 
regularly. 

COL. KELLY: I recognize this. 

SENATOR MUSTO: So I don 1 t know how you can 
cultivate it anymore. 
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COL. KELLY: The only thing I can say, in 

the last few years I don't know how many - well, we 

do know how many people we've arrested - maybe arrest 

is not the answer. I'm not basing any satisfying 

results or justification on arrests, but there is one 

thing that I don't know and no one can tell me and 

that is the deterrent. I don't know how many people 

in official posi ti·ons and jobs right now are not 

doing the things that they possibly would have been 

doing if the aggressive action we haven't been taking, 

or have been taking, didn't take place. This I can't 

measure. May,be there is some deterrent .. :when we. stop 

to realize that people are not accepting the things 

that were accepted ... be£ore. And I think ~hat ~we .have 

some deterrent action throughout the State and I think 

this is +ecognized throughout the country. 

And with regard to the question, I must concede, 

Senator, you have your views and, of course, I have 

mine, but we must understand that whatever happens 

legislativewise becomes my problem. You convey this to 

me and whatever the problem is that you convey to me, 

you can be sure that we will do our best to do whatever 

has to be done. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Finally, in that area, and that's 

the area that I'm interested in, because I can't think 

of anything, anything at all, in the 26 years that I've 

been in the Legislature, that was turned over to you 

people that you haven't handled properly, intelligently, 

constructively and, last but not least, where the State 

has derived a tremendous source of revenue. You can't 

beat that track record. I would like to see it continued. 

COL. KELLY: Okay. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Senator Maressa has another 

question. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Colonel Kelly, to quote Senator 
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Musto, we want. the people of the State of New Jersey 

to be happy_. Maybe the people down in Mays Landing 

had a suppressed, dormant desi.re to make what otherwise 

might be an uninteresting life a little brighter. And 

when the track came around, they got a little more zip. 

But earlier this year, before the Appropriations 

Committee, Attorney General Kugler appeared and said 

to us that he was in favor of legalizing victimless 

crimes. Do you agree with General Kugler? 

COL$ KELLY: Would you give me, as a Lawyer, 

your definition of a victimless crime? There is some

one who is the victim. The State is the victim, if 

no one else. 

SENATOR MARESSA: He was referring to the 

gaming statutes. 

COL. KELLY? Right, and the State in this 

case would be the victim. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Well I think it was generally 

accepted at the hearing that he was talking about the 

gaming statutes and those people the State was 

prosecuting and spending hundreds of thousands in law 

enforcement which perhaps should be directed in other 

areas. 

Now, have you ever discussed what he meant by 

victimless crimes, with Mr. Kugler? 

COL. KELLY: Not to any degree, no, sir, we 

haven't but I will. 

SENATOR MARESSA: In other words, you're not 

in a position now to express an opinion. 

COL. KELLY: No, sir. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Just lastly then, so that I 

understand your position, if for example casino gambling 

were legalized in this State and the task was assigned 

to you to police or operate, or whatever, do I under

stand your testimony to be that you could handle ·the 

job? You said that earlier, didn't you, Colonel? 
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COL. KELLY: Do you want to help me out, Mrs. 

Klein? You helped.me out once before. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: I don 1 t remember. 

COL. KELLY: I can say, whatever is dictated 

to us by this austere group or body will be carried 

out. 

SENATOR MARESSA: It will be carried out. But 

you don't have any reservations about having the 

ability to do the job, if the State were to operate 

these casinos, with your personnel and additional 

training, whatever else is necessary --

COL. KELLY: And additional people. 

SENATOR MARESSA: if the State gave you 

the tools to do the job, you could do the job. 

COL. KELLY: Whatever would have to be done, 

I can assure you would be done. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Colonel 1 I wasn't entirely 

clear on just how you feel with respect to a referendum. 

Would you be for or against or neutral in respect to 

a question that might be submitted to the people as 

early as November, 1973 with respect to any expansion 

of gambling over and above what is presently legal in 

New Jersey. 

COL. KELLY: Well, Senator, that's kind of hard 

for me to answer. I am not legislative nor politically 

oriented. I don't think I'm capable. I have my own 

opinion in this regard but I think that the decision to 

do this is the decision of this group and whatever the 

decision may be is the answer. 

SENATOR DUMONT: All right. Now at the present 

time, as I understand the law of the State, card games 

played for money are actually illegal. That's correct, 

isn't it? 

COL. KELLY: Right. 

SENN!'OR DUMONT: And how much time over the years, 

if you can ectimate, has the State Police under your 
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command . .s..pent on conducting gambling raids in com

parison or in contrastwith their overall use of time 

and effort? 

COL. KELLY: Again, Senator, in the last four 

or five years things have changed in terms of approaches. 

We just don't have the manpower or the people to do the 

so-called, let 1 s say, minor - it's not minor but we 

call it minor - things. Our approach is to where does 

the money go. 

All right, let us say that the seven of us sat 

down and played cards and we all lost $100 and at the 

end of the night you won $700, at least I know where 

$700 is. 

SENATOR DUMONT: It would be very unlikely that 

I would, but 

COL. 

know. we're 

sad. If at 

go ahead. 

KELLY: We 

all happyr 

the end of 

know where the $700 went. You 

or you • re happy and-we • re all 

the night we all lost $100 and 

the $700 belongs to somebody outside, this is what bothers 

me. And this is what concerns me the least. 

SENATOR DUMONT: However, under the present law 

of New Jersey you really have no alternative except to 

conduct gambling raids. 

COL. KELLY: No, sir, I haven't. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Right. 

COL. KELLY: Listen, some neighbor may complain 

tomorrow about gambling and some poor bunch of workers 

are having a card game in their house or something like 

this, and we're stuck with a complaint like this. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Would you care to express an 

opinion as to whether there are more urgent subjects to 

which the State Police could devote their time and effort 

rather than conducting gambling raids? 

COL. KELLY: Oh, yes, sir. I should list them, 

I think, as to priority. We are totally involved in 

hijacking; we're totally involved in black marketing; 
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We 1 re totally involved in corruption, other than 

gambling. And, of course, the results and returns 

of gambling affect and corrupt people. We're totally 

involved in so many things, we 1 re spread so thin. We 

should be in areas on the waterfronts, on the docks 

and places like this where we should be. We've changed 

our whole concept up in your area, only the last month 

or so'· with regard to more aggressive patrols and --

SENATOR DUMONT: I might say we're very happy 

to have them there too. 

COL. KELLY: So it's a constant change in 

concept. Our whole concept has changed in the last 

five years with the concentration of effort being 

on general police and, again, with protection of people 

in the rural areas but supplemented by additional people 

and tactical controls. The effect that the highway is 

god.ng to have on the northern part of your State, the 

287 1 s and the 80 1 s, we're going to have a great influx 

of people which means, more people, more problems. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Have you given much thought 

to the question - assuming that a general question were 

submitted and approved by the people as to the 

necessity for local option type of legislation. For 

example, if there were to be casinos someday approved 

in New Jersey, would it be your belief that there should 

be legislation to require a local referendum in the 

municipality before a casino could be established there? 

This would have to follow a statewide referendum and 

approval by the people in that respect. 

COL. KELLY: Oh, I'm a firm believer in that, 

the home rule concept, and certainly it may be acceptable 

to some and not acceptable to others. There are some 

cities, some really small municipalities that don't have 

to be policed, but there are other municipalities that 

do have to be policed. So for me to say that they 
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shouldn' t have .. loca-L .option , I think would be wrong. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Any other questions by 

members of the Commission? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Just one. I've been 

sitting here thinking. Do you feel as though you 1 ve 

been making progres-s in containing gambling.? 

COLONEL KELLY: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: You do. How much has 

it decreased? 

COL. KELLY: Oh, I have no way of measuring 

the extensiveness of it. I do have ways of measuring 

in terms of information and intelligence that we do 

have. We don 1 t have the runners that are running 

flagrant up and down the street, as they used to be. 

We don't have that type of operation. We've cut off 

the communication type thing. We know that we've cut 

off sources. There are many sources that we have 

not reached because of the layers of involvement of 

protection that we can't penetrate. We hope to. There 

are some that we can. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Isn't most of the enforce

ment of things like numbers under the local police 

rather than the State Police? 

COL. KELLY: In some cases. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Then I would just like 

to know whether you think having legalized gambling, 

particularly in relation to numbers, would increase or 

decrease the law enforcement problem. 

COL. KELLY: If we legalized numbers? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Suppose we just said 

we weren't going to prosecute anybody for lotteries. 

COL. KELLY: If you say that, naturally our 

problem would decrease if we're not going to prosecute 

anybody. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Well, do you think it 
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would increa.se. qth.e. ,p.rohJ.em of crime in New Jersey? 

COLw KELLY: No. Again, there are two points. 

There is. the point, as you say, just legalize lotteries, 

is that what you're.saying.? the numbers? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Yes. 

COL. KELLY: You could do that but I don't know 

the solution. What again about the illegal operator? 

How do we stop him from not going through the State ~rocess? 

What do we do about them if they don't go through the 

State process? Are you saying that anyone who wants to 

be a bookie or run a lottery could do it and it's not 

a transgression? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Yes. Well, that's kind of 

a way-out thought but really I just wondered what would 

happen if it was opened up so that it wasn't illegal, like 

the people who want to get together and play a card game. 

COL. KELLY: Are you saying that the State should 

say that the lottery should be opened up to anyone? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: That there just wouldn't be 

legislation in that area. 

COL. KELLY: You could do it but I'm saying you 

are not going to stop the illegalities of the whole thing 

because of the mapy facets. Again, the credits and the 

association, and the type of involvements and inducements 

that the State would not get involved in. As I told you 

before, now we're running ~o lottery numbers, illegal 

lottery numbers, a day, one in the afternoon and one at 

night. And they would come up with other inducements that 

people would become involved in. To stop it totally, I 

would say probably never. And I cannot give you any 

legislative recommendations. I can sit down and talk with 

you for hours with regard to some of the ramifications, but 

I don't think that I can come up with any real answers or 

solutions to that particular problem. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Colonel, of the whole spectrum -

I know that's a broad area- of gambling, both major and 
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minor types, and I would.classi£.y. the major ones as 

bookmaking. or. numbers.., .. betting. on o.rganized athletic 

events, offtrack .betting, .. cas.ino. gambling.~ and then 

of the more minor type., such as t.elephone bingo t.hat 

we don 1 t know rnu.ch.abou.tbu.t we know it exists~ card 

garne.s, dice games, jai alai, or whatnot, - is there 

anything., f.rom your viewpoint, out of those or any others 

that I havenut mentioned that you believe it would be 

wise to legalize in New Jersey with the approval of the 

people and would provide actually fewer difficult problems 

for you in law enforcement? Or is it your feeling that 

the State has gone far enough in the legalization of 

gambling with what it now has and should not have any 

of these types? 

COL. KELLY: I do, Senator. 

SENATOR DUMONT: The last? 

COL. KELLY: I think we've gone far enough, yes. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Thank you very much, and I 

would like to add my very sincere respects, which I think 

I have expressed to you on many occasions, for the splendid 

work which you have always done as a Trooper and as 

Commanding Officer of the State Police throughout New Jersey, 

that you are doing and will continue to do. And we are 

happy to have had you here this morning. 

COL. KELLY: Thank you very much, Senator. Thanks 

to all of you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Thank you, Colonel. 

Before I call Commissioner Peter Rozelle, who will 

be the next witness, I want to be sure that all the people 

who desire to testify today have signed in. If you haven't, 

please come down here to John Lee, who is Secretary to the 

Gambling Study Commission, in the front row, and indicate 

your desire to testify at some point today. 

We have listed at present, Commissioner Peter 

Rozelle9 Mrs. Judith Cambria, Tax Chairman, New Jersey 
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League of Women Voters~ Commissioner Kuhn could not be 

here but. he has sent in a w.rit.ten statement; and I also 

have listed.Francis A. Forst of East Brunswick. 

Are there any other people who desire to be heard 

today? All right. Then that,. with the addition of Mr. 

Malamut, completes the list of people, at this point at 

least, who have indicated a desire to testify. 

At this time I would like to call on the 

Commissioner of Professional Football, Peter Rozelle. 

Let me say, Commissioner, we are extremely happy 

and also privileged and honored to have you with us today. 

We want you to say anything that's on your mind in regard 

to the statement you wish to make and then the Commission 

members will probably ask you questions about it, as you 

heard us do with Colonel Kelly, the Commanding Officer of 

our State Police. 

I might say to you, since you are not familiar 

with the background of this Commission, there are twelve 

members on it. The attendance over all of these six 

public hearings - this is the sixth and final one - has 

been very good. There are seven members out of the twelve 

here today - five of those are in the Legislature, in one 

House or the other - and two are citizen members, which 

simply distinguishes them from the legislative members. 

We want particularly to hear your viewpoint in 

regard to the question of whether betting on organized 

athletic events should be permitted. And I am sure you 

would testify the same way in any state that you were 

in that was contemplating any such action. 

So we welcome you here, knowing of your extremely 

fine record in the job you are doing as Commissioner of 

Professional Football. We are happy, again, to have you 

with us and you may now say anything you desire. 

P E T E R R 0 Z E L L E: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I appreciate this opportunity because the matter before you, 

at least before you in part, is something of tremendous 
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concern to the National Football League throughout the 

Country, which is why I was most appreciative of the 

invitation extended me to be with you today. 

My name is Pete Rozelle. I am Commissioner of 

the National Football League. I appreciate your invita~ 

tion to testify today, for the subject at i.ssue is one 

on which professional football holds very strong 

convictions. 

The NFL is firmly opposed to the concept of 

legalized gambling on professional football. Our care

fully considered judgment is that legalized gambling in 

any form will seriously harm our sport without producing 

the benefits envisioned by its proponents. 

Unlike team sports that depend solely on human 

effort, horse racing has been tied to legal gambling 

since the early Roman Empire, and today probably could 

not even survive without it. Professional football, on 

the other hand, has grown and prospered over the past 50 

years without resorting to gambling as an incentive. 

Indeed, we spend hundreds of thousands of dollars each 

year attempting to assure that no vestige of gambling 

will touch our players, our coaches, our owners. and 

others closely associated with football. Simply stated, 

we have grave doubts that our sport could survive the 

added stress and pressures that state-sponsored gambling 

would ultimately impose on its structure and its basic 

integrity. 

A simple truth in which we firmly believe is that 

the vast majority of our fams do not now gamble in any 

meaningful sense. Participation in the office pool or a 

casual dollar bet on the home team with a friend is far 

removed from the kind of habitual, systematic gambling

involving additional millions of people - that government 

sponsorship would undoubtedly generate. 
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You ~entlemen obviously realize that professional foot

ball is grounded on absolute integrity, both in fact and in the 

public consciousness. No one would, or could, dispute the absolute 

necessity of keeping our game free from suspicion. 

We make every effort to insurE! the integrity of our ga:ne. 

Because we are well aware that a certain element in our society 

does gamble illegally on team sports, we employ extensive security 

forces at great expense to police our own stringent rules agains·t 

gambling by anyone connected with the League or any member club. 

Our·security pzoblems would be multiplied by the extension of 

systematized gambli"'lg to the gene:ral public. 

Above and beyond the increased risk of suspicion of scan

dal if betting is legalized is the like:Ly erosion of the public con

fidence on which our sport is built -- and without which it cannot 

survive. We firmly believe that government-sponsored gambling on 

team sports would soon create a large generation of cynical fans, 

obsessed with point spreads and parimut·1el tickets and constantly 

prone to suspect and criticize the motives of players and coaches 

alike. We believe that legalized gambling will change the fundamen

tal character cf fan interest in professional football, by converting 

millions of fans into bettors, preoccupied with cashing a bet and 

suspicious of the integrity of any player performance or coaching 

decision that spells the difference betHeen winning and losing tbat 

bet -- not the game. For example, we de> not relish the prospect of 

75,000 Giant fans in the new stadium he::e in New Jersey cheering 

against the Giants so that bets could be~ won. 
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be tragic to supplant the fan's rooting interest in his favorite 

team with a ganbling-oriented philosophy. 

Thes(~ are some of the detrimental effects we are convinced 

would result from state-sponsored gambling on our sport. In addi

tion to imperiling the foundations of our game, we cannot help but 

wonder what a government that sponsors qarnbling on.team sports is 

~tting itself in for. 

The proposals we have seen contemplate not only approval 

of gambling by the state, but active promotion of it as well. Among 

other things, they would entail developing an advertising and pu~lic 

relations staff designed to solicit as many be~s as possible. The 

ultimate result -- as the history of ho~se racing has already proved 

will be active governmental intervention and participation in the 

operation of professional sports. For example, the state would have 

to create and Inaintain a sports betting authority to set up and run 

a large and complicated bookmaking syst·~m. Whatever betting system 

were used, this would create enormous m~chanical problems. 

Moreover, the state's money i:1terest would require a 

dramatic enlargement of its security forces, and would entail cor

ruption risks far greater than any we have known thus far. It 

would ultimately involve direct and extensive governmental control 

of what is now: and has been, an effectively self-regulated sport -

as in horse racing, where the state setf; the racing dates and sH:es, 

licenses all of the participants and thu owners, conducts investiga

tions and metes out discipline. It wou:.d give the state a tremendous 



stake in oversE~eing sporting events whic:h, because they are held out

side its borders, the state could not control. 

With the vastly enlarged number of bettors, the state 

would constantly face the kind of situai:ion we experienced several 

weeks ago. Some of you may recall the recent Redskin-Giant game in 

which Washington called a time-out with 24 seconds left, then scored 

a touchdown and thereby exceeded. the est:ablished point spread. Our 

teleplione lines were jammed the next da~' with the calls of angry, 

losing bettors questioning the motives ~and the parentage) of co~ch 

and quarterback alike. In such situations -- and in any number Jf 

others of the same kind what ar.e now our problems would become 

yours, and on a scale so drastically enlarged that they might well 

be unmanageable. 

A st;J.te-run bookmaking agency would have to be preparea 

to lose money as well as to make it. In this respect, illegal book

makers have several important advantages over any legal system: 

they can limit the amount of money they will accept on any given 

game, and th.ey can "lay off" bets to a central organization to 

minimize their risk of loss. It is not difficult to imagine the 

public reaction if a state agency lost $1,000,000 or so on one game. 

I have brought with me copies of the National Football 

League• s position statement on legalized sports gambli.ng, which 

explains the reasons for our opposition far more comPletely than 

I have attempted to do'this morning. I would like to leave our 

position statenent with you for study a·t your leisure. Meanwhile, 
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I have touched on some of the very basic reasons why we, 

along with other professional sports and numerous law

enforcement agencies, view legalized betting proposals 

with nothing short of alarm. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Currin, any questions of 

Commissioner Rozelle? 

MR. CURRIN: Yes. Mr. Commissioner, I notice 

from your statement that you seem to minimize the amount 

of betting done on professional football at the present 

time and allude to the fact that it's primarily done 

between friends and office pools, and so forth. I am 

sure you are also_ aware of the extensive pool betting on 

spreads by these slips of paper or tickets that are 

prevalent, particularly in the major metropolitan area. 

What effect, if any, does this have on your scrutiny and 

control? 

MR. ROZELLE: I think that gambling is and always 

will be a problem for sports. We saw it - those of you 

who followed sports in this general area for a number of 

years will recall that in college basketball we had two 

major scandals about ten years apart, one in 1950 and 

again in 1960. So that gambling is always a threat to 

the integrity of sports. 

Our position here is that we are multiplying that 

threat when we legalize it. 

In Great Britain, when they legalized betting 

shops, and so forth, I believe in 1960, their studies 

indicated there was a 400% increase in gambling. 

We are well aware of the fact that there is 

illegal gambling through bookmakers on professional 

football today. We're merely saying that we don 1 t think 

the majority of our fans follow the practice of such 

betting. We know that some of it is done but we think, 

when people say that everyone bets through bookmakers on 

professional football, it's a fallacy. And this was 

confirmed for us by the President of the National 
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Association of District Attorneys, Carol Vance of Houston, 

Texas, who estimates that probably 1% of the overall fans 

in the United States would make bets of any consequence on 

sports. 

But to answer your question again, yes, it's a 

problem and we would just prefer that it not be multiplied. 

MR.. CURRIN: Thank you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblyman Pellecchia. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Commissioner, indeed it's 

a pleasure and a privilege for me to sit here and try to 

pick your mind because I know the work you've been doing. 

I am also one of the most rabid fans you would find in the 

country, probably as rabid as anyone else and probably 

moreso than most. I had the privilege of participating a 

bit and I too would like to see the game of football 

preserved. However, there are some things that come 

across my mind that I would like to get some facts on. 

I had the occasion to visit Vegas just once and 

I did go into the betting rooms~ I did see the odds and 

the spreads and the things that go on. 

In the area that I come from - the gentleman who 

testified prior to you, our Chief Law Enforcement Officer 

of the State, made reference to the fact that our area 

has a tremendous amount of wagering. I would say, knowing 

the football fan and knowing the people who do participate 

in wagering, that even when you allude to the fact that you 

say it's 1%, that 1% is a tremendous amount of wagering 

that is taking place. Would you agree? 

MR. ROZELLE: Yes. I certainly would not want to 

minimize the amount of illegal gambling done in this country. 

It is sizeable. I was quoting the President of the National 

Association of District Attorneys who was merely commenting 

on the number of people. But I would agree with you that 

a sizeable amount of money is bet illegally on sports events 

each year in this country. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN .PELLECCHIA: And i.sn ' t it a fact that 

the bookies, as we refer to them here, have the opportunity 

to lay off bets with Vegas at any time that he sees it 

necessary? 

MR. ROZELLE: Bets ··are laid off around the 

country through central organizations coordinating this 

activity. That's my understanding. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well, sir, I don't want 

to pursue the matter much further because I appreciate 

your position and I am glad that we have men like you in 

those positions. But I do think that some of that-money 

would be better off in the pockets of the State than in 

the pockets of the racketeers who h~ve been using it for 

other purposes. 

Again, I want to thank you for coming. 

MR. ROZELLE: I realize, sir, that that is one 

of the points made. My information, in somewhat contra

diction to that philosophy, would be examples that I've 

been given - one by Bill cahn, the District Attorney for 

Nassau County in New York, who has wiretaps, wiretap 

information of individuals calling bookmakers attempting 

to make horse racing bets, and the bookmaker recommends 

that they go to their OTB office. Maybe the bet isn't 

large enough. But he actually recommends that they go 

to one of the legal parlors. 

I think, as we pointed out in our position paper, 

that your heavy gambling - even if you had legalized 

gambling shops - would still be to the bookmakers, for 

two basic reasons. One, the fact that they can get easy 

credit. If they are an established customer they can 

handle it by phone. And perhaps more importantly, they 

do not have the tax problem which is of major concern to 

a large bettor. He knows, if he bets through his bookmaker 

and wins, that is net for him. If he were to bet through 

a legalized betting shop, unless the laws were changed -

and as we pointed out in our position paper, we think it 
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unlikely that .the average .. hard--:working. American would 

say that gambljng.on sports would not have to pay taxes 

on his winnings.. Then again,. you have the edge going to 

the bookmaker. We feel that perhaps more customers would 

be created in time. When you get a generation of youngsters 

and others making small bets in legal shops graduating up 

to heavier betting, wanting to get the tax break, wanting 

to get the credit, - in other words, I think you would be 

creating a larger market for the bookmaker. And this is 

what some law enforcement people have suggested to me. I 

concede. the -fact that. i.t • s theory ... a:t thi.s .. point,.. .it hasn't 

been proven, but a number of knowledgeable people t~at I 

have spoken to feel that that would be the trend. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well, thank you. I have 

no further questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Taylor. 

MR. TAYLOR: Mr. Rozelle, I don't know whether 

you are a resident of New Jersey or not -

MR. ROZELLE: No, sir. 

MR. TAYLOR: You ' re not. 

MR. ROZELLE: We ' 11 h-ave a f.ootba 1 1 team that 

will.be .. shortly, however. 

MR. TAYLOR: But presuming you were a resident of 

New Jersey, I would like to talk to you in that vein. If 

you were a resident on New Jersey, I would ask you this 

question as I've asked everyone else. If we do legalize 

gambling in the State of New Jersey per se, should it be 

regulated and licensed as we presently license our horse 

racing, or should we operate it as we operate our gambling 

as a State facility, functioning as a State facility. What 

would you recommend? Your personal thinking is most 

interesting. 

MR. ROZELLE: I would really have to give study to 

that. I wouldn°t be an expert in that area. You are 

suggesting that, one, you would license qualified individuals -
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MR. TAYLOR: Should we do it this way or should 

the State operate this? 

MR. ROZELLE: Well, it's my understanding that 

you have been quite successful in your •ate operation qf 

lotteries. Is that correct? 

MR. TAYLOR: That's correct. 

MR. ROZELLE: Just on that basis, until I explored 

it more, I would assume it might be better to handle it 

on a state-operated basis. However, as I pointed out, 

in team sports there would be problems because - in horse 

racing the state does certain things, in all states~ now, 

in football, if you're concerned about the performance of 

the game, I think it's unlikely you could do as states do 

in horse racing - give urine analysis tests to athletes, 

as they do horses~ set athletes down for a week, as they 

do jockeys~ the other disciplinary steps and supervision 

that they undertake. But, if you are talking about a type 

of gambling similar to your lottery, it would appear that 

the pattern you've established here is the proper one. But 

I think it would depend upon the type of gambling you 

were to legalize. I think there are some types that 

perhaps the state might be better off being out of. 

MR. TAYLOR: Thank you, sir. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Senator Maressa. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Commissioner, I might say that 

your statement, at least in my opinion, has a lot of merit. 

Your argument is well founded. Perhaps you can answer one 

question for me. 

Do you have any information or knowledge as to 

whether or not gambling is permitted in other countries of 

the world, especially on soccer games, and legalized and 

licensed? 

MR. ROZELLE: Yes, you do have legalized gambling 

on team sports, soccer basically, in Europe. It's the 

pool card system primarily, where you would attempt to 

select the outcome of a number of games, the winner, or 
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whether the game is a tie. 

You will see here in the exhibit that I have 

submitted that this has, however, caused a number of 

scandals in England, in Germany and in Italy, - attempts 

to arrange the outcome of games. This is on the pool 

card type betting rather than the point spread individual 

game betting, which I would think might be more susceptible 

to such scandal. But it is permitted in Europe and they 

have had a number of scandals there in just the last ten 

years. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Thank you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mrs. Klein? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: No questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Senator Musto? 

SENATOR MUSTO: I'm sorry I wasn't here, Mr. 

Chairman, or I would have had some questions but at the 

moment I don't. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Commissioner, did you, prior to 

the legalization of off-track betting in New York City, 

testify in any public hearings with respect to that? 

MR. ROZELLE: Not in connection with the off-track 

betting. I did testify before a commission similar to 

this one 

SENATOR DUMONT: In New York State? 

MR. ROZELLE: In New York State. contemplating 

an extension of the off-track betting to possibly include 

team sports. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Was that in connection with the 

resolution that I believe was principally sponsored by 

Senator Earl Bridges in the New York State Legislature 

that was passed this last session, in 1972? 

MR. ROZELLE: I believe that's correct, Mr. 

Chairman. 

SENATOR DUMONT: And you ~gave substantially the 

same testimony there as you are giving here today? 
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MR. ROZELLE: Sjmilar, yes. 

SENATOR DUMONT: I take it that while you • re 

actually s.erving ... to.day .. as the .official .spokesman for 

pro.fes.si.onal. football. you .are. also. expressing .. similar 

vi.ewpoints on behalf of other sports. Is that. correct? 

MR. ROZELLE: We 1 ve ha.d an endorsement of this 

position by the National Collegiate Athletic Association, 

involving thec.olle.ge.sthroughout die country~ by the 

various player associations of the major team sportsi 

and by administrators of the other team sports. Yes, sir. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Do you know, of your own 

knowledge, wh-ether professional baseball and professional 

basketball, for .example, have similar position papers 

such as the National Football League has, which you 

presented here today? 

MR. ROZELLE: I do not. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblyman Pellecchia. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Commissioner, one thing 

just struck me. I have followed football for an awful 

long time and the last time that I can recall any real 

scandal was back with Merle Mapes and Fulchek from the 

Giants. That•s a good many years ago. And the only other 

time since then was the unfortunate situation with Hornung 

and these two gentlemen. 

Now, in all these years isn•t it a fact that you, 

the football organizations, have felt that they•ve had a 

clear clean-cut operation going? 

MR. ROZELLE: We felt that but to say we were 100% 

confident would be inaccurate. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I appreciate that. 

MR. ROZELLE: We wouldn 1 t be spending several 

hundred thousand dollars a year having representatives in 

every city. So it's always of concern to us. We did have

and the story was unfortunately released this past week 

that you may have seen - an incident over a year ago where 
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.a. player. was. approached and offered a br.ibe. He reported 

this to. us and. w:e informed the FBI . .and it was being 

inves.ti.gate.d and disclosure of this was made recently. 

ASSEMBLYMAN .PELLECCHIA: Well, this is the very 

point. The very point is, with all of the bookmakers 

and a.ll of the r.ackete.ering that has been .going on, that 

does show its head in many, many places, football has 

been more or less able to keep it away. And that's a 

credit to yourself and many other people who have helped 

do this. And is there .any reason why we should believe 

that if were were to legalize it this would change? 

MR. ROZELLE: We very strongly feel it would 

change because, one, you would greatly increase the 

volume of betting; two, if it becomes legalized, it 

makes it much easier for a losing bettor to pour his 

suspicions in to district attorneys, to state legislatures, 

and to congressional committees saying this should be 

investigated because of what this player or this coach 

did. The other reason is that we have strong rules 

about people involved in the National Football League 

not being permitted to gamble on games. Now, if we have 

legalized gambling for the rest of the people in the 

country, I feel it makes it much more difficult for us 

to enforce this for our own people. They become second

class citizens to a certain extent. 

Further, we have no way of controlling what 

their brothers do, which could cast suspicion. Someone 

knows Norman Snead, the Giant quarterback's brother, and 

he's seen betting a certain way in a parlor, they 

obviously would come to the conclusion that he is 

reflecting the quarterback's views. It just compounds 

the suspicions, and the suspicions become activated if 

it becomes normal, in our opinion. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well, sir, don't you 

think that those same suspicions would occur now, mentioning 
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Nom Snead,. that the.ppo.ssibiliti.e.s ar.e .still there and 

probably. more preserved because. o£ the £.act that the 

public isn't focused on this kind of thing, whereas if it 

were legal, it would be focused on them and they would 

he less apt to happen? 

MR. ROZELLE: No, I think that they are there now. 

Certainly, there are suspicions, as I've indicated on 

this recent Giant-Redskin game. All we are saying is, 

there will be many more of them and they would be aired 

more vociferously than they are now. It is difficult 

for a losing bettor to protest now to a district attorney 

and say 11 I lost a $2,000 bet with my bookmaker, do something 

about that game. •• But if he placed a $2,000 bet at a 

state facility and complained, as they do on horse racing, 

and action is taken when they do, investigations are 

conducted, I think you would find state agencies spending 

a great deal of time getting involved in the supervision . 
of sports and looking into complaints from the citizenry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: No further questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Senator Musto. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Do you agree, Mr. Rozelle, with 

the reports from law enforcement people who say that 

betting on sports events is perhaps the biggest betting 

we have in the United States today? 

MR. ROZELLE: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Illegal betting. 

MR. ROZELLE: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR MUSTO: You agree with that? 

MR. ROZELLE: I am not expert on it but I would 

certainly accept their judgment. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Yet you seem vitally concerned 

with the complaints that might ensue from someone who 

would make a bet because if it's an illegal bet, as he 

is making today, he won't complain, but if it were a legal 

bet and he had a suspicion he would go and complain? 
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MRc ROZELLE: I£ you bet w~th a bookmaker, I 

think it's difficult to go in with righteous indignation 

to the district attorney or to write a state legislature 

or congressional conunittee and say something is wrong 

.:with this game~ . Howe.ver r if you have a losing bet and 

you .pl.aced that .bet at a stat.ec-,approv.ed-betting ··shop 1 yes r 

I feel we would..bavernany more complaints. 

SENATOR MUSTO~ Would you feel they would be wrong 

complaints? Maybe they would be legitimate complaints. 

MR" ROZELLE~ It's possible. This is a self-interest. 

We feel it would kill our sport. We had recently, speaking 

of law enforcement people - we had an endorsement of our 

position made by the National Association of District 

Attorneys. As I recall there are some 5,000 in this 

organization, ·and they adopted a resolution completely 

backing our position. Now they are people, of course; 

who aren't concerned about the sport as much as we are, 

those of us in it, but they realize what this would do 

to a sport that serves as a healthy outlet for people, 

an entertainment vehicle. They also touched upon some 

ills for society that they envisioned coming from legal-

ized gambling on team sports. I would not be an expert 

on it but I would be happy to have their position and 

their resolution, which is being sent to Congress 

SENATOR MUSTO~ I don't quarrel with their 

opinion but isn ~ t. rugby and soccer probably two of the 

most attended sports today? 

MR. ROZELLE: Certainly soccer would be. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Isn ° t tha·t a legitimate game to 

bet on wherever it 0 s played in the foreign countries, 

for example England? 

MRc ROZELLE~ They gamble on soccer in England, 

Italy, Germany and perhaps other places. 

SENATOR MUSTO: It hasn 1 t affected the sport to 

my knowledge. Has it to yours? 
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MR. ROZELLE: Yes, it has. 

SENATOR MUSTO: In what way? 

MR. -ROZELLE: They've had .a number o.f scandals 

in just the last ten years that we've outlined in our 

position paper here, scandals on .games in England, in 

Germany and in Italy, as you :will see here. 

SENA'I'OR MUSTO: Over the country they a..re setting 

all sorts of records on illega.l .betting in the particular 

sports we're talk.i.n.g .. about. How .does the illegality of 

it prevent the scandals? Is that what we're doing, pre

venting. the scandals by .betting illegally? 

MR. ROZELLE: No. I 'rn not saying we prevent 

scanda.ls. What I'm saying is, if you greatly increase 

the volume o£.bettingr which l.egali.zed ... gamblin..g steps 

taken by states would definitely do, you thereby multiply 

the number of suspicions cast upon the sport. 

I' 11 dgive y..o.u- .an . .exampl.e, . .and I ..assure you it would 

happen if .you .. had legalized.gambli.ng in New-. Jersey. The 

Gi.an ts hope to .be in their new .stadium in the Meadowlands 

in 1975. The Gi.ants playing the Green Bay Packers, for 

example. The Giants favored by six points to win the 

football game. You have 75,000 people in your new stadium 

here in the Meadowlands, you have legalized gambling that 

has become a way of life for more people than it is now 

through illegal means, the Giants favored by six, 30 

seconds left, they are ahead by 3 points. Those that 

supported the Giants, as most of their fans probably 

would have, had given six points but they're only ahead 

by three. The Giants have the ball on Green Bays' 15 

yard line and the quarterback simply falls on the ball.to 

stall the clock out, have the game over, and the Giants 

win by three. I'll assure you, sir, you would have the 

people who bet on the Giants booing their team even though 

they won the football game, in that stadium booing the 

home team for not attempting to go over the point spread. 
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SENATOR MUSTO: I assure you, Mr. Rozelle, - this 

is my opinion too- they're .goingto be booing them anyway. 

MR. ROZELLE: For different· reasons perhaps. 

SENATOR MUSTO: No, it just seems to me that you've 

pointed out the very weaknesses of having illegal gambling. 

You just talked about a point spread. You can pick up 

any newspaper in this country and you see the point spread. 

Now why is that put in the paper? for me? I don't bet the 

football games. But there is somebody that it is put,in 

there for. Alongside of it you will see a racing chart -

Joe Jones, two-to-one today; another one, three-to-one today. 

Now why is all of this put in the newspapers? You'll see 

odds on basketball games, the point spread. They'll tell 

you who is sick and who isn't sick and who might be 

playing and who's in shape, and who was out last night 

if he was out. So the point I make is that the newspapers 

supply the greatest source of information in this country 

for a man to go and bet. So the only next step, in my 

opinion, to really make it legitimate is to make it legal 

to bet and then we know what's going on. The other way, 

we don't know what's going on. And I like to know what 

happens when a guy falls on that football that you're 

telling me about. And if we're not finding out about it 

because we have illegal gambling, that would bother me 

very much. I don't think that's so but I would hate to 

use that as an argument for having illegal gambling and 

not legalizing it. I think the argument defeats itself. 

MR. ROZELLE: Well, I would hate to have as an 

argument for legalized gambling that the sports would be 

operated more honestly, which is what you are suggesting. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Oh, no. I didn't say that. You 

said it. 

MR. ROZELLE: That's what you're inferring. You 

said that perhaps things are going on now that we're not 

aware of with illegalized gambling. 
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SENATOR MUSTO: Well you made me think that when 

you stated that if we legalized it the public would be 

suspicious of these things. I'll repeat to you what I 

said to the previous witness, the track record on gambling 

in this country, in this modern generation, is an 

excellent one. I don't know of anything that was legalized 

that hasn't been successful. Though again, I say to you 

what I would say to anyone else, and I say this to you 

with the greatest respect - I think you make a great 

contribution, and I really mean that.. to the field of 

sports - let's try it. You can always change it. Let's 

try it. See, we haven't tried it. We go back and talk 

about lotteries and things of that nature back in the 

dark ages. This is the jet age that we're in, and I 

don't think - well, I'll ask you publicly, you know people 

who bet on games, enjoy betting on football games, and 

I don't think that everybody is a sore loser and I don't 

think everybody bets thousands of dollars on games, 

anymore than the person who is buying a 50¢ lottery 

ticket is going to buy 20 of them instead of 1. 

MR. ROZELLE: I think our basic concern is this. 

This is our sport. It's a self-interest we're talking 

about. We know a great deal about this sport. The 

popularity that has developed over the last twenty years 

is quite staggering throughout this country. We don't 

want to lose it. You say, try it and if it doesn't work 

then we'll change back. That would be like the people 

sitting around 15 years ago saying "I've got a great 

idea for television shows called a quiz show". They start 

them and someone says, "Look, let's feed a few answers-and 

if it doesn't work then we'll stop feeding the answers." 

There was a big expose on it and they could have stopped 

feeding answers forever and they could not have brought 

back quiz shows because the integrity of those quiz shows, 

the public confidence in them was totally shattered. We 
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don•t want to have to try something and make a comeback 

from the bottom. We have worked 50 years to build this 

sport up. We are extremely concerned about the fiscal 

problems of cities, states and our national government~ 

it•s just that we don't want to be the fall guy. That's 

what it amounts to. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I couldn't agree with you more. 

But we•re not only talking about football and even the 

quiz show that you talk about. That has nothing to do 

with gambling. This Commission is vitally concerned 

with all the money that is being made and going into the 

wrong hands in the area of gambling and we're trying to 

do something about this. Football is just one of those 

arenas. 

MR. ROZELLE: Well you have the District Attorneys 

Association of this Country saying that you would be 

putting, in time, much more money in the hands of 

organized crime·if you legalized gambling, and having 

your small bettors getting the habit and then going to 

the bookmakers so that they don't have to pay taxes 

on their larger bets. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Well now, this is why this 

Commission is meeting. It's that type of information 

that we want and we want to digest it. And I hope we 

come out with an opinion that will meet with the 

approval of the public and then we will let them decide. 

I don't quarrel with that. I don't quarrel with anyone's 

opinion. I just differ with it. But I must disagree 

completely with the thought that by making something 

legal we're going to destroy something. I just don't 

think that gentlemen like yourself, your talent and 

your ability, and the people we have in government 

can't meet that problem. 

MR. ROZELLE: I think our basic problem is not 

fixes, it's suspicion, which is why I used the quiz 
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show analogy. There was no gamhlinginvolved in the 

quiz shows. My point was that when the public lost 

confidence in the integrity of the quiz shows, they 

went off the air, they just went off the air, at least 

the types that we had 15 years ago. We don't want to 

go off the air with football and then have to try to 

wage a comeback because people do not have confidence 

in the integrity of our sport. That's our concern. 

SENATOR MUSTO: We all have that concern. And 

I think what we are trying to do is meet the problem of 

preventing the flow of money into the hands of people 

who are giving us one of the biggest problems that we 

have in the field of narcotics today. That's important 

too. You know, we have to worry not only about the thoughts 

that you have, which we do, we're worried about all the 

money that's being made because when that football game 

is being played people are betting. And that money 

creates a lot of damage, real damage, more damage than 

can ever happen to a football team or baseball team or 

a basketball team. We want to put a stop to the flow of 

that money, and that's why these hearings, not in any way 

to affect the credibility of football or any other sport 

which we all love. There is no problem there at all. But 

I just had to bring up the relationship between what you 

feel might hurt the game in the way o£ legalizing 

gambling - you can be justified in your view - and our 

position. We have to weigh the benefits and hope that 

we come up with the right answers. 

MR. ROZELLE: I would hope that you could 

legalize forms of gambling that would solve some of your 

fiscal problems without using us as a vehicle. That's 

my only concern. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Well again, you said something 

that I have to object to. We all have our opinions. I 

have no concern with how much money will result. That's 

the last item on the list as far as legalization of 
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gambling is concerned. That 1 s the last reason why I 

myself would.want to have gambling legalized. That 1 s 

the last reason on the List. It's not to solve our 

fiscal problems. 

MRe ROZELLE: Your basic point is that it would 

take the flow of money away from organized crime. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Yes. 

MRo ROZELLE: Then for this reason I would like 

to give you the opinion of the National Association of 

District Attorneys who would disagree with that statement. 

And if the record is kept open, I would like just to 

mail you a copy of the Resolution, if I may, Mr. 

Chairman. \ 

SENATOR ohMoNT: Commissioner, we have a copy of 

the Resolution. I presume this is the one that was 

sent in by Commissioner Kuhn of Professional Baseball. 

It was adopted at the summer conference in San Juan, 

Puerto Rico. 

MR. ROZELLE: That would be the Resolution. 

SENATOR DUMONT: It opposes the extension and 

legalization of gambling on the outcome of sporting events, 

after a number of "whereas" clauses which apply 

basically to baseball, football, basketball and hockey. 

Is that the one you're referring to? 

MR. ROZELLE: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR DUMONT: We already have that and it will 

be read into the record before we recess for lunch. 

Now, any other questions? Senator Musto. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Did I understand you to say that 

resolution was limited to certain sports? 

SENATOR DUMONT: In the "whereas" clause it speaks: 

"Whereas, proposals have been made to extend and further 

legalize gambling on the outcome of sporting events 

including baseball, football, basketball and hockey~" and 

then after a couple more "whereas" clauses it says: 

"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the National District 
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Attorneys Assaciatian·atits 1972 Summer Conference in 

San Juan, Puerto Rico, that said.Association oppose the 

extension and.legalization of gambling on the oU'tcome of 

sporting events. In witness whereof, this resolution 

is duly adapt.ed this nineteenth day of August, Nineteen· 

Hundred and Seventy...,.T.wo." It is signed by William Cahn, 

President of that Association, who hails from Nassau 

County, New York. I believe all of you have copies of 

this. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Just one question then. I 

believe you have read this and you are familiar with 

this, Mr. Rozelle? 

MR. ROZELLE: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR MUSTO: They object to legalization of 

particular sports or all sports? 

MR. ROZELLE: All team sports was their basic 

point, as I recall. 

SENATOR DUMONT: They recite in one of the 

"whereas" clauses here that "in almost all of the states 

of th~s nation, gambling in one degree or another is 

permitted on certain sporting events such as horse racing, 

dog racing and jai alai, subject to local state regulation 

and control." So they are distinguishing between sports 

of that type and team sports such as baseball, football, 

basketball and hockey. 

Do you want to go ahead, Senator Musto? 

SENATOR MUSTO: Well, I think that clears my 

mind on what it is. I would have another question though. 

Is there any reason to limit it to certain sports? Is 

there any difference between a football game being 

gambled on and a horse race or jai alai? Is there any 

difference? Do you find a great difference? 

MR. ROZELLE: Yes, there is. I think that the 

basic difference would be in the team sports, particularly 

football and basketball, you have point spreads involved 
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which helps crea.te suspicion. In other words , it ' s 

not sufficient j.u.s.t t.o win. I£. you. adopted that 

philosophy to horse rac.ing., .. as. an .example in the last 

Kentucky Derby, you would have said-Riva Ridgemust 

wi:r:1-hy four lengths or you don°t collect your bet. If 

he wins by three lengths,. you- -WOUld lose r if you adopted, 

as I saidr the point spread philosophy that is in vogue 

for both football and basketball. The District Attorneys. 

simply- said that horse racing., jai. alai , .. dog-racing, have 

been conducted. throughout the country in various areas 

and apparently have not caused major problems. But the 

team sports they seem to feel would alter that. 

SENATOR DUMONT~ Now, Mr. Pellecchia, do you have 

a question'? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: As a point of information, 

the football pools as we know them here, have they any 

similarity to the pools that they have in Europe on 

soccer'? Is there any similarity at all'? 

MR. ROZELLE~ In soccer, the key seems to be, 

where they have their problems - you not only pick winners 

or losers, if you feel it's going to be a tie, which you 

have frequently in soccer, you pick the tie. And that's 

where, if you have to pick ten games, you narrow the number 

of winners, those who pick not only the proper winners 

and losers but also the tie games. And apparently many 

of their scandals have been around that, where they have 

felt that in a game perhaps where one team might have 

been heavily favored it ended in a tie. So those that 

called it a tie game on the cards were very few people 

collecting from a large pool of money. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: You're referring to the 

pools on the game itself. I'm talking about the difference 

between football pools as we have them and football games 

that we have, in reference to score games where an in

dividual might control a score game. How different is it 

between these two? 
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MR. ROZELLE: In Europe, .as I understand it, the 

betting would.be more simil.ar to the football cards that 

we have here. 

at. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: That's what I was getting 

MR. ROZELLE: Yes, sir. Th.at's my understanding. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: They are the same? 

MR. ROZELLE: No. Most of the betting_ would be 

similar to the football cards rather than betting, as an 

example, on this week's g.ame between the Giants and the 

Miami Dolphins. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: So that it wouldn't have 

the same impact as it does in England, as far as we're 

concerned here. 

MR. ROZELLE: We feel that betting on 

individual games with the point spread would have a 

greater impact than the pool card betting that is con

ducted in Europe. 

ASSEMBLYMAN P.ELLECCHIA: Again, with all my 

respect to you, I differ with you completely on it. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Senator Maressa. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Commissioner, what effect would 

the legalization of gambling on football, for example, have 

upon the attendance and the public participation? I know 

you don't have a problem today. Season tickets are sold 

out and the stadia are jammed. But I know all sport buffs, 

football people, - it's just accepted that they are going 

to have to put a bet on a game, five bucks, a buck, 

something. Did the NFL or anybody in your particular 

industry ever consider what would happen with regard to 

swelling the ranks of the people who would become more 

active because they have $5.00 on a game? I mean:not so 

much in New Jersey but everywhere. 

MR. ROZELLE: It would be conjectural, I would have 

to say. Again going back to the loss of public confidence 
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in those quj_z shows - and I think most of us sat by our 

television sets andwatched them, the $64,000 question, 

TWenty-one, they captivated the country, and it was hard 

to envision, when they were at the peak, that you would 

ever not want to wat.ch them. Yet when the public confi

dence was eroded, they were through. 

Now it. is hard for me to say that if we had 

legalized garnbl.ing.on football attendance would dwindle, 

television viewers would dwindle, and yet, in time, if 

public confidence was eroded, I could envision those 

things happening, as it has with quiz shows and other 

forms of ent.ertainment. You lose confidence in some

thing and I don•t think you are going to be too interested 

in supporting it. So, in time, we feel it could hurt us 

at the gate and it could hurt us with television viewers. 

SENATOR MARESSA: Thank you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mrs. Klein. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: I just want to ask one 

question. I understand that jai alai -well, I've 

seen jai alai games and they're quite exciting and yet 

this is onev of the few games on which there is legalized 

gambling. Has the legalized gambling on jai alai 

created lack of confidence in the jai alai players? 

MR. ROZELLE~ I don't know. I only know that 

the volume of betting on jai alai, legally or illegally, 

would be quite small compared to gambling on other forms. 

Now, whether this is because this is a sport that isn't 

as well known in this count.ry or whether there would be 

other reasons, I couldn"t say. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: I do know that when I was 

attending some of those games in Florida there were a lot 

of remarks passed in the audience about whether the game 

had really been lost or whether it had been thrown, and 

discussion about the betting, and so forth. So I think 

you have made a valid point in terms of confidence, if that 

was eroded and you :~:·eally were not watching a true 
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competition but a game which had more or less been 

previously decided I think it would have a tremendous 

effect upon the popularity of thegame. 

MR. ROZELLE: We feel it very strongly or I 

wouldn't have driven over here today, I assure you. We're 

going to every state that takes this up that is kind 

enough to invite us to give our views. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Well, you know that we are 

having a large sports arena built out here in the meadow

lands. Do you have any idea whether legalizing gambling 

on games in New Jersey would have any effect upon the 

tendency of teams to come to New Jersey? I mean, the 

Giants have already made a contract but suppose the 

Yankees or some other baseball team was thinking? 

MR. ROZELLE: I really wouldn't know. If you 

had legalized gambling here, this would be one of the 

problems for team sports, I assume you would have to take 

bets on games played outside of New Jersey and you would 

be taking bets on games played in California, Wisconsin, 

all over the country which would give you some problems 

in the area of supervising the outcome. In other words, 

if you did this, I assume you would have to do as 

state governments have done with horse racing, attempt 

to protect the public. Now that's why states spend so 

much money with racing commissions and investigating horse 

racing because they feel an obligation to protect the 

public's financial investment. Now, if you had legalized 

gambling on game sports and attempted to do the same 

things, as I pointed out earlier, you would have some 

staggering problems. To answer your question, if you 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Excuse me. But they don't 

take bets on out-of-state horse races in New Jersey, do 

they? I :nean legal bets. 

tm. ROZELLE: They have in New York. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: The off-track betting? 
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MRo ROZEI.I.E.: . As an example,. the: Kentucky Derby, 

they~ll t.ake .. bets .. on . .in New York. But. they .also .. k.now 

there is a.S.t.ateRacing .... Commi.ss.ion in Kentucky that 

supervises. racing ... ther.e .. that. giv.es. them .some .protection. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN . .KLEIN: But you. don. 0 t think that the 

teams, for instance, feel strongly enough about this 

position so that they might seek to pressure a state into 

not -~ 

MRo ROZ:U:.LE: They might seek it. And I would 

like to answer your.ques.tion by saying yes, but I think 

it 0 s unlikely. If you had a nice £acility here .and you 

had gambling, you.wouLdbe.gambling on their games being 

played elsewhere before they moved here, it would depend 

upon the owner. Some I think would be concerned about it 

but I, honestly 3 do not feel I could say it would hurt 

you in getting a franchise. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Thank you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Any other questions? 

Commissioner, do all the major professional 

sports have security systems of their own? 

MRo ROZELLE: Yes. 

SENATOR DUMONT: That 0 s what the expens~ that you 

pointed out previously, primarily is expended upon, 

security systems? 

MRo ROZELLE: Security systems to help eliminate 

suspicion. Every lead that we get we attempt to track 

down. If there is something wrong, we take action7 but 

if there isn ° t, we attempt to eliminate the su;spicion 

surrounding that incident or that individual. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Commissioner, we want to thank 

you deeply for coming here this morning. I know that you 

are extremely busy with your task particularly in the 

closing weeks of the season, and I might say on behalf 

of the Commission, we not only thank you for coming but 

you certainly mak,e a. very impressive witness as well as 

a very impressive f~otball Commissioner. 
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MR. ROZELLE: .. Well, thank you. In turn, I would 

like to express my. appr-eciation to you people for the 

very conscientious job.. Rather than .. sitting through what 

must have been v.ery. l.engthy .. sessions ... and ... appr.oaching them 

in a very perfunctory way, I can see that you are interested 

and you are attemptin.g to weigh all points in the problem 

confronting you, and I would like to commend you and thank 

you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Thank you very much. 

Now, before we break for lunch, I want to read into 

the record the thoughts of the Director of Security of 

organized .baseball • 

.I mi.ght. say that Commissioner Bowie Kuhn was 

in vi ted· here, as the letter will .point out, .as. a. matter 

of fact, and he had his Director of Security send this 

letter along with some testimony that was entered in the 

Congressional Record last May 8th by Representative James 

W. Symington in regard to a speech that Commissioner 

Kuhn had made before the Conference of National District 

Attorneys Association. the Resolution that was subsequently 

adopted by that Association to which we have referred, and 

a new statement from the National District Attorneys 

Association which quotes Commissioner Rozelle and 

Commissioner Kuhn, Walter Kennedy of the National 

Basketball Association, Robert Carlson of the American 

Basketball Association; and Clarence Campbell of the 

National Hockey League. and also sets forth a group of 

professional and amateur ... sports . .o.r.ganizations opposing. 

legalize.d .. .gambling on team sports and there are somewhere 

between twenty. and twenty~.five . .o.rganizationa listed. These 

are. all attached to the letter which L will.r.ead,. which 

was in response to a letter from John Lee, our Secretary, 

inviting Commissioner Kuhn here. (Reads letter.- Seep. 71.) 

We will recess for lunch and resume at 1:30. 

(Recess for lunch) 
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Dear Mr. Lee: 

baseball 
Office of the Commissioner 

Henry A. Fitzgibbon 
Direclor of Security 

December 1, 1972 

This letter is in response to your letter of November 20, 1972 to 
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn and confirms .our conversation relative thereto. 
As I indicated to you, Commissioner Kuhn appreciates receiving the invi
tation to appear before the New Jersey Legislature's Gambling Study 
Commission hearings and regrets prior commitments precluded his attending 
the hearing on November 29, 1972. Similar urgent matt8TS make it doubtful 
he can appear on December 6th. 

The Commissioners of professional football, basketball, and hockey 
are unanimous in the opposition to legalized gambling on professional team 
sports feeling there are strong and compelling reasons why legalized 
gambling on the outcome of these team sports events would be detrimental 
to the public ethic and the sports organization involved. Virtually all 
team sports organizations, both professional and amateur, are likewise 
opposed to legalized gambling on their sports events. 1be National 
District Attorneys' Association has voiced its opposition to further legal-

. ization of gambling on team sports events. A committee of that association 
made a study of this subject and at their 23rd Annual Convention in August 
1972 the National District Attorneys' Association passed a resolution 
opposing the extension of legalization of gambling on the outcome of 
sporting events. 

,..._ -. 
-- Therefore and in accordance with our discussion, will you please have 

t~ letter and the following listed enclosures entered into the record of 
the-New Jersey Legislature's Gambling Study Commission for the consideration 
of jhat body in their deliberation: 
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December 1, 1972 
Page Two 

1. Reprint of the Congressional Record insert containing 
•commissioner Bowie Kuhn's statement in opposition to 
legalized gambling on professional baseball games. 

2. Copy of National District Attorneys' Association's 
resolution in opposition to legalization of gambling 
on the outcome of sporting events together with a copy 
of a press release on the subject issued Sept~mber 28, 1972. 

3. A listing of professional and amateur sports organizations 
who have expressed their opposition to legalization of 
gambling on team sports events. 

Your cooperation and assistance in this matter is indeed appreciated by 
Commissioner Kuhn and myself. 

Mr. John B. Lee 
Secretary 
Gambling Study Commission 
State of New Jersey 
Legislative Services Agency 
Division of Legislative Information 

and Research 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Enclosures (3) 

\ 
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Sincerely yours, 

k\1tl~ 
H.A. FITZGIBBON 
Director of Security 
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May 8, 1972 CON" .ESSIONAL RECORD- Exlemious 

work of this woman has been nn inspiro.
tion to everyone connected with the foun
dation to myself included. I know mnny 
oC my colleagues have received letters 
from psoriatics asking them to support 
thls request for $3 million in research 
funds, ahd I believe the testimony will 
provide more adequate backgrowld on 
the issue: 
STATEMENT BY THE HoNORABLE \VENDELL 

WYATT IN SUPPORT OF FUNDS FOB PSORIASIS 

RESEARCH 

Mr. Chairman, members or the subcommit
tee, I appreciate this oppor~m1ity to appear 
before you in support or additional funds 
for psorinsis research. 

I'm sure thnt most or you are somewhat 
familiar with the disease. It afflicts In vary
big degrees between 8 and l 0 million Ameri
cans, and an estimated 150,000 new cases are 
'diagnosed each year. It Is not known what 
causes the disease, and there is no cure or 
universally effective treatment. 

In Its mild form, psoriasis may appear as 
a few scnley spots on the arm or leg. or In 
pitting of the linger or toe nails. But more 
severe cases manifest themselves in lesions 
over the entire bodv, or as one woman de
scribed her affiictioi1: "You break out and 
look like raw beefsteak~" 

During Biblical times psoriatics were orten 
classed a.s lepers and forced to carry a bell 
warning the populace of their presence. This 
barbnric practice has, fortunately, ended, but 
for too long now psoriatics have suffered in 
silence when the disease eriE's out !or public 
attention and conunitment in seeking a 
cure. 

Psoriasis Is seldom, If e\'er. ·rata! in itself. 
Because of its prevalence it has been as
sumed to be a trivial disease. Because E>f the 
embarrassment associated with its appear
ance, lndll·iduals with psoriasis have not 
been etrectll'e spokesmen in seeking a cure, 
or at least au etrecti\'e treatment. 

Fortunately, p3oriatics are beginning to 
speak out and the major credit must be 
gh·en to a sufferer, ;\Irs. Bever!;- Foster, of 
Portland, Ore. 1\Irs. Foster is the founder and 
director of the National Psoriasis Founda
tion which has some 30,000 members and 
chapters In 37 states. Mrs. Foster first drew 
my attention to tile desperate need for addi
tional research on psoriasis, and I have been 
pleased to contribute what little I ha,·e to 
elate In spotlighting the need for funds to 
help conquer this disease. 

The subcommittee s11ould know that 
psorasls Is a model for the study o! malignant 
diseases In which the gro'l!."th and di\•ision of 
cells ·Is uncontrolled. If v.·e can unlock the 
key to v.·hy cell dh'islon continues unchecked 
in psorlatlcs whereas in normal persons this 
division stOP.S when the injury is repaired, we 
may have come a long way in efforts to treat 
various cancers. 

• 1\lr. Chairman, I am here to request a $3 
million approprlatlotl to accelerate research 
toward this end. This Is a small enough 
figure when measured against the millions 
&pent In seeking cures for other diseases; 
but It Is large by comparison to the esti
mated ~200.000 research expenditure to date 
on psoriasis. 

I ·wi!.h you could read the hundreds or 
letters In my files C:escriblng the misery, the 
mental ;~nguish, Individuals suffering from 
psorlnsts ha\'e enuured, often trom early 
childhood. Just the other day, a line young 
man whom I had appointed to the U.S. Na\'81 
Academy was demed the aj)pointment be
cause doctors there diagnosed an active case · 
ot psoriasis, 

A:;aln, Mr. Chairman and members or the 
&U,_bcommlttce, I appreciate the pnvile~;e ot 
appearing before .you and I respectfully urge 
that· you appro\·e the $3 million appropria
\lon tor psoriasis research lor Fiscal Year 
11173. 

BOWIE KUHN DISCUSSES TH'Z SUB
JECT OF GAMBLING ON PROFES
SIONAL BASEBALL 

HON. JAMES W. SYMINGTON 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, May 8, 1972 

M1·. SYMINGTON. Mr. Sp~akcr, last 
March at the Conference of th~ National 
District Attorneys Association. the sub
ject of ~;ambling on professional base
ball games was discussed. A forthright, 
articulate and compelling argument 
legalized gambling on team sports in 
general and baseball, the great American 
pastime, in particular was otrered by the 
Commissioner of Baseball Bowie K. 
Kuhn. I think Commissioner Kuhn's re
marks deserve an audience as wide as 
the country itself and, accordingly ~ub
mit them here for the RECORD: 

SPEECH OF BOWIE K. KUHN 

President WllUam Cahn of your Associa
tion has graciously invited me to address you 
regarding Baseball's opposition to proposals 
existing In se"'!ral states to legalize gambling 
on professional sports events .. It is our posi
tion that any form of gamblinJ:: on profes
sional Baseball games, legal or Illegal. poses 
a threat to t1le integrity of the game, exposes 
It to grave danger and threatens to disserve 
the public interest.. I would like to tell you 
WhY. 

The proponents of legalized gambling on 
team sports have argued that legalization 
would contribute In the following ways to the 
public welfare: 

1. It would deal a death blow to organized 
crime. 
· 2. It would inc:t:ea:ie state and local 
revenues. 

3. It would not have adverse effects on 
society or the team sports involved. ' 

Speaking on behalt of professional team 
sports, I disagree emphatically on each or 
these three points. Let me say preliminarily 
that I have diS<;ussed this matter extPnsively 
with Commissioners Kennedy and Dolph or 
Basketball: Commissioner Rw;elle or Foot
ball and President Campbell or tile National 
Hockey League. We are all in agreement as 
to the adverse eiJects or legalization on team 
sports. These gentlemen: are all nware of my 
appearance here today and have authorized 
me to say they join with me in opposing 
leflllllzation. · 

EFFECT ON ORGANIZED CRIME 

With respect to organized crime it is my 
very strong conviction that legalization 
'l.'ould lead to greatly -Increased gambling 
on baseball both in terms or the dollar 
volume and the number or bettors. As I will 
discuss later, I believe this because In my 
judgment legalization with the attendant 
go\·ernment sanction It Implies would open 
up the a\·enues or gambling to tile scores or·· 
mlllions of tenm sports' fans who presently 
have no interest In gambling. Remember that 
most fJeop/c i" this country clo not gamble. 
That is the raHacy of the oft heard argmncnt 
that you might as well lccallzc cambling be
cause people are going to do it anyway. 1\lay
be a &mall percentage will but not the vast 
majority who are not gamblers. 

Under the circumstances It Is naive to think 
thn.t legalization would eliminate or even 
.subst:mtlally diminish the substantial vol
ume of iilegal gambling on baseball. By In
troducing gambling to the non-~ambllng 
majority, legalization would open the doors 
for orcanlzed crime to a vMt array or people 
they could not otherwise ha\·e mterested. 

We are realistic about the existing volume. 
or Illegal gambling and we recognize that It 
1a substantial. Going back to tbe da)'8 or tbe 
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Black Sox scandal In 101!!. BMeball felt the 
frightful Impact that r.amhllllJ; could lt:l\·e 
on our sport. The simple fact Is thnt a ;;roup 
of hoodlums succeeded In fixing the rc~ult 
or the \Vorld Series m thnt year. In ortlcr to 
protect DMeball nr,nmst this renl dan~;er tile 
011\ce of Commls.:;ioner o! Bn..<eball wns creat
ed In 1920 with the foremost purpo'e :mc.l 
mission of protectinr, the inte~nty or t i>e 
game. Kenesnw Mountain Lanc.lis. the hr~t 
Commissioner and all of his four succc.,sors 
have viewed this as thetr most rrit!cal A~· 
signment. Baseball's record for honesty m 
the ensuing half century has betm a tl., •. 
tinguished one. 'To ('nsure the rt'cord. Ba'c· 
ball adopted a major lenq-ue rule w11 h the 
strictest possible penni ty for ba~eball people 
who attempt t.o fix the outcome or ;:ame~
namely, mandatory lifetime ineliglbtlny. 

We have also m:.intained a Security De· 
partment headed hy experienced forrr.~r FBI 
executives which operates effectively and cf
ftcleutly throughout the wide world of pro
fessional. baseball to protect its inug:itY. 

We think we know the habits and w:1.ys 
of the Illegal bookmlll:cr. He will not be put 
out of business by legalization. but raLl1cr 
can be counted on to compete by prl\·a:e 
services a.nd other ad\·am,:l.;:es which wtll a~
sure the continuation of his prolitai>le <'P· 
erations and whici1 wlll feeti on the host r>f 
newly initiated gamblers which legaiiza:ion 
would make a\'allable to him. He will me!'t 
gimmick with gimmick and service wi<i1 bet
ter service. He will pve credit and rebatt·,_ 
He will accept poor credit risks confident tllat 
his strong a.rm methods w11l be nn elllcicnt 
collection agency. He w111 benefit fr::>m t itt• 
tax free profits a:1d i'is customer~ fr;.,m tax 
free winnings. He will benefit further from 
enlarged loan sharkfng opportunities pre· 
sented by increased gambling. 

orr Track Betting which has recently been 
adopted In New York hns made no bones 
about the fact that It has not reduced il· 
legal gambling on horse races. ·so have the 
federal authorities fiq-htin!; organized crime. 
Daniel P. Hollman. head of the U. 5. Justice 
Department's Joint Strike Force against or
ganized cr!me recently contended that 0~ 
Track Betting In New York was an exampl(' 
or how such public betting had failed to 
interfere with the bookmnking acti\'ities of 
organized crime. · 

EFFECT ON STATE AND LOCAL REVE:<IUES 

As to the argument that le1;islation will 
Increase state and local re,·enues. we do not 
see It as the financial bonanza which hn~ 
been forecast for local treasuries. Inc.lrrd 
some experts have already characterized orr 
Track Betting m New York as a failure. At 
the present time the Govemor or New York 
is sufficiently concerned with the po~~•hle 
adverse effects or Otr Track Betting on lc;al
lzed track operations that he is seriou,ly 
re\·iewlng whether. or not It Is de~irable to 
extend. 1t beyond New York City. Aqueduct 
Race Track in New York has recent!\· been 
shut down by a. cost!~· strike because· or the 
need to lay oiJ employees brought about by 

odwlndllng attendance and betting re,·enucs. 
The cause was orr Track Betting. 

It Increased o.ntl-soclnl behM·ior ~houid 
be the result o! legnli7ation, the costs to the 
state and citizenry could easily otrl>ct what
ever immediate re,·enue benefits, i! an~·. 
might occur. I will den! with the anli·,oclal 
aspects subscqucn tly in my remarks. 

Certa.inly the possibilities or direct loss or. 
revenue elsewhere must be considered; !or 
instance, it moneys used in bettin~ arc 
siphoned away !rom the purchase or taxable 
commodities. 

I do not think society has e,·en begun to 
c\'aluate the complex set of potential Inter· 
o.ctl!)ns which could make t!Je promt,ed 
riches ot legalization fools cold. 

• EFFECTS ON SOCIETY 

What &re the likely effects ot legal~:.nuon 
011 society in t::eneral? One must. rear that 
mauy ot its well intended proponents seck-
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tng ~omchow to lmpro\'e the ~;erlous rcvcnue 
problrms or local governments h~\'e blinded 
thcmseh·es to Its dant::erous consrquenccs. 
A February edit:>rlal In the Chlca'!O Tribune 
statcd the case wei\ nt::alnst lcr,ali:-:ntion: 

•·As too few people nrc sayin:; out loud 
these days, gambling cn!l he as nddlrlh·e as 
heroin or alcohol. Despite revenues from 
liquor and tobacco tnxc:;, go\·ernmcnts In· 
ercnslnr,ly try to dt~;cournr.e drunken driv
Ing nnd 'mokln~. Tho.prolits In the heroin 
buslner.s nrc hir;h, too, yet few urr,e gov
ernment to tnke It up. No discussion of 
lecalizlng r:ambllng (and thus Inevitably 
spreading and encoura:;lng It) Is complete 
without an ncknowled;;ment of its unmeas
urable social costs. 

"On balance. encouraging vices for the 
sake of taxing them Is counterproductive." 

What Is going to be the source of the 
n1oncr that the public uses for lcgn\izc-d 
gambling? Is It likely to be money that 
would otherwise go Into luxury Ite-ms? I 
doubt H. It is mathematically certnin that 
those who gamble regularly with either the 
legal or the illegal bookmaker always lose In 
the long run. If we open this r,nmbllng door 
f11rtiH'r to a whole new generation I shudder 
to· think what the price will be. The money 
will come from people who are least eco
nomically able to lose It; money that should 
go for food. clothing, education and other 
necessities will go Into gambling. Gambling 
monr.;o is also likely to be taken from wei· 
:Care payments with all the varieties of prob
lems thnt could present. 

• I think it Is the utmcst In cynicism to 11se 
the great family sport of ba.:;eball to drnw 
lnto the addiction or gambling the over
whelming majority of our population which 
docs not gamble .today. We have enough 
problems of addiction In our society now 
without Introducing another lure such as 
legalized gambiing .. 

ETTECT ON SPORTS 

Probably the at·ea In which the legalization 
proponents have the least knowledt;e and 
sophistication ls the effect on team sports. 
I do not think I exaggerate one bit when I 
say that" legalization could jeopardize the 
existence or professional baseball and other 
professional team sports by-

1. shaking public confidence In the ln
·te:;rity of the game; 

2. crentlng a new class of gambling fans; 
3. adversely alfectlng Ba>eball's strong 

family following; 
4. crea~lng a climate favorable to gambling 

which would undermine Daseball's historic 
etrorts to prevent gambling by its people; 

- 5. threatening the finnnolal stability of 
Professional Baseball. 

I hM"e no doubt that legalization would 
adversely affect Baseball's reputation for 
honesty by creating suspicion In the mind or 
the betting and non-betting public. Where 
there Is heavy gambling suspicion of dis· 
honesty will lnevUnbly follow regardless ot 
however honest the sport may nctually be. 

. There Is no way or proving that this is so 
other than to search the opinlon.o; of knowl
edgeable people In sports all or whom \ml
formlr reco;;nize this clear dan;;er. Dasebnll 
hns long bern free of c\·en whispers regard
Ing Its hone~ty and ~here cnn be no doubt 
that this fre-edom Is 11\ large measure respon
sible for the enormous popularity of the 
gnmc. 

Moreover le~nllzntion would certainly In
crease the li:Cclihood or clTorts being mnde to 
fix baseball games and performances. This is 
simply Inevitable ns tlle quant\lm or gam
bling and the number of gamblers increase. 
For a shocking but tremendously mc-antnc
ful comparison look nt the record summar
Ized from New York Times stories since 1960 
or sports sca1fdals ln coun~rlcs abroad which 
hM·e gone down tile side road or le!lallzntion: 

Ro\' Pnul, We-lsh International so!'ccr star, 
a!lmii.trd he nnd several 1\!anchc"ter City 
tcammntrs had taken bribes to throw two 
r:nmcs. Two othe-r players admitted receiving 
otrcrs or bribes. ( 10/10/60) 

A top Britibh ~;occcr club lnvcstl~;atcd re
ports one of Its stnrs hiiCI olrcrcd bribes to 
two Evcrc,on players t.o throw n game In 
March 1960. A llriti"·h bookmaker clnlmcd 
he was certain soccer matches were being 
fixed. ( I0/12,'1i0) 

Sentpnccs were Imposed on more thnn 80 
Czech sportsme-n convicted of intlucnclng 
the re~;uHs of the sports pool thru fraudulent 
speculations. Amonc those lnclu<.led were 30 
hockey players, 30 soccer plnycrs, 13 wrest
lers. two tennis players, nnd n conch. (10/ 
13/60) 

A list of 20 soccer players re-portedly ln
\"olved tn bribing 1md tixlng or games has 
been drawn up ,by the lenders of the Foot
ball Association and the English Football 
League to be given to Scotland Yard, (10/19/ 
60) 

Esmond Million, goalie !or the Bristol Rov
ers, admitted acce-pting $840 to throw n game 
that ended in a two to two tic. Keith Wil
liams, a center forward, and 1\lilllon were 
suspended. Subsequently Million, Williams 
and Brinn Phllllps, captain of the Mansfield 
Town team, were suspended for life by the 
Football Association after pleading guilty to 
sports bribery charges. (8/16/63) 

A former British pro-football player. James 
Gould, was found guilty o! attempting to 
fix results ·or soccer matches. (11/23/63) 

James Thorpe, one or Shcfficl<.ls big;;est soc
cer bookmakers,· asserted at least two pro
soccer mat.ches were fixed each week last 
season. (4/19/64) 

A drowning victim, Joseph Hnncock, who 
was a 52 year old bookmaker had been ques
tioned by police about alleged bribe:; of some 
of the n1ajor soccer teams In England. ( 4/ 
28/64) 

Peter Swan, former Sheffield, England Cen
ter has been In jail four VIOnths for. his pnrt 
in a soccer bribery cn.o;e and was suspended 
!or life by the F'ootbnll Assocla.tlon. ( 5/6/ 
65) 

A disciplinary court of the West German 
Socc!lr Federation suspended three players 
for life, October 23, for their Involvement In 
a bribery scandal J!o"hlch rocked the First 
Division last .season. (10/25/71) 

Italian Soccer Federation demotes Udinese 
Club to minor league. 1955 through 1956 
season, suspends four players Indefinitely on 
fiudln:; evidence that club bribed Pro Po.tria 
players to lose game, 1953. (8/3/55) 

Incensed Italian fans blocked trains and 
overturned trucks after the Italian Soccer 
Federation dropped Cnserto. Team t.o a lower 
division. Caserta wns penalized after a chn.rge 
that one or Its players had tried to brl.be a 
Taranto player before tllelr game last May. 
(9i9/G9) 

One can only shudder a.t the effect stories 
like tills would ha.ve lC they occ\lrred in OiJ..I' 
professional sports In the Unttcd States. 

Based on our own investlgath•c cxpcrici1ce 
and substantiated by law enforcement a.u
thoritics it Is our conclusion that both big 
and smnll-t.ime gamblers who patronize le
gal or illegal sports bcol:mn:Clng operations 
will try to ~cL in.•idc injormatio~t from play
ers nnd others who work in or In conjunction 
with Baseball In order that they wil\ llrwe 
whnt they call the "edge", which Is restricted 
knowledge or a strength or weakness ou 
the team. Likewise bookmal:ers nrc seeking 
the same type of Inside Information in order 
that their "odds line" will be accurate nnd 
thus Mlract bets to both teams ln the con
test which lends to n "balanced book" and 
1-11re profits for the bookmakers regardless 
or which team wins. Thls.pr~ssm·e for Inside 
ln!ormntlol\ would lllc\'ltabl)'lead to unde-
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&lrable M~oclallons !m·olvlnr; our p~o;-olc- ar 1tt 
would focus &ur.ptclon on the lutc;;rltr or 
our r,nme. 

There is another danr,er for n~~r.h:.\l 1~ 
legalization wr.rc to occur. lt 1:> a!t<•;:< t:ll·r 
probable thnt it \\'0\11<1 lead to fr:rms of i>:•·r. 
bnll bctlln~ other thnn intilvl<.\ual game b<•t ;. 
The most \lk('l)' new forms of b~ttln;; ..... o·•l<l 
be sprc:~d betting and lndt•:idual p~rrr-:·;: 1 -
a.ncc betting-. The r(la~oa is r.i1n;);c: whrr·: 
you haven. wide spr<"ad hctttn:; cl1:nr.~c \VhF· a . 
Is whnt l<'r,ni>zauon won;d proti>tcc \'Oil ·c:la 
be sure that n1orc sophi3tiC:ttcd f(Jrrt:~ or 
betting woul<l cnsu~. The d:lnc;~r or t;;~:.c 
more sophist•cated forms Is tiln p~r;e>rm· 
crs mi!:llt be lured into run sha,·in;; ar.d pre
dete-rmined individll:ll pcrform:.nccc. wil:c;l 
would not nccc;.;sarily in\·oh·c Jixiu; n ~ar,;<'. 

Such nppronchrs gi\·e the g:.mblcrs n muci\ 
n1orc pcrsunsi\"C nrg:utncnt when tryin::; \.n 
Indue.:: athletes to give lc&s than tilc1r best. 

NEW YOiUt LEGISLATIVE RESF.IIRCII 

In HJ63 the New York State As,cmblv com· 
pletcd a report on 01r Track Dettm;:; 1;1 En::
land. Its conclusions (appc:lrin;: on pn;:cc. \'II 
nne\ VIII) hnvc for us an ominous rm;; 111 
their applicability to legalization here: 

Serious economic and social problems h~,,-p 
been generated by the enactment oi tile 
British statute. These Include: 

1. A massi\'e incr<'ase in gambling cx;:cacli
turcs which involve nt lcn:;t a fonr~nld In
crease In ttu·no,·cr and the pnrlicip;~Lnn of 
thousands o! new ctti?.£ns in &.his ncun~v. 

2. The great bulk or lncrcaf.cd ::;.1miiiin~ 
turnover has come from those in tile iO'o'. <·.,t 
income strata, colltributing to an unhr:\ithy 

·and largely unproductive shift of weaith. na 
betting, awn}' from lowe-r income famiitcs. 

3. A sharp Increase In dcfauas of debts 
owed small shopi:ccpers as a resuit o~ fanuly 
resources diverted to betting. 

4. Chnngc-d family expenditure pn! tern.<; 
with all increased proportion o! household 
Income diverted to gambling. 

5. ?vntllons or leisure man and woman 
hours being consumed 'in the process o! 
gambling. 

G. J11venilc indoctrination In rnmhlin; 
habits ns a recognized form or entl'rtainmc:.t. 

7. The development of new forms or r,:•m
bllng to meet the demand !;encratcd by \he 
Increased public appetite for wa:;crin~. 

There are also strong Indications. nlt:1ou::il 
there has been no crrort by r,ovcrl\liV!J:t or 
private organizations to re~earcil these areas, 
that: 

(a) a greater proportion of social wcl!are 
:funds nre siphoned otr into gamblln;:; 

(b) new strains have been pllli:ed upon 
family rein tlonships; 

(c) new forms of criminal acth·ity have 
developed." 

CONCLUSION 

In summary lcgaliz:~tion would jcopar<.ii;:~ 
'the public acceptauce or Dr.scbnil-<>nc eor 
our national treasures-and y,-ould thr~~\cn 
tts lntegrit.y and financial viabi&it~·. Prore.;
slonal Dnscball in Nor\h America consists of 
24 major league and over 150 minor lc:~_:uc 
teams ( 10 in ~ew York State). Their r::u~rs 
arc attended by o\·cr 40 miliion fnt:.-; nn
nunnr. They constitute one or eour mr .. ;~ im
pot·tant and popular e-ntertainment ;:: .. t~:n: .. 
In jcopan\i:-:inr, i.his !'ystcm, Ic;.lli~n:;on c:·•·· 
not do nnythlnr; but a senous disscr·;t<;c w 
the public interest. 

We in Baseball will try to pcrf<untlc t i;c 
public through evcrr means O.\'al!ablc to \:l 

that we. are rigi1t in our fl,:ht agnir:st lr;a;•:~
tlon. \Vc intend to enlist lcadin; or,;: • .:t?..l• 
tlons and institutions 11nd priv:~te c1~.u:>J 
tn our f>ght. We np;>cal to the D1smc:. At• 
torneys of the Unitcci States and to all fn~rah 
oC, team sport.'! to give us their nss1s~anco · 
and support. Time Is critical and U1c cau:.e 
J& Vltal, 
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NATIONAL DISTRICT ATIOHNEYS ASSOCIATION 
23rd ANNUAL SUMMEH CONFEHF.NCI·: 

• 

©:! RESOLUTION ~ 

WHEREAS. a Committee of this Association was 
directed by the Hoard of Directors at its May, 1972. 

·meeting to study and make recommendations to the 
general membership at this Summer Conference with 
respect to the le~alization of gambling on the outcome 
of sporting events: and 

WHEREAS, in almost all of the States of this 
Nation, gambling in one degree or another is permitted 
on certain sporting events_ such as horse racing, dog 
racing and jai alai, subject to local state regulation and 
control: and 

WHEREAS, proposals have been made to extend 
and further legalize gambling on the outcome of sport
ing events including baseball, football, basketball, and 
hockey; and 

WHEREAS, a Committee of this Association, pur
suant to the directive aforesaid, has studied such pro
posals to further extend and legaJize gambling on the 
outcome of sporting events, and the possible effect 
thereof, and has concluded that the same would be 
undesirable; and 

WHEREAS, it is believed that the extension and 
further legalization of gambling on the outcome of 
sporting events will be detrimental both to the sport 
involved and to the public ethic. 

. ·',. . 
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NOW, THEREFOHE, BE IT HESOLVED by the 
National District Attorneys Association at its 1972 Sum
mer Conference in San Juan, Puerto Rico, that said 
Association oppose the .extension and legalization of 
gambling on the outcome of sporting events. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this resolution is 
duly adopted this nineteenth day of August, Nineteen 
Hundred and Seventy-Two. 

Attest: 

William Cahn 
William Cahn, President 
National District Attorneys Association 

· William F. Cahalan 
William F. Cahalan. Secretary 
National District Attorneys Association 

Patrick F. Healy 
Patrick F. Healy, Executive Director 
National District Attorneys Association 

---:.--.• , ... 
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The Nalion.-11 llistdct J\ttorneys 1\ssocioltion hols fully cndor!;ed the position of. 

bascbolll, footh,d.l, b.·1sketbo:tll .:tnd hockey in 'opposing proposed leg.:tii:.:oltion of gamblin<J 

on profession.:~! team sportn. 

"OUr mC'mbership is unalterably opposed to any further extension of legalized 

gambling," said carol V.:~nce, p~esident of the NOM and District Attorney of Houston, 

Texas. "l'!e, arc convinced that legalized gambling will· ruin the integrity of team 

sports, place te.:~ms under a clcud of suspici.on and :increase the possibility of scandal. 

From our m:my iz;vesti<).J.tio:Js into organi::cd crime, there is no question that the national 

crime syndic<>tes ~10uld 1f:elcome legalized gal:lbling as a bed partner." 

Vance, spokesm:·m for the natiom~ide association of 4, 000 prosecutors, said the 
\ 

NOAA is in complete agreement \·lith Co;:~missioners Bowie Kuhn of Professional Baseball, 

Pete Rozelle of the National Footbal}: Leagur, Clarence Campbell of the National Hockey 

League, tvalter Kennedy of the National Baskci·ball l.·:~~ociation and Robert Carlson of 

the American Basketball Association, \·:ho ar''' jointl~· working to defeat proposals that 

would make possible the extension of legali:'-l~d garruJ:: ing to p:t;ofcssional team sports. 

"J;'his is the first time the Com.'llissionf·r 3 of te<~m sports have undertaken a· joint 

venture of this kind. It is aimed at proposed legi· J.ature, if approved, could undermine 

the integrity of team sports. 

The Commissioners are in complete agre~ment tJE .. t .legalized gambling on pro-

fessional ~ports ~lill not bring about the public benefits c~mmonly ascribed to such 

proposals by proponents. Such gambling, thr,~y contend, will not have any appreciable 

effect on the social welfare and revenue problems of cities and states or on the 

elimination of.organized crime or police r.orruption. 

The NOAA at its recent summer convention backed the Commissioners' position by 

passing a resohltion stating that ..... further legalized gambling on the out:ome of 

sporting events \·lOuld be detrimental both to the sports involved and the public ethic." 

Also present at a joint news conference with Vance and the Co~ssioncrs today . 

was t·lilliam Cilhn, Oistrict Attorney of Nassau County, Chairmiln of the NOAA's Gambling 

Committee and immediate past president of the NOAA. Said Cahn: "If the gambling doors 

arc opened f1irther, the money will come from people \·lho arc least ccO'nomically able. to. 

lose it: rnoi•L'Y thJ.t should go for food, clothing, education anll other necessities 

will qo jnt-0 r:,1n•hlin<J. \\f" h;tve enoll<.Jh problem~ of ilchliction in our sociL'ty nm.,r \·:ith-

out introdur:i•••J .ulvthct· lure. 
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H<'t.'h' 1:ut1;1 P•·p~' · ·; fr··t•.1l l'.:'· •·!,:,11: ------'-- ---· --- -·- ... --- "l l is tu tlainl; lli;tt lcgi~latlon ~<wuld l'lilllinalL' 

or cvc-n-::uh::Lml L:lJy dindnblt the vt•lun.,· of illq:al ~.:;unhlJitg on sports. By introducing 

tmnhlint, to l!tl' non-g;~dJlltt;·, r.1.1jority, lL·:_;;,lL:~ttion uould open the doors of orc:tnizcd crh"! 

to a vast arr.1y of peoplt• tlW)' could not ot·it~·nd::t' havC' intl•restcd." 

--Kuhn lis ted the [ ollmrin!_; effcc ts lcgLtlizcd f,LII:thling would have on professional •baseua 11: 

Sh<Jl;e public conf id.::nce in the in t · :, ,. • c.y ./ : ~ ·~ game 
Create a new class of gambling fans 
Adversely affect Dascball's strong fa~ily following . 
Create a cl ir.:;.Jtc favor~blc to ga:-~:blinG ~o.·hich \Jould undermine Baseball's historic 

effQrts to prevent gombling by its people 
Threaten the fin~ncial stability of t!:e gar.:e. 

--"The illegal book::i.!ker will not be put out of Lu:.incss by legalization. On the contrary, :1.: 

will co;n?etc by priv~te services and olhc • nrlv;mt:M;cs, such as credit and rebates. He 

will benefit fron tax free profits and his custon:ers ~rom tax free winnin;;s." 

Pete r.ozelle, ~l.: t j e>nnl Foe>tb.:1ll Lea~ue: ''Legal:i zed gambling on pro sports '!.'ould drn~atically. 

change the character of fnn interests :i.n these spoTts. No 'longer will sports fans identify 

their interests •·rith the success or failure of thc.ir favorite teams but >lith the effect 

of their tear.1's per~ormance on the winn5nz nr losing of bets." 

--"Legalized ga:r.bling on professional tf',),,·,_ ~port:; .· .. ill greatly multiply the security probler::s 

. confronting all professionnl sports. T t voulu :ltange the W?-Y a fan looks at a gar::e' the. . 

way he looks at a coach and the·playcJ:::._ ·md, ,,,·ntual.ly," it would change the character of 

the game itself. Suspicions would be (;Lea ted \·.'hcnever something happened that deternined · 

the outc.ome of a game or even threatenec1'the on<corne." .. 

Walter Ken!l.edv. XGtional Bnsketball Ass~c_:i;;_:;ion: "So far as we can detemine there are not 

more than a few people attending basketbal:! gar.te·-; vho patron.ize bClokrnakers to bet on the out

come of the gar:1cs, All but those fe1v co:Je: becau~<· of their interest in the COI:lpetitive 

aspects of• the eal'!les. Legalizing sports gar,;,bling uould inadvertently convert fans into 

bettors \olho could be expected to acquire t!1e cynicism common to gamblers and to cast as

persions on the integrity of the game and the playc;rs." 

Robert"Carlson, A!::ericn!l. };~sketbnll As~oc)~: "Should legalized gambling be extended to . 
professional tec,l'!l sports, every associatioa of a club or league employee lvould have to be 

under constant surveillance. Every shift of strategy, every m'issed basket would be open to 

a cynical· second r;uess by some bettor •:ho has lost his wager on a basket in the final secom:s, 

although his tean might have won by a large margin. If our sport is to retain its public 

acceptance, no cloud of suspicion can underr::ine its integrity. Legalized gar.tbling 1'-'0ttld in

evitably create such a cloud Hithout nccoi::?lishing any of the sqcial aims upon 1-:hich the pro

ponent5 of such lez:Jlization premise their arguments." 

CbJ_~•'IlC'<' C::·":•l·~1J. ::.1tjon:tl l!n•':C'·.· T.c"::.:2:.:: (r('prcf;entcd at the news -~onfercnce by Do~ l~uck, 

:.:m. VicL·-l'rL·.:i.lknL): "The ;~:,:·:ohll·.· Jt.~.·~;:-5 ty of <~11 proft•ssional sports must be m:.inl:linc·cl 

:in Lli" eye::: of th,: pubHc. lllth ~~;;:·!•lit:;,; t!:vn· i:: :lh:;~ys the risk or·n ~cn:Hl:!l. Ancl if 

Jt: <•t'l'Pr:;, th•, lt•:::: of pu!Jl.ic: Cl•ufi:: .. ,h.l' 1·ol:ld t. .. l!:i:n:tr,lnc. The lcr,aliznt.ion of ga::.hl in;~ 

\-:oul.t pl;;c.t: ;:n i·.:·;.·n:.,: and undu,• p;,: ... llt•· t·!l l'l"f,::::ional athl<:tl'B <HHI m;m:t;•.l't:l<'llt. I e:::t 

t;_,.,. no J'P.:::il.f·· h··tu•dl:; J•·::11lt in:: fn•11 t! ·· ;.::at·l ft.:t of·l·.>h_>Jt· 1r. 1101~ ;u\ Jlh·1;;1l pr;lc.llcP. 
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PROFESSIONAL & AMATEUR SPORTS-ORGANIZATIONS 
OPPOSING LEGALIZED GAMBLING ON TEAM SPORTS 

American Legion 
Boys Baseball, Inc. 
West Coast Athletic Conference 
Big Eight Conference . 
The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 
Easte~n College Athletic Conference 
American Amateur Baseball Congress 
National Junior College Athletic Association 
National Association of Basketball Coaches of the U.S. 
American Association College Baseball Coaches 
New York State Catholic Committee 
Major League Baseball Players Association 
Babe Ruth Baseball 
Little League Baseball 
National Amateur Baseball Federation, Inc. 
National Baseball Congress of America 
Big Brothers Association 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
North American Soccer League 
The National Football League 
National Hockey League 
National Basketball Association 
American Basketball Association 

\ 
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THE NATIONAL 

410 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 • Plaza 8-1500 

POSITION ON LEGALIZED SPORTS GAMBLING 

The National Football League is opposed to practically 
every aspect of the current proposals for the legalization of 
gambling on professional team sports. 

The League believes legalized gambling on professional 
sports will dramatically change the character of the fan 
interests in these sports. ·No longer will sports fans identify 
their interests with the success or failure of their favorite 
teams but with the effect of their team's perfo~ance on the 
winning or losing of bets. 

Legalized gambling will greatly multiply the security 
problems confronting all professional sports. 

The League believes that the proposals are misleadingly 
characterized. The proposals do not involve the simple 
"legalization" of sports gambling but the active governmental 
promotion and encouragement of such gambling by advertisement 
and solicitation. Ultimately the trend, as has already fully 
developed in horse racing, will be towards government licensing 
and active government intervention in the operations of pro
fessional sports. 

Legalized gambling on professional sports will not bring 
about the public benefits commonly ascribed to such proposals 
by proponents. such gambling will not have any appreciable 
effect on the social welfare and revenue problems of cities 
and states or on the elimination of organized crime or police 
corruption. 
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l· Q. Why will the character of the sports fans• 
interest change? 

A. We feel the basic appeal of our sport to the fan 
is the thrill of watching evenly~atched teams 
in weekly competition, the continuing excitement 
of the season-long championship race and the 
identification of the fan with the success of 
the home team or his favorite team. 

Legalized sports gambling would change the way 
a fan looks at a game, the way he looks at the 
coach and the player and, eventually, it would 
change the character of the game itself. 

Suspicions would be created whenever something 
happened that dete~ined the outcome of a game 
or even threatened-the outcome. We believe the 
man or woman in the stands no longer would be a 
football fan in the truest sense but rather a 
gambler interested solely in cashing a bet. 
Instead of rooting for his home team to win, 
his basic interest would be in winning his bet 
by a certain number of points sufficient to beat 
the 11spread 11 • 

You could have a stadium with 80,000 fans vocally 
supporting the visiting team's rally and applaud
ing the home team's misfortune. 
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~· Qo What do you mean by point-spread betting and 
what is wrong with it? 

A. The point-spread betting system was introduced by 
gamblers in an attempt to equalize the chances of 
two teams. A betting line is established in early 
week to set up a handicap system for a game by 
penalizing the better team a given number of points. 
Instead of betting on a team to win, a bettor must 
bet on a team to win by a specific number of points. 

If a similar system were used in the Kentucky Derby, 
it would have been necessary for Riva Ridge to win 
by a specified margin (4 lengths, for example) in 
order to cash a bet. 

When operated by bookmakers, the bettor is asked 
to give or take a specified number of points and 
also must lay 11 to 10 or put up $11 (instead of 
$10) to win a $10 bet. 

If this system were applied to all sports games 
the net result would be a new fan with a built-in 
cynical approach. If his team wins--but not by 
enough points--he would be critical of the motives 
of all involved, including the game strategy. Such 
constant criticism would be bound to reflect on the 
integrity of the sport. 

Let•s take an example. Suppose the Jets were 
5-point favorites over the Bills in a game played 
at Shea Stadium. Many of the home fans have bet 
on the Jets. 

Late in the fourth quarter of the game the Jets lead 
14-10. The Jets have the ball on the Bills 30 with 
20 seconds to go. Should the Jets try a field goal 
to win by 7 but risk giving the Bills another chance? 
Or play it safe to be certain of victory by 4? 

The Jets decide to play it safe and run out the clock, 
winning 14-10. The fans who have bet on the Jets to 
win by 5 points are losersG Although the victory may 
have enabled the Jets to clinch the division champion
ship. Shea Stadium resounds with the boos of disgruntled 
bettors. 
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2· Q. If the point-spread system is wrong, why not bet 
on fixed odds? 

A. Both the point-spread system and the fixed odds 
operation would be impractical if confined to 
single games. Each would make it necessary for 
a Legislature to give a sports betting authority 
pe~ission to set up a bookmaking system. 

Any bookmaking system, legal or illegal, must be 
prepared to lose money as well as win money. 

The Off-Track Betting system, now in operation in 
New York for horse racing only, cannot lose money 
on any given race because it skims off 17 per cent 
of all money bet before any payoff is figured. No 
matter how much the bettor wins, the OTB gets its 
17 per cent off the topo 

Illegal bookmakers have certain hedges to m1n~1ze 
risks, not available to any governmental body. An 
illegal bookmaker may limit the amount of money he 
will accept in any bet or on any game. An illegal 
bookmaker who fears he is over-extended with bets 
on a certain game can 11lay off 11 to a central organ
ization. A governmental bookmaking operation would 
not be able to refuse bets or 11lay off 11 bets. 

Dnagine the reaction if $1 million were bet and 
won (lost by the governmental bookmaking agency) on 
one game. 

Any parimutuel system attempting to make odds on a 
single game would produce insignificant payoffs, 
driving both the $2 bettor and the heavy gambler 
to the illegal bookmakers who provide credit and 
rebates as well as tax-free status. 

- 4 -
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4. Q. There has been talk of Pool card betting. What 
is meant by Pool Card betting? If a fan merely 
picked a combination of winners to gain a payoff, 
how could an individual player be accused of 
determining an outcome? 

A. Pool Card betting is a system in which a bettor 
attempts to pick the results of a combination of 
games for varying odds. If a bettor correctly 
picks the results of four games he is paid off 
at a lower rate than if he successfully picks all 
10 games on the Pool Card. The Card operator 
attempts to handicap each game by listing varying 
point spreads. The government would have to es
tablish its own point spreads in legal sports 
gambling. 

We oppose Pool Card betting for many of the same 
reasons that we oppose any type of legal sports 
gambling. We feel this again would be a case of 
misusing a sport not designed for betting as a 
vehicle in a government-sponsored gambling operation. 
We feel the easy availability of Pool Cards in govern
ment-promoted gambling would dilute the overwhelming 
fan interest in the home team and substitute a gambling
oriented philosophy. 

The Pool Card system, encouraged and actively promoted 
by the government, would result in increased gambling 
in the lower income group where a 11pie in the sky•• 
payoff at exotic odds would have overwhelming appeal. 
In addition to stimulating gambling in these areas 
it would spread gambling among juveniles. 

By encouraging more gambling with the lure of sub
stantial payoffs for a small investment, a cl~ate 
of suspicion would result. In the NFL, where as many 
as 10 games have been decided by less than seven points 
on a given Sunday, the climate of suspicion attendant 
to one game could be magnified tenfold by Pool Card 
betting. 
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Although it would appear to be more difficult 
for an individual to influence the result of a 
Pool Card operation, the danger still would 
exist. Experience in European soccer Pool Card 
betting, where the ability to select tie games 
is a key, discloses scandals involving manipulations 
by players or club personnel to make certain games 
end in ties. 

Just as fixing one horse does not guarantee a fixed 
horse race, fixing one game would not guarantee a 
fixed betting pool. But it would greatly simplify 
the efforts of the gambler to know that a certain 
horse--or a certain heavily favored team or key 
player-~as not trying to win. Manipulations of 
this type have resulted in scandals involving 
superfecta and other exotic betting lures at race 
tracks where knowing crooked gamblers have been 
able to eliminate several.horses and then link all 
the other horses in various combinations. 

It is conceivable that a betting coup could be 
arranged by influencing the results of certain key 
games, especially by a gambler who concentrated on 
attempting to pick the results of a small number 
of games in a pool. 
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5. Q. Everybody gambles, so why not make it legal? 

A. We do not agree with that premise as applied 
to all sports. We believe the vast majority 
of people do not gamble. They may take part 
in the office pool or back their team with a 
dollar bet with a friend. But there is a vast 
difference between that kind of betting and 
legal sports gambling. 

We are very much aware of the existence of 
illegal gambling on team sports by a certain 
element. We do not live in any 11Alice in 
Wonderland 11 dream world. Because we are aware 
of sports gambling we employ extensive security 
forces to enforce our own traditional rules 
against gambling. We have neither the authority 
nor the responsibility to act against illegal 
gambling by non-League personnel but we do exer
cise thorough supervision of our own people. 

We feel government-sponsored gambling, catering 
to a bet-oriented fan, would intensify all the 
problems inherent in gambling. By giving official 
approval to gambling, the government would encourage 
loitering in stadia by people seeking inside infor
mation and influence and, eventually, trying to fix 
the results. We believe the inescapable consequence 
would be the destruction of public confidence in our 
sport. 

It is reasonable to expect that legalization of 
sports betting would increase many times both the 
amount of money wagered and the number of people 
betting. A survey of British betting habits, made 
by the New York State Assembly, showed a 400 per cent 
increase in betting after legalization in 1960. 

An increase in sports gambling would, of course, 
increase the number of people seeking special infor
mation and trying to influence the outcome of games 
through contacts with players or club and League 
personnel. 
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The Corranissioner has unrestricted au·thority 
to fine, suspend or bar for life any person 
connected with the League or any member club 
who has bet on a game or failed to report any 
offer to control the outcome of the game. 

Once the stigma of crime and danger of arrest 
had been removed, the extension of sports betting 
to the general public from the relatively limited 
percentage of people who now gamble with illegal 
bookmakers, would greatly magnify the security 
problems of sports. A betting pool with millions 
of dollars at stake would increase the likelihood 
that an athlete or club employee might risk his 
comfortable salary and excellent pension and health 
benefits. 

Every association of a club or League employee 
would have to be under constant surveillance. 
Every financial move, every shift of strategy by 
a coach would be open to the cynical second guess. 

At the present time, a bookmaker demands identi
fication from a gambler. This has a deterrent 
effect on persons connected with sports because 
they realize sports security forces have sources 
of information in all fields. With every corner 
store a betting parlor, the problems of such super
vision would be multiplied many times. 

To summarize, we believe legalized betting would 
assist such persons in evading the rules against 
gambling which we think ar'e so necessary to the 
maintenance of integrity in our sport. 
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6. Q. What is wrong with a player betting on a game, 
as long as he bets on his own team to win? 

A. We believe any for.m of gambling on sports, legal 
or illegal, poses a threat to the integrity of the 
game. This, of course, is particularly true in 
the case of the players. Recognizing this obvious 
danger, let us assume a player does bet on his own 
team to win. 

The point-spread system of betting, under which a 
handicap is arranged for the better team, makes it 
possible for a team to win the game but lose the 
bet if it does not win by a given number of points. 
The college basketball scandals of years ago provided 
numerous examples of the dangers of a player 11Shaving 
points 11 to help a gambler win his bet while his team 
still won the game. 

Whether a player is betting in person, through a 
member of his family, or through a friend, it is 
likely the knowledge of the bet would became general 
information in a short time in an era of permissive, 
government-promoted gambling. 

Suppose it becomes known that a player is betting 
on his team to win. Those with inside knowledge also 
bet on the team to win. The team does wino So far, 
so good. 

On the following week, the player does not bet. The 
team loses. The player, who may have been completely 
innocent of any wrongdoing, is involved in a key play 
that decides the number of points by which the game 
is won. Dmmediately, the finger of suspicion is 
pointed in his direction. 

For example, during the 1971 NFL regular season a 
veteran quarterback elected to run an end sweep re
quiring a pitchout to the running back on the last 
play of the game from his opponents• five-yard line. 
It was a good call, caught the other team by surprise 
and resulted in a touchdown, which changed the final 
score but not the outcome. However, it was a risky 
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call in that the accepted practice is to control 
the ball in such a situation and let the clock 
run out while calling a routine, low-risk play. 
The quarterback, both in print and in letters to 
the NFL office, was accused of attempting to make 
sure his team went over the point spread. 

We simply cannot afford to let suspicion undermine 
the integrity of our sport which has grown to its 
present stature over a period of 50 years without 
resorting to gambling or utilizing gambling as an 
incentive. 
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2· Q. What is the difference between betting on a game 
and betting on a horse race? 

A. Gambling is not an inherent part of team sports as 
it has been in horse racing. The ancient Romans 
bet on horse races and chariot races. Horse racing 
has been inextricably involved with betting and 
could not survive without it. 

As a result of this identification with gambling, 
the horse racing business has been forced to accept 
strict governmental control of most of its activities. 

In racing, a State Commission sets dates and sites 
of meetings, licenses trainers, owners, jockeys and 
drivers. It hands down suspensions, assesses fines 
and takes a generous slice of the betting action. 
This tight supervision has became necessary to guard 
against drugging, fixing of races and false identifi
cation of horses. 

Any similar governmental obligation to control team 
sports would involve far-r~aching changes in their 
present structure of operations and place a costly 
and staggering burden to not only oversee sporting 
events in its own state but also presumably every
where a sporting event is held, if legalized bets 
are accepted on that event. 
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8. Q. If New York State can legalize horse race 
gambling with Off-Track Betting, why not all 
sports? 

A. There is a vast difference between the extension 
of horse race betting, which has been legal at 
race tracks for many years, to off-track betting 
parlors and the legalization of an entirely 
different type of gambling. 

Betting on other sports events has been illegal 
traditionally. Any effort to legalize all sports 
wagering represents a distinct departure and should 
be recognized as a new form of promoted gambling 
with obvious inherent problems. 

Approval by the states does not mean mere "legalization" 
of gambling but active governmental promotion and 
encouragement of such gambling on a wide scale. 
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9. Q. How can you oppose legal sports betting when 
it would add so many dollars to aid the ghetto 
areas, social welfare programs and education? 

A. We are in sympathy with efforts to raise money 
to ease the tax burden and to increase educational 
facilities and opportunities and to better run the 
big cities. But the answer is not misusing a sport 
not designed for betting. 

We disagree with the premise that gambling revenue 
will make any appreciable contribution toward solv
ing our tax problems. Betting on horse racing has 
been legal in New York State for over 30 years, yet 
there is constant pressure for additional tax revenue 
from the same source through extended racing seasons, 
Sunday racing and various types of exotic special 
wagers. 

The new Off-Track Betting system in New York City 
is struggling to pay for itself in the face of charges 
that it is draining state tax revenue from other 
sources by causing decreasing attendance and lower 
betting handle at the race tracks. 

Practically every study made of legalized gambling 
has shown that the great bulk of gambling is done 
by people in the lower income strata. This has re
sulted in an unhealthy and unproductive shift of 
wealth away from the low-income bettor or, at best, 
a redistribution of wealth among the lower income 
groups. The lure of 11pie in the sky 11 bets through 
perfectas, superfectas, daily doubles, etc. with 
the promise of a huge payoff for a minimum bet is 
the most popular fo~ of betting. 

A survey of British betting habits under legalized 
gambling, conducted by the New York State Assembly, 
confi~s a decline in family resources, a sharp in
crease in default of debts owed small shopkeepers, 
an increased proportion of family income diverted to 
gambling and early indoctrination of juveniles to 
gambling habits. 
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We believe that a legalized gambling program 
in which the governmental agency would 11rob 
Peter to pay Paul 11 is not the answer to the 
need for revenue to aid ghetto areas, social 
welfare and education. 
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10. Oo Sports betting is legal in same nations 
of Western Europe as well as England. Have 
sports in these countries been free of brib
ery and betting scandals? 

A. Let us clarify the types of gambling permitted 
in Europe. In Great Britain, prior to 1960, 
both cash and credit betting prevailed generally. 
Credit bookmaking was legal. Cash betting was 
illegal and was conducted largely through street 
runners in an undercover operation. 

The passage of the Betting and Gaming Act of 1960 
legalized practically all types of sports betting 
in England through licensed bookmakers who pay a 
fee to the state. Both cash and credit bookmaking 
are legal. 

A large amount of the betting in Europe is based 
on football (soccer) pools, betting cards that 
promise a huge payoff for a minimmn fee i'f the 
bettor can select the winners and ties for an 
entire weekend program of games. Because many 
soccer games end in ties, the winner of the pool 
must select all of the tie games as well as the 
winners. 

A recent survey showed a marked increase in incidents 
involving bribery and gambling scandals in Great 
Britain since 1960 when the Betting and Gaming Act 
was adopted. There were two major football (soccer) 
scandals prior to 1960. Since 1960 there have been 
at least eight major teams and 15 players involved~ 
Ten of the players either confessed or were found 
guilty of bribery in court. As a result, 10 players 
have been suspended by the Football Association and 
several others have been fined and sentenced to jail 
terms by criminal courts. Several outstanding inter
national players were included. 

Two major scandals have been uncovered in Italy. 
Four players were suspended indefinitely and one 
club was demoted to a minor league after one incident. 
In 1969 another Italian team was dropped to a lower 
division of the league for trying to bribe a player 
of an opposition club. 
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In the fall of 1971, two German soccer clubs 
were banished from the league and 13 players 
were suspended for life as a result of scandals 
involving fixed games. The players included 
two stars of the German national team that 
competes in.the World Cup competition. 

Even Iron Curtain countries have not been exempt 
from the fix. In 1960 a Czechoslovakian court 
convicted 80 Czechs for influencing the result 
of sports pools through fraudulent speculation. 
Among the players and athletes involved were 30 
soccer players, 13 wrestlers, two table tennis 
players, a 11bicycle ball 11 player, a coach and 
others. 
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11. Q. The repeal of Prohibition reputedly wiped out 
many criminal elements. Why wouldn't legal sports 
betting strike a vital blow at organized crime? 

A. According to legal authorities, organized crime 
still is alive and flourishing in many areas. It 
appears that the repeal of Prohibition merely 
shifted the emphasis of organized crime into other 
areas. 

When you speak of organized crime, we assume you 
are speaking of the bookmaker who operates beyond 
the law in gambling activity. The success of this 
illegal business is based on two major factors 
(1) credit betting and (2) tax free status for the 
bettor. 

Many bookies will "carry" a heavy-betting client 
for weeks or even months if they know the client 
has the resources to make good his losses. If he 
does not make good his losses, the criminals have 
means of enforcement that a governmental agency 
could not use. In addition to offering credit, it 
often is the reported practice of the illegal book
makers to rebate a percentage of losses, 10 to 15 
per cent, to maintain the account of a regular 
custaner. 

Bookie winnings are paid in cash and, because they 
are not reported to any governmental agency, are 
illegally tax free. Any suggestion that legalized 
gambling winnings should be made tax free would not 
be acceptable to hard-working, tax-paying Americans 
with no inclination to gamble regularly. 

Most responsible law enforcement agencies do not feel 
that bookmakers controlled by organized crime would 
be seriously threatened by legalized sports gambling. 

In Rome, where legal betting is available at the 
tracks, at off-track betting facilities and through 
a weekly horse racing lottery, fiscal experts estimate 
there is a total of $500 million bet illegally each 
year, more than double the amount wagered at the track, 
off track and in the lottery. Illegal bookmakers 
operate close to the legal betting windows, accepting 
oral bets. 
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l2e Qo Don't you think legal sports betting would 
eliminate police corruption? 

A. We heard the same argument when Prohibition was 
repealed. If an enforcement officer can be cor
rupted by gambling, the same officer can be cor
rupted by the drug trade, prostitution or bank 
robbers. The mere legalization of sports gambling 
would not solve police corruption. It would shift 
law enforcement problems into another crime area. 

Rather than eliminating police corruption, any 
wide-spread legal gambling program would require 
vastly enlarged security forces--with accompanying 
corruption risks--far beyond those with which we 
are familiar. 

The answer to eliminating police corruption, of 
course, is honest administration by capable, alert 
and knowledgeable public officials. 
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Afternoon Session 

SENATOR DUMONT: The hearing will resume, please. 

I would like to note on the record the attendance of 

Charles Reid of Bergen County. That means we have 8 

of the members who have been here at one time or another 

today out of the 12. 

The first witness this afternoon will be Mrs. Judith 

Cambria, Tax Chairman, New Jersey Leagu'e of Women Voters. 

J U D I T H C A M B R I A: I am Judith Cambria, a 

Director of t.he League of Women Voters of New Jersey and 

Chairman of the Tax Reform Committee. The League appreciates 

this opportunity to testify concerning the legalization of 

new forms of gambling in New Jersey. 

The League's concern is how·gambling proposals fit 

int,o the tax structure, how they affect decisions about 

the tax structure. and how they affect the public attitude 

toward taxation and government. One pu.rpose of the League 

of Women Voters since the founding of the organization 

over fifty years ago has been to work for a tax structure 

that is adequate, equitable, stable and efficient. Let 

us examine how gambling fits these criteria. Would gambling 

provide sufficient revenues to solve the problem of adequate 

tax revenues in New Jersey? What effect does it have on 

other efforts to solve this problem? While there is no 

doubt that gambling would bring in new revenues, the 

evidence from existing gambling in New York City and 

Nevada is that such gambling would not generate enough 

revenue to solve problems of tax structure and adequacy 

in this State. However, the inflated estimates of revenue 

possibilities from gambling tend to make the public believe 

that more gambling is the solution. 

I would like to just give you some of the over

estimates that are thrown around to the public when gambling 

is being discussed. When the New Hampshire lottery was 

being talked about in New Hampshire, they predicted 
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there would be a $4 million take. The actual take was 

$2 million. When they were discussing the New York lottery, 

they suggested that the first year, 1970, it would bring 

in $350 million. They actually brought in $111 million. 

When they were talking about off-track betting in the 

Legislature in New York, they said that it would bring in 

$200 million or more. In the first 14 months of off-track 

betting, the total amount that has come in is $17 million. 

Mr. Samuels of New. York. Off:....Track Betting said that he 

hoped that $25 million would come in in the first year 

with 50 or 60 betting parlors. Well, they didn't come near 

making that. 

The New Jersey lottery when it was being talked 

about, before it was actually put into effect - the press 

releases and the statements by many people indicated 

it would bring in over $200 million. In its best year, 

it brought in $68 million. That was '71-'72, but as 

we all know, there has been a tremendous dropoff and this 

year without daily betting it would have dropped to about 

$43 million. 

We have heard estimates that if casino gambling 

were brought into New Jersey, it would bring in $200 

million worth of revenue. However, Nevada which has 50 

major casinos and 150 minor casinos only took in $54.9 

million last year. 

The effect on the public is even stronger. Last 

year, a group called React came into some sort of hearing 

and they believed that $700 million to $1 billion would 

be brought in per year without casino gambling. That is 

the kind of inflation of figures that goes on in the public 

mind. 

Because they believe this, the lure of gambling revenue 

tends to frustrate and sidetrack efforts to provide a 

truly adequate taxing system. The League has noted time 

and again how frequently those who advocate legalizing 
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all types of gambling are the same individuals who claim 

there is no need for an income tax. We have also seen 

how the inflated claims about lottery revenues have misled 

the public. Citizens, believing the revenue to be 

enormous, cannot understand why it is not solving all 

our problems. They become suspicious and distrustful 

of government believing these mythical huge sums are 

either being wasted or going into someone 1 s pocket. They 

then resist efforts at tax reform or· restructuring because 

of their distrust. From personal experience I have seen 

and other League members have seen the amazed reaction of 

citizens when the actual revenues from the lottery are 

contrasted with the total State budget or revenue needs for 

particular services. 

Stability in tax revenues is also very important. 

There is certainly svme question as to just how stable 

gambling revenue will be. The experience with the lottery 

is disquieting. As lottery revenue increased, the State 

budgeted a larger amount from this source in the Appropriations 

Bill. However when New York and Pennsylvania established 

similar lotteries, there was a big drop-off in lottery 

sales in New Jersey. The result was that there would 

have been a deficit of approximately $13 million in this 

year 9 s budget. The League believes that the specter of 

this deficit hastened the advent of the daily lottery in 

order to make up the anticipated shortage• Will the same 

pattern devel.op with a. daily lottery? Will increased 

revenue, if there is any, and we are not so sure about 

that, be budgeted and then become a deficit if New York 

and Pennsylvania enter the field? What new gambling will 

we undertake to make up that deficit? 

The problem of stable tax revenue also arises with 

off-track betting. Presently New Jersey derives about 

$36 million from pari mutuel betting at the race tracks. 

However, the experience in New York seems to indicate a 
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rather serious drop-off in pari mutuel betting, and tax 

revenue from that source. Will we find that off-track 

betting will merely take revenue out of one pocket and put 

it back into another? Will we set up an enormously 

expensive system of off-track betting only to find total 

revenue increased little? 

After listening to testimony this morning, that 

same question of tax stability would certainly arise if 

you were talking about gambling on sports events. There 

would be no way of having any idea of what amount of 

money would be brought in and could be used. It would 

be very unstable. 

The question of efficiency also arises. Efficiency 

in taxing means how much it costs to increase tax collections. 

Both off~track betting and casino gambling would require 

very large capital expenditures and large operating expenses 

to produce revenue. The League believes the State would 

have to run off-track betting or casino gambling in order 

to insure there was no infiltration by underworld elements. 

Therefore, the State would have to build and fund an 

enormously expensive structure. A large per cent of any 

revenue derived would be required for salaries, operating 

expenses, and the return to the gambling public. A very 

small per cent would accrue to the State as revenue. The 

per cent of revenue derived from either off-track betting 

or casino gambling would be much smaller than the per cent 

derived from the lottery. 

I ·have some figures as to exactly what these per cents 

are. In New Jersey at the present time, the per cent of 

return on our lottery is about 47 per cent. In the Nevada's 

casinos last year, the per cent of return was 8.3 per cent 

and in New York off-track betting in the first year, it 

was less than 7 per cent. I talked with people in the 

New York Off-Track Betting Office and they told me that 

as a rule of thumb you could expect that the return from 
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such a source would be 7 to 8 per cent. As I said, they 

did not make it in the first year and they said the 

first year would be lower. 

If the aim of the State of New Jersey is going 

into the business of creating new gambling businesses, 

or creating_thousands of new job opportunities through 

gambling, then there may be some justification for casino 

gambling, off-track betting and numbers games. If the aim 

of the State is to raise revenue efficiently, then gambling 

does not meet the test. 

The League notes, I must say rather cynically, that 

when the income tax was being debated, one argument used 

against it was that it would create an increased bureau

cracy that would cost several million dollars. We would 

like to point out that increased revenue would have accounted 

for 98 or 99 per cent of the take from an income tax. In 

the case of gambling, we see the reverse being true - a 

very small per cent of the total ending up as revenue, 

most going into a huge gambling bureaucracy. 

There is also the question of equitable taxation. 

Although betting or not betting is a personal choice, we 

still believe, for instance, that off-track betting would 

be a very regressive form of taxation. Since betting 

parlors require a relatively large population base to 

support them, they would tend to be located in large 

cities. In New Jersey the cities have a larger proportion 

of low income people than the suburbs. These people would 

thus be more exposed to the lure of gambling than those 

residing in other areas. Their low income may also make 

them more susceptable to seeing gambling as the only way 

to "make it." The result will be that those least likely 

to be able to afford the habit of gambling will be producing 

the revenues for use by the general populace. The League 

believes that off-track betting would be a seriously 

regressive answer to the need for tax revenue. 
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The League also noted with interest a study by the 

Fund for the City of New York which called for the legal

ization of the numbers game - with the major objective of 

driving organized crime from that enterprise and reducing 

corruption. It cautioned that if the Legislature tried 

to use a legalized numbers game primarily as a source of 

new revenue, the objective of combating crime and cor

ruption would not be achieved. It stated there was an 

inherent conflict in the three stated reasons for legalizing 

gambling - removing organized crime from the field, reducing 

police corruption, and providing a substantial new source 

of revenue. It concluded the first two objectives 

should be of paramount importance. This assessment points 

out that we should not expect large new revenues which 

would solve our fiscal problems. 

There is one more caution the League would like to 

express concerning any possible revenues from off-track 

betting. The nature of the operation of betting parlors, 

backed up by expensive electronic computing equipment, 

requires a large pool of bettors to be profitable. New York 

City with its large population and large daily commuting 

population is probably the ideal place for high-producing 

parlors. In New Jersey, the opportunities for placing 

parlors where there is a very high population are far 

more limited. Therefore, the over-all cost would be higher 

in relation to the tax revenue produced. 

We also point out that if the State were to set up 

and run off-track betting, casinos and a numbers game, 

the State expenditure budget would jump by an astronomical 

sum to reflect the cost of salaries and operating expenses. 

I noted in a newspaper report that Mayor Bradway of Atlantic 

City recently said that casinos alone could create 20,000 

jobs and a $200 million payroll. Uninformed people looking 

at the State budget may well conclude that the Legislature 

has gone on a wild spending binge and react with more 

cynicism and distrust, not realizing this is what it costs 
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to support such enterprises as casino gambling and off

track betting. 

I noticed also that the lottery,which would certainly 

be less expensive in its operating expenses, up to now 

has had a State expenditure line of about $3 million. Yet 

Mr. Batch said today that because of the need for more 

jobs with the daily lottery, this would go up to $5 million. 

People look at the total of the budget and they say, "Boy, 

where is the State spending all the money? 11 And if you 

get into these, that budget could look much higher. 

~he sum of the above thoughts, in the eyes of the 

League, is that gambling does not provide the means of 

solving our fiscal problems, instead it is often a road-

block to effective and serious efforts at solutions. Likewise 

we believe it has tended to encourage in the public 

attitudes toward taxation and government which are negative 

and work against progress in many areas. We believe the 

State has no business in the encouragement of increased 

gambling to supply new tax revenue. We do not believe the 

State of New Jersey can gamble its way to solvency or to 

a fair, adequate and efficient tax structure. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Thank you very much, Mrs. Cambria. 

Are there questions of Mrs. Cambria? Mrs. Klein, would 

you like to start? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Mrs. Cambria, I would like, 

I think, to correct an impression that we got from your 

testimony on page 4. When the Mayor of Atlantic City was 

speaking about the increased jobs and payroll, he was 

not speaking of that many jobs in the casinos or on the 

payrolls of the casinos. He was speaking of jobs that 

would be generated through the increased building of 

hotels, increased bus-boys, etc. I think that part of 

your testimony is somewhat questionable. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: -- misleading. O.K. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: You say also on page 3, there 

might be a justification if the aim of the State is creating 
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new jobs, etc., for casino gambling, but not if the aim 

is to raise money. Does that reflect the League position? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Well, as you know, Mrs. Klein, when 

testifying for the League, I can only testify to those 

things that League mernbe:r·s have studied and have some 

position on. Our interest in gambling, per se, is - we 

have never studied gambling per se - therefore, we cannot 

come out for or against gambling. However, we do have 

a great deal of interest in the tax structure. Therefore, 

our position is: What will gambling do and is it doing 

in relation to the tax structure? What has it done to 

people 1 s attitude? What has it done in solving our 

problems? What could it be expected to do if we actually 

put it into being? 

We think there are other very large questions which 

this panel should be considering as to the effect on society 

- very large questions of transportation, of bringing 

all these pe~_people in. But those are not League positions. 

We think you must consider them, but we have not studied 

gambling, per se. 

ASSEMBLWOMAN KLEIN: You only concerned yourself 

with the fiscal aspects of it? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Yes, with the fiscal aspects of it. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: One of the things that is 

being considered by this Commission is the possibility of 

a public referendum which would remove the constitutional 

restrictions on gambling in the State, leaving it to the 

Legislature to legislate in these areas. Does the League 

have any position on whether there should be or should 

not be this constitutional restriction? 

MRS • CAMBRIA: No, the League does not have a 

position. But I could comment, as I pointed out before, 

there has been tremendous overestimates all the time on 

the amount of revenue that will come in. And we believe 

that this type of overestimation would make people tend 

to vote "yes 11 perhaps on that particular basis, and.then 
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find that this was not true and was not going to bring J..n 

the funds they had expected it would and would not 

solve their problems. They mind end up with a great deal 

of distrust. We found this was getting to be more and 

more of a problem, this distrust of the government. 

ASSEMBL-YWOMAN KLEIN: I had another question, but 

I donut remember it. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblyman Reid? 

ASSEMBLYMAN REID: The only comment I have is there 

seems to be a tremendous emphasis in your written statement 

that you feel that the~testimony given to this Commission 

indicates that gambling will be a major source of revenue. 

I have found it to be the contrary. I don't think anyone 

has really stated that gambling is a substitute for a good 

tax structure nor has it been indicated to be a major factor 

in the revenue structure of the State, even if we went 

all the way and allowed all types of gambling. So I 

think what you infer here is in basic conflict with all 

the testimony we have received over the many months we 

have been holding these hearings. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: That may be true. But what gets into 

the paper is different from the total amount of weight you 

give it. I can show you clippings from everywhere and 

it is the huge estimates that tend to get reported, whether 

they are right or wrong. All those figures I quoted 

earlier is what people believed. You see, you may be 

getting a balanced picture, but what comes out very often 

in the papers is not balanced. The people want to believe 

that it will solve problems, but we don't believe it will. 

For instance, as I say, I have seen it booted 

around that we will get $200 million from casino gambling. 

That is just an extraordinary figure. There is no way 

you can come up with that. Then I noticed last year there 

was a report made by Horace J. DePodwin, Associates. I 

believe it was done for Atlantic City. They said at that 
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time, if there were 8 to 12 casinos, they believed they 

could produce gross earnings that would range from a low 

of $60 million to a high of $180 million. That sounded 

like a reasonable gross to us as compared to some other 

things. However, they claimed at the same time that the 

revenue from that would be $24 million or up to $72 million. 

If you take that, that is a revenue return of 40 per cent. 

In Las Vegas, the revenue return is 8.3.per cent. That 

is the return to the State. They are also expensive to 

run for whoever is going to run them, whether the State, 

or private individuals. They have high operating costs. 

How much is going to be returned to the public? It 

seems to us that this figure is totally unreal. It 

just could not work out this way. You could not get a 

40 per cent return. So even though their gross figure 

is perhaps good - they didn't go overboard in saying how 

much would be bet - what they consider to be revenue 

seems to be entirely out of line with experience. And 

people look at these figures and think that is what they 

are going to get. 

ASSEMBLYMAN REID: I am not going to ask Mr. Taylor's 

favorite question, but I have a question quite related 

to it. 

Mrs. Klein mentioned the fact that one of the 

considerations before the Commissi.on is to put the. question 

on r~ferendum for the general public next year and whether 

~ that question should be to remove the constitution~l 
provision which prohibits gambling and then leave it to the 

Legislature for further,action or whether, if we did 

decide some forms of gambling were preferable to others, 

we should place it on an individual basis for the general 

public to consider. 

I realize you can't speak for the League, but you 

may have .a personal opinion on this. Do you have any 

personal opinion as to which would be the better method 

of handling this'? I would respect such opinion. 
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MRS" CAMBRIA: Personally, and definitely this is 

a personal opinion, I do not believe the State should be 

in the business of trying to increase gambling. There 

may be a place for trying to cut into illegal gambling as 

it now exists. But I think that it should not be the 

place of the State to go into the business of increasing 

the gambling opportunities for the public. 

I do not disagree in the least that there is a strain 

in human beings that makes many of them want to gamble. 

I don't think any of us consider it one of our highest 

virtues that we should go ahead and try and encourage it. 

But looking at it that way, I would think certainly if you 

were going to suggest particular forms of gambling that I 

would like to see them separated. I would not want to see a 

flat, blanket-type thing of just "knock it all off. 11 Then 

I think the public pressure on you as legislators would 

become very, very strong and force you, perhaps, into 

doing things you might not necessarily feel are for the 

best for society as a whole. 

I have a little anecdote. A fried of mine has a 

son who has been away to college for several years and 

has worked during vacations, but hasn't been in the state 

too much. He came home at Thanksgiving and, as you know, 

the daily lottery was about to go into effect. He was 

appalled, just appalled, at all the advertising that he 

saw - the special section of the newspaper that we all 

got last Sunday. He said, "What is the State doing? What 

are we saying to the younger generation? 11 When we talk 

about work ethic and things like that, is this really what 

we want to encourage? I stop there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN REID: I have no further questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblyman Pellecchia? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Mrs. Cambria., I respect 

the position you hold and the reasons you are here. 

However, I find a few discrepancies in some of the statements 
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I heard you make. I didn't hear all you said. The last 

exchange you had with Assemblyman Reid seems to interest 

me. Am I correct in thinking that you or the League is 

attempting to think for the people, what is right~,or 

wli.at·is wrong? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: First I would like to say that 

Mr. Reid specifically asked me as an individual and he 

said he would respect my views as an individual. That 

last exchange ·was my views as an individual. The views 

of the League are represented here. They ~·ao not have 

anything to do with whether or not gambling is good, bad 

or indifferent, but its effect on the tax structure, its 

effect on people's attitudes about taxes and government. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Let's confine it to your 

thinking then. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I would prefer not to do that. We 

have already had a misunderstanding. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: You are sitting at the 

stand, you have made your statement, and I believe it is 

my prerogative to ask you. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Certainly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Do you think the people 

of the State of New Jersey have a right to control their 

destiny and do you think they are intelligent enough to 

know what they really want? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I do not contest that they have 

enough intelligence. I do find that in many cases t}}.ey .· · 

do not have enough information or broad enough background 

of information presented to them or available to them 

to know all of the consequences. I also submit that many 

of us do not know what all of the consequences would be. 

I heard testimony here this morning from a number 

of people on all sorts of effects that they thought 

might happen, and none of us can know what these effects 

will be. But there are many people who have great fears 
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in this particular area that we cannot actually determine 

ahead of time what it would be. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I will let your statement 

stand by itself. 

One of the main reasons that I have been so 

vehemently for submitting this question to the people is 

because of the number of jobs I believe it would create. 

You referred to the De Podwin survey. I have read that 

survey. They give some guesstimates in there and they 

talk about approximately 30,000 jobs. You are talking 

in reference to money~ I am talking in terms of jobs. 

But the figures you gave with relation to casino gambling -

isn't it true you are only talking about the money derived 

from the casinos themselves? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: That 1 s right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Have you any estimate as 

to what the roll-up would be on the side effects, such 

as the services, the laundry, the restaurants? Have you 

any conception at all of the amount of money involved there? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I am sure it would be very large. I 

think also when you consider all of these costs, you might 

consider there are also costs incurred by the government 

in taking care of this kind of a large increase in population 

that would be coming back and forth. We are having enough 

problems building roads as it is for our people who are 

here. 

I did a quick estimate. According to the figures, 

something like 20 million people w~nt to Nevada last 

year to gamble. If we got the same amount of people in 

New Jersey, it would be something like 400,000 a week. 

Frankly it took me 40 minutes to go 10 miles on the 

Parkway this morning. And I love to go to_the shore 

in the summer, but find it almost impossible. I also like 

to go to Atlantic City occasionally. I wonder if we are 

thinking in terms of what it will do to our whole society 

as well. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I appreciate your thoughts, 

but have you been to Atlantic City lately? 

MRSo CAMBRIA; Yea, I have. 

_ASSEMBI.YMAN ... PELI.ECCHTA: 

.. bappened __ to Atlantic City? 

Have you seen what has 

MRS c CAMBRIA: Yes, I have. That is true. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: We are not talking solely 

about Atlantic City because this is not a question of 

Atlantic City. But you alluded to the fact that in the 

lottery, there was a $5 million expenditure. You mentioned 

that figure? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: That is what is shown in the State 

budget. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Are you aware of the first 

guesstimate that was made when Senator Musto proposed 

the lottery, which afterwards became reality? Do you 

know what they were thinking in terms of then as far 

as income? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Yes. He suggested it would be over 

$200 million. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I beg to differ with you. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I have a clipping. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Let me tell you what we 

know to be a fact and maybe the clipping might be erroneous. 

The suggestion then was that there would be approximately 

$10 million profit from the lottery. Commissioner Batch 

appeared before this Commission and told us in an 18-month 

period, that there was somewhere in the vicinity of 

$180 million left from a $210 million net. There was 

something like $175 or $180 million gross left over. 

Would you say spending $5 million to pick up $180 million 

would make a difference? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: The point I was making there was 

not that $5 million was high. Actually, as I said, the 

per cent of return on the lottery compared to some of 

the other forms of gambling you are talking about is 
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relatively high. As I said it is 47 per cent for the 

lottery where for off-track betting it would be from 

7 to 8 per cent; and for casino gambling, if Nevada 

statistics have any meaning, it would be just around 8 to 

8 1/2 per cent. I was pointing to the fact that some 

part of this shows up in the State budget and that as 

legislators I am sure you get back to you, 11 What are you 

doing? The costs of government are going up so enormously. 11 

If you go into these things, people will not understand. 

I am not saying it is not a good return. What I 

am saying is people don't understand this and they tend 

to become mistrustful. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCBIA: With all due respect to 

your thinking, I think my consti~uents are pretty well 

informed and they do look at the record, they do under

stand what we are saying or trying to say to them. There 

are a few that may differ, but they understand. And I 

don't downgrade people to the point that I believe they 

don't understand what I am saying. 

As far as I am concerned, when I go bacj..: to them 

and say that I voted for a particular bill for this, this 

and this reason, they understand. The reason they do is 

because they have elected us. If they didn't understand, 

they wouldn't have elected us - they wouldn't have us here. 

But that is neither here nor there. 

Now you also talk about taxes and I thought we buried 

that a few months ago. It may be revived sometime in 

the future. 

I did feel that I had to ask you these questions. 

And now I want to ask my last and final question. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Could I just say one word before 

you go on to that? 

You say you thought we buried that. You buried a 

particular proposal. The problems did not get buried at all. 

The problems are growing daily. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I am well aware of those 

problems. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: OoK. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: The last question I want 

to ask is: Do you believe that you as an individual or 

the League, itself, - and I have all the respect in the 

world for them - would want to deprive the people of the 

State of New Jersey of their right to vote on this issue? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: If it is a blanket-type thing - I 

think the League has no particular position on whether 

people should havegambling"or not. So I cannot answer 

for the League. WE· have never done a study - and we 

must pick it up on our program. We would have to study: 

Should there be gambling? Should there not be gambling? 

Should there be off-track gambling? We donct have that 

position. I cannot answer for the League on that particular 

thing. We cannot speak for our members unless they have 

already studied and come to a conclusion. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I have no further questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Currin? 

MR. CURRIN: No questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Taylor? 

MR. TAYLOR: Mrs. Cambria, I am sorry that you 

were delayed 40 minutes going 10 miles on the Parkway. 

But if we didn't have that Parkway, it would have been 

a worse ordeal. 

You say that the League has not studied gambling per 

se, but yet your statement in the first paragraph, Mrs. 

Cambria, says: 11 The League appreciates this opportunity 

to testify concerning the legalization of new foms of 

gambling in New Jersey. 11 This confuses me right there. I don't 

1 ike.: that statement but I like your final statement where 

you say, 11 We do not believe the State of New Jersey can 

gamble its way to solvency or a fair, adequate and 

efficient tax structure. 11 
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I will answer that one for you. There is not a 

person on this panel that thinks that gambling is a 

panacea for the financial ills of the State of New Jersey. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Unfortunately, if the rest of 

the people of New Jersey understood that, then the problem 

perhaps would net exist. 

However, from a great deal of personal experience 

and from the experience of many of the League members, 

we know that gambling is one of those things that people 

believe will solve it. Was it Mr. Pellecchia who said 

that Senator Musto said the return on the lottery would 

be $10 million? But ·the reports at the time the lottery 

was being discussed were $200 million. We have clippings 

showing that. 

MR. TAYLOR: You have ambiguous figures. There 

is no doubt about that. You quoted other figures here 

t.cday from citizens, such as myself, who have spoken and 

made public their thoughts. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Yes. 

MR. TAYLOR: And t.he same thing happened back in 

those days. We can quote statistics on the lottery and 

we know that the lottery has poured over $100 million 

into the State of New Jersey for institutions and education 

in the very beginning. We know that by law, it must commit 

40 per cent of its gross income to the State of New Jersey. 

This is not ap~4cea to the ills of the State of New Jersey 

nor will any gambling be a panacea to our problem of money. 

However, there is more than money involved here as far as 

we see it. 

You say you do not have a study from the League 

on gambling. You are basically just comparing gambling 

to the revenue that the State will derive from it, I 

presume from this report. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Yes. We are concerned with how 

much it would actually bring in, which we feel is terribly 
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overestimated and people believe these things, and the 

effect that this has on the general attempts ---

MR~ TAYLOR: The public could then say, "O.K., letas 

go to gambling because this is a panacea." 

MRS~ CAMBRIA: Right. We work with this all the 

time - we speak - and we find that it is just true that 

the public believes these inflated estimates. They 

believe it will solve the problems and, therefore, what 

we consider serious efforts by serious-minded people of 

all types are thwarted because they believe it can be 

solved by these means and this is our concern. 

MR. TAYLOR: Where does that leave us? We are here 

to study gambling. Is it the thing for the State of New 

Jersey? Is it the moral thing to open up gambling to the 

public? What is the difference whether they say we are 

going to get $50 billion or nothing out of it? 

MRSo CAMBRIA: The difference at this point is 

what it does to public feeling. What we are concerned 

about is, were you to go ahead with this, which you may 

decide to do, that the public once again will have 

these ideas of how much it will bring in. Now you put 

this into effect. If it does not bring in the kind of 

money that the public is thinking about, one of two 

things happens. Either they feel that the money is 

corning in - and with the lottery, we found they believe 

there is so much more - and, therefore, they feel 

somebody is throwing it away. They say, whatever happened 

to the lottery money? I can tell you how much has come 

in from the lottery - a total amount of $159 million - and 

I can tell you exactly where it has been spent. We had 

an $8 million surplus. 

MR. TAYLOR: Do you tell your League of Women Voters 

all this? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Yes, we do. 

MR. TAYLOR: So they then can be public relations 

agents and go out and tell the other girls. 
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MRS. CAMBRIA: And when you are talking about how 

much money to the public - and I have done this myself 

when I went out talking about the tax reform program -

during the question period every single time, someone 

would ask, 11 Why doesn't the lottery money pay for this? 

It is so successful." 

What I finally resorted to doing to make them under

stand that, yes, it was successful, but, no, it was not 

what they thought it was, is I got a chart. I made 

myself a chart. I had one line which was 22 inches tall. 

That represented the property tax in New Jersey at the 

time. It is higher now. Next to that I put the lottery 

revenue which for the year was estimated at $58 million. 

I am not saying $58 million is not an enormous amount of 

money, and the League has not said that. But in contrast 

to the property tax, in contrast to school costs which 

were $1.4 billion in that year -- when we showed this 

to people, a gasp would go through the audience. They 

were so misled by the talk of the great success of the 

lottery. The lottery is successful. But they were made 

to feel that it was bringing in enormous sums, which 

simply did not exist. 

MR. TAYLOR: How is this going to help us in our 

study of gambling? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I think that you ought to recognize 

and I would say from talking to you that you are getting 

a view of gambling that tax revenue will not be the major 

thing. From what I have heard today, you are saying 

that there are other factors involved. I would like to 

see more of that get to the public and tell them that this 

will not be the panacea, that if we do put this in, 

perhaps we can control crime somewhat, we can reduce 

corruption. We can do these things Which we feel are 

valuable. 

MR. TAYLOR: It may make for a better society. I 

don't know. We are studying that. 
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MRS. CAMBRIA: At the same time that you are consider

ing these things and you are saying they would be benefits 

to society, you must look at the other side of the coin 

which may lead you to questions, such as: What are the 

side effects that we haven•t thought about? Will more 

gambling in society as a whole be helpful or harmful? 

Will it, as Mr. Rozelle seems to feel and some of the 

others, lead to a larger amount of gambling than already 

exists? Will there be a tendency because it brings in 

money to advertise it and publicize it and push it? And 

is that what you want to do? These are questions that 

you must consider. 

MR. TAYLOR: These are questions, the answers to 

which we would love to have from the League of Women Voters. 

We would like their opinion on these questions. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: The reason, as I say, I cannot give 

you an opinion is because our League members have never 

sat down and voted, which they would have to do first of 

all, to take up a specific study of gambling and its 

effects. Then when they came tv a conclusion, if they 

could 

MR. TAYLOR: Then I must go back again to the 

first paragraph I talked about where you say, "The League 

appreciates this opportunity to testify concerning the 

legalization of new forms of gambling in New Jersey." And 

I might say that that should have been struck out. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I think you should read the next 

sentence: 11 The League 1 s concern is how gambling proposals 

fit into the tax structure, how they affect decisions about 

that structure, and how they affect the public attitude 

toward taxation and government. 11 These are all by-products. 

MR~ TAYLOR: You find that the lottery has been 

successful in this regard? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: We feel it has been detrimental. 

MRo TAYLOR: Pardon me? 
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MRS. CAMBRIA: As far as public attitudes toward 

taxation are concerned, we feel that because of the over

estimates and their hearing how great it is they expect 

much, much more than it actually can produce, even as 

successful as it has been. It has led them to mistrust 

in many cases. They say, 11 How come it isn't paying for 

all the schools? How come it isn°t paying for all the 

colleges?" They don°t understand. 

I can°t tell you how to solve the problem. I just 

know that that is an effect it is having. We see it. 

It is something that you should consider when you are 

thinking about legalization. You should consider that 

this might be another unintended side effect which might 

have serious consequences for you as legislators. 

MR~ TAYLOR: I appreciate the fact that the League 

of Women Voters is endeavoring to straighten this out 

by talking to your people. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Oh, yes, we do that and also the 

public. 

MR. TAYLOR: You made a statement - and it was 

personal - that you do not believe the State should be 

•J.ncreasing gambling. 11 Let us make a hypothetical case 

and say that the State of New Jersey does choose to 

open up gambling and make it a gambling state. Let•s 

say so. 

If this happens, would you prefer that the State 

of New Jersey operate its own gambling casinos and off

track betting parlors, un.der local option, of course, etc., 

or would you desire that the State keep its hands out of 

the operation and license individuals like we do the tracks? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: You are speaking to me personally? 

MR. TAYLOR: Personally. I can°t ask you the opinion 

of all the League because I will have 80,000 of them down 

my neck. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Right. Personally I believe in 

order to insure that it does not become infiltrated by 
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elements that shouldn 1 t be in it that it should be run by 

the State. There should be very, very close control. 

That is my personal view. 

MR. TAYLOR: Closely controlled. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Absolutely. 

MR. TAYLOR: Thank you very much and thank the 

women of New Jersey for what they are doing too? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Thank you, I will. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mrs. Cambria, on page 3 of your 

statement, you say, "If the aim of the State is to raise 

revenue efficiently, then gambling does not meet the test." 

I would like to ask you to spell out how you feel 

about the lottery in that respect. You have indicated 

47 per cent of the gross revenues come into the Treasury, 

despite the fact the statute only requires a 30 per cent 

minimum come to the Treasury. But the lottery operates 

throughout the State with 79 employees. As a matter of 

fact, when I was talking to Ralph Batch, the Director of 

it, last Wednesday at the first daily lottery drawing and 

I asked him specifically how many more employees they would 

have to hire to operate the daily lottery, he said, no 

more than two throughout the entire State. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: The paper said 30 today and yesterday. 

I don't know what the differenc.e is, but the papers 

reported that Mr. Batch said ---

SENATOR DUMONT: They have 79 now for the weekly 

lottery and he thought about two would be sufficient for 

the operation of the daily lottery also. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I suggest that you check back with 

Mr. Batch because just this morning in the paper --

SENATOR DUMONT: I can only report what he told 

me and that certainly does not constitute a huge gambling 

bureaucracy. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: First of all, I think you should go 

back to the beginning of what I said when we were talking 
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about off-track betting and casino gambling and I quoted 

particular statistics. I said the lottery was and is 

far better in that it brings in 47 per cent. The statistics 

for off-track betting are 7 to 8 per cent, according to 

the New York City Off-Track Betting Corporation, and as 
i 

I said, last year Nevada's was 8.3 per cent. There is 

a big difference between 7 and 8 per cent and 47 per cent 

return, as against the operating expenses and return to 

the gambling public. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Of course, if you use the figures 

from Nevada, pretty nearly 50 per cent of their total 

state budget is accounted for by gambling revenues. Now 

no such thing is true in New Jersey nor will it ever be 

true. Because their state budget is not much over $100 

million a year in Nevada. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I am not concerned with what their 

total state budget is. It is what comes in from gambling. 

Their gross betting was $657.7 million last year. The 

state taxes on that were $54.9 million, which comes to a 

percentage of 8.3 per cent. I don't know the figure for 

last year, but in 1970, there were 50 major casinos going 

24 hours a day, 150 minor casinos, and numerous slot 

machines - I don't know the exact figure - that brought in 

about $50 million. So to get that amount of money, it 

really took an awful lot of casinos to bring even the 

$50 to $54 million. It was not 8 or 10 or 12. 

On that basis, I feel we could not expect any 

enormous return. 

SENATOR DUMONT: As Assemblyman Reid pointed out, 

not any member of this Commission at any time has said 

that this is a substitute for the revenues that an income 

tax would produce, even those of us who are opposed to 

an income tax, and I happen to be one of them. I have 

never said that and never will say it. Because, aside 

from revenue, we are aiming much more at trying to dry 
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up sources of revenue for organized crime and get them 

out of New Jersey and certainly gambling is their biggest 

source of revenue. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Could I ask you a question on that? 

If that is your aim, 

SENATOR DUMONT: That is one of the aims. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: If that is one of your aims at 

this particular point since there is no casino gambling 

in New Jersey at the present time, you would be instituting 

a new form of gambling. We are not talking about off-track 

betting which is done illegally or betting on numbers 

which is done illegally. It doesn't exist. If the State 

were to legalize and start this kind of thing, it would 

be in addition -- it would be a new thing which has not 

to the present time existed. That is an entirely different 

matter than trying to replace something that already 

exists. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Opinions differ about that. But 

there was one thing we got, I believe, from the Director 

of Police in Jersey City when we conducted a hearing there, 

that it cost them, how much? - a half million dollars 

a year? Well, Mr. Taylor remembers the figures better than 

I do. 

MR. TAYLOR: Well, the half million dollars that 

the Chairman speaks of was a statement made by Mayor Bradway 

in Atlantic City. He said he spends a half million dollars 

presently in his Police Department in the small city that 

he has endeavoring to enforce what I am going to call 

the moral gambling laws that the Director of Public 

Safety of Jersey City said harasses him so much - the 

little things like the Mom and Pop stores on the corner 

run by 75-year-olds who sell a little betting ticket once 

in a while. And they are picked up and they throw the 

gentleman in jail. These are the things that I think even 

Colonel Kelly touched on this morning. 
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MRS. CAMBRIA: I could not in any way give any 

estimate of how much less it would cost for those things. 

MR. TAYLOR: We have been travelling all over the 

State of New Jersey and we have figures from $310 million 

to $350 million. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I also think you might. think in 

terms of whether the focus would perhaps change. Here 

again I could give you no estimates, no ~igures. I only 

know that in Nevada the crime rates are very much higher 

than they are on the average in the country. They have 

very high rates of murder, theft, rape, etc., despite 

the legalized prostitution. 

MR. TAYLOR: Getting back to the Nevada situation, 

we want to be sure that we are clear particularly with 

the League of Women Voters because you represent so 

many people. In all our hearings on gambling, everyone 

seems to want to talk casino gambling to us. This is 

very important to the public. There has only been one 

person who ever spoke to us that favored putting a Las Vegas 

type of gambling in the State of New Jersey. The general 

public doesn't want that as we see it. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Well then, it depends on what you 

feel you can come up w.ith that is different. 

MR. TAYLOR: That is why we are studying this. 

That is why we are taking so much time to talk to you. 

I call it brain picking. I am going to pick your brain 

if I can. I want to get all the information out of you 

that I possibly can. Although I am not an elected official, 

I am here as a citizen of this State and I want the 

thinking of the people of this State and so does everyone 

on this panel. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I think in just talking with people 

in general, the attitude that I have found reflected 

back to me when we talk about casino gambling is that they 

are interested, they talk about it, they think about it, 

yet eventually almost everyone I have ever talked with 
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comes up with, "Oh, but it would be infiltrated. They 

would get into it." 

I am not saying whether they will of not. But 

the attitude of the people was that they would get to 

it eventually. As Mr. Rozelle was saying earlier, maybe 

sports wouldn't be damaged or actually nothing illegal 

would be going on in sports, but the fact that so much 

betting was being done on it would lead to suspicions. 

People I have talked to already have the feeling, 

"They'll get in. It would be infiltrated. The wrong 

people would get their hands in it." People already 

think this way. 

MR. TAYLOR: They haven't gotten into the lottery 

that I know of. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: It doesn't seem that they have. 

MR. TAYLOR: I don't think they are into that 

lottery. That is one of the finest operations in the 

world as I see it. The only way I know possibly a little 

bit more about it than you is because I sit on this panel 

and I am a little bit closer to it. 

My personal opinion is that anything the State of 

New Jersey wants to do they can do well. In fact, I think 

I asked that of the Colonel and he agreed. He is willing 

to accept his job there and I admire the man for what 

he has done in the State and I think he would do a 

job if we went to open gambling. Again that is not our 

decision7 it is the decision of the public. 

Do you have anything else that you want to say, sir? 

SENATOR DUMONT: I am not clear yet, Mrs. Cambria, 

on whether the League of Women Voters has any position 

with respect to submission of such a question on referendum. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: No, I cannot give you a "yes" or 

"no" on that. The League members have never --

SENATOR DUMONT: What usually is the position of 

the League in respect to referenda or does it differ 
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depending on the specific question that might be submitted? 

MRS. CAMBRIA: I think it would say that it might 

differ. 

SENATOR DUMONT: All right. 

Any further questions of Mrs. Cambria? (No response.} 

Thank you very much for testifying. We appreciate it. 

MRS. CAMBRIA: Thank you for the opportunity. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Francis Forst of East Brunswick. 

MR. FORST: I don 1 t live in East Brunswick though; 

I live in Jamesburg. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Is it Francis A. Forst? 

MR. FORST: That's correct. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Go right ahead. 

F R A N C I S A. F 0 R S T: Senator Dumont and 

members of this Commission, ---

SENATOR DUMONT: First of all, are you testifying 

as an individual or do you represent a group? 

MR. FORST: I was going to go into that. I do 

represent two groups, but my testimony today will be 

as an individual. However, we did back in the early 

60's as a group come out in favor of the lottery and 

we have as a group come out in favor of casino gambling 

in Atlantic City. 

SENATOR DUMONT: What is the name of the group, 

please? 

MR. FORST: The American Federation of Technical 

Engineers, AFL-CIO. 

But I would speak today as a private citizen with 

some ideas and concern in this area of gambling in the 

State of New Jersey and I have three areas that I would 

like to cover without unduly delaying the Commission. 

Firstly, I would like to speak about what I heard 

earlier talked about as victimless crimes. I would like 

to say that I would like to see the State of New Jersey 

do away with the laws that make a small bookie or a 
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house full of pinochle players criminals. In my life-

time I have seen widows booking numbers and after they 

got enough numbers in go out and buy food for their 

families. I have seen bookies with bad legs who couldn•t 

get jobs whose mentality was not too good and use 

what little revenues they could get from it to eke out 

a living. 

I have sat in some poker games or pinochle games 

and often wondered what would happen if some policeman were 

to come knocking on the door who was looking for a neighbor 

with a bad license plate or something like that. To live 

in fear at a pinochle game because it is against the 

law, I believe is wrong. I think that itself is punishment 

to the people of the State of New Jersey. 

I would address myself in the first part of my 

remarks to the fact that I believe the statutes that 

make it a crime to book numbers and play games for money 

by groups of people are wrong and I would like to see 

them removed. I would not want to say that I would 

like to see it legalized; I would just like to see that 

it not be illegal. 

That may lead us to a second problem. That problem 

is if these bookies or people who take these bets do 

report to someone higher and this money is going to 

organized crime, then I believe there should be consideration 

given to licensing them. I believe that the people who 

operate daily numbers or bets should be licensed. By 

the licensing of these people, I believe that the Federal 

government will get their income taxes, and that the people 

who work for them will get Social Security coverage, 

unemployment compensation coverage and all the other 

social benefits that accrue to an employee. It is my 

opinion as a result of some 40 years of observation that 

this would put crime to bed. I believe that most 

sincerely. 
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I believe if we permitted the booking of bets and 

licensed the people who do it and required them to keep 

books and records of their employees, required them 

to post bonds in order to assure that payments due the 

bettors would be paid, we would see an end to organized 

crime in this area. That is the second area that I wanted 

to address myself to, the fact that I believe that ·the 

illegality of all gambling should end. I believe that 

all gambling should be legalized and then in several 

areas controlled. Gambling business should be licensed 

and proper observation made of books and records. If 

you want to tax it, that is another question altogether 

and I don't want to get into an argument with the 

preceding witness from the League of Women Voters as 

to whether or not that would be a panacea. If you want 

to tax it, tax it. My point is that I believe it should 

be put out in the open and the people should be required 

to post bonds. I have heard of people who made bets 

with a bookie and the bookie went south. I think we 

should protect the average citizen who might place a 

bet, so that if he wins, he gets paid. The operators 

should be required to post bonds. 

I don't want to dwell on that, but I think the 

point should be made. 

The last point is casino gambling. While the 

taxes derived from casino gambling may not be the panacea 

for the problems of the State and while I, as the preceding 

speaker, may abhor politicians or others saying this 

is going to solve all our problems, I will say emphatically 

that casinos in Atlantic City will solve their problem. 

I think that is very important. 

I heard Assemblyman Pellecchia ask a speaker earlier: 

Have you been down to Atlantic City? Well, I have. I 

was down there. last January in the Traymore Hotel. As 

I walked through the corridors going to a meeting, I 

marvelled at the size of their ballroom and the beauty 
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of it and the dirt and the dust and the lack of upkeep 

of it because there was nobody in it. It was empty. 

We had to go by several of these beautiful locations 

to get to a small meeting room where we met. The 

hotel was a little musty because all the rooms weren't 

filled and they couldn't afford to keep the staff all 

winter long. Then I was back down in Atlantic City again 

in either June or September. I don't know on which 

occasion I stood and watched that hotel just fall 

right down to the ground. It was blown up. I was 

sad. One of the reasons I came here today is that it 

saddened me very greatly. I see cities in decay and I 

see the city of Atlantic City about to reach that point. 

I don't believe that Atlantic City is in decay, 

but I believe that it may join some other large cities 

if something isn't done. Atlantic City is the jewel 

of the State of New Jersey. It is the resort of the 

United States of America and it is about to lose that 

place because people can have the sun in the wintertime. 

It is not going to lose that place because its beaches 

are not as beautiful or its hotels are not as good as 

others or because the environment is not good, because 

we know it is wonderful. It is going to lose that place 

because there is sun in Florida and sun in San Juan. 

I just heard now that the summer session of the United 

States District Attorneys was held in San Juan, Porto 

Rico. I don 1 t know what they did down there, but that 

is where they met. It was in August when Atlantic City 

is beautiful and Cape May is beautiful and Wildwood is 

beautiful and Asbury Park is beautiful. 

I say.to this Commission from the bottom of my 

heart that we should have casino gambling in Atlantic 

City. Atlantic City needs it. Atlantic City, I do not 

believe, will continue to survive as a resort area in 

the State of New Jersey unless it has something to 

keep those people busy and those properties occupied 
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from the beginning of September until the beginning of 

June. I believe if we take care of that one problem 

of stabilizing the resort industry, we will have done 

something great. I heard previous speakers here 

testify and I have read in the paper that we are going to 

attract a lot of people here and they wonder how we 

are going to get the roads and the transportation. What 

a change for the State of New Jersey - what a sad change, 

when we used to be so proud to open our places to the 

people of the East at least and have them come and visit 

New Jersey and resorts were one of our biggest industries. 

Now we hear people say: How are we going to bring the 

people in and where are we going to put them? We know 

there is an airport down there that could handle 20 

times the traffic it does today. I stood out there in 

June and watched one airplane come in in an hour and 

half. The airport is not busy. They would love to 

see casinos down in Atlantic City. 

I represent the Expressway employees that shoot 

deer on the Expressway in the wintertime. They would 

love to see some traffic on the Expressway going to 

Atlantic City in the winter. 

In closing, I doubt if you are going to ask me 

a 

the 

a lot of questions for I have only given you my personal 

observations over the years. I believe, once and for 

all, since we have such a substantial Commission created 

fuathas been studying this for some time, we should do 

away with the laws that prohibit men or women from sitting 

down and playing poker or pinochle for money. This should 

apply to penny poker, nickel poker or the one who makes 

$15,000. I am not just limiting it to penny poker. 

Secondly, I believe we should require the'licensing of 

all gambling in the State. I believe that would release 

our police forces to the purpose they were originally 

intended and that is to get rid of criminals and people 

who are obnoxious to us and people who are committing 
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crimes with victims rather than victimless crimes. 

Colonel Kelly testified he can hardly get a handle on 

the drug problem. If we freed the police from snooping 

and wiretapping and finding out where six guys are 

sitting down playing poker, maybe they could find where 

six people are shooting drugs in their arms. 

Lastly, I would like to see casino gambling. I 

believe it should not be State run, but State regulated. 

I believe it should not be State run because of the 

size of the investment. It should be State regulated 

because I believe there should be respectable people 

running it who would be licensed and whose reputations 

would be checked. The State should oversee this. I 

am of the opinion that individuals are greater innovators. 

I believe that when they run an operation like this, they 

can come up with money-making propositions which will 

make money for them and the State and which will enhance 

the areas in which they are located. 

I would not like to see a massive licensing of 

places. Because if you have four gas stations, one on 

each corner of a town, sometimes they all go broke. 

I would like to see limited licensing. and State-regulated 

casinos. 

That concludes my testimony. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mrs. Klein, any questions? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Only one really. I share 

your concern about Atlantic City. Do you believe that 

the franchising should be limited to one in Atlantic 

City? And how do you think it ~ould be if there were 

some in many areas of the State? How do you think that 

would affect Atlantic City? 

MR. FORST: I have talked with people from Wildwood 

and officials from the City of Asbury Park, for example, 

and they want a casino in their places. Then I heard 

that Newark wants one. Now they want one up at the 

Playboy Club. Everybody is looking for the action. I 
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just think it would destroy the whole concept. If there 

were six in Atlantic City and we made Atlantic City 10 

times larger than it is because there is a lot of space 

out there around Pleasantville to create a larger entity 

than the city as it presently exists, I think tpat would 

not cause harm. I don't want to compare it to a Las Vegas 

operation because nobody wants that. Nobody wants the 

gaudiness and nonsense of all that. But if a casino 

were placed in Wildwood, it would not cause harm. Or 

if a casino were placed in Asbury Park, it would not 

cause harm. They just wouldn't get the business like 

Reno does not get the business that Las Vegas does. 

I believe they should limit the number just as they 

do the number of race tracks in the State. 

I appreciate your asking that question, Assembly

woman Klein. It gave me a chance to say something 

about that. 

Those people who say we sponsor gamblers are wrong. 

I remember when Pennsylvania first got horse racing and 

they built an establishment where they could accorrunodate 

25,000 people and they predicted 20,000 a night. They 

don't get 10,000 there a night, except maybe on a Saturday 

night. 

Freehold Race Track just closed yesterday and it 

can accorrunodate 10,000 or 15,000, but there were only 

about 3,000 or 4,000 there. 

So the availability would not create a whole slew 

of new gamblers. It would provide maybe easy access 

for the pleasures which they enjoy. We know Garden State 

isn't filled up every day. Monmouth Park doesn't fill 

up every day. We are putting a race track up in the 

Meadowlands and it will not fill up every day. Unfortunately, 

as with the lottery, once the newness wears off, it will 

have to stabilize. Somewhere along the line it will 

stabilize among the people who will bet reasonably and bet 

what resources they have. And I don't think it will break 
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anybody or drive anyone to financial ruin if we were to 

have casino gambling. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: But you are really saying that 

if there were a lot of them in the State, it might not 

have the effect on Atlantic City you want. 

MR. FORST: It would not help Atlantic City. If I 

were to go into all my concepts on it, I would suggest -

and it is only a suggestion- if you had, let 1 s say, a 

limited number such as four or six in the State, then 

let those casinos help the area in jobs and employment, etc., 

in building up their areas by the very fact they are ~here 

and using the revenues maybe to help other urban areas 

without that other urban area having a casino. In other 

words, I would not put a casino, if I were making the 

choice, in Newark. But if I were deriving substantial 

revenues from four casinos in Atlantic City, which by 

their very existence was helping them and helping their 

employment situation, I might use the revenues from that 

city and ship them up to Newark to help make their city 

better. Newark is not a resort city. Newark is an 

industrial and residential complex. 

I am talking about putting casinos in resort areas 

and gearing them specifically to resorts rather than 

gearing them to an every-day way of life for people like 

slot machines used to be. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KLEIN: Knowing the realities of the 

Legislature, do you think if the way were open to legislate 

casino gambling in New Jersey without going through a 

referendum that you would end up with casino gambling in 

Atlantic City period? 

MR. FORST: Yes. If I were to envision the future 

and we were to get into a situation where we were going 

to go into casino gambling, if that decision were already 

made, then my answer is also yes. 

being in Atlantic City as a start. 
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would do the licensing would be afraid to start a massive 

licensing program throughout the State. Since we have 

two types of resort areas, the shore resort area and the 

mountain resort area, I might see one being licensed or 

a group of them being licensed in Atlantic City and maybe 

one in the mountains. But I think it would be a serious 

mistake to license them in Brick Township and Absecon, 

all the way up and down the line,because then it would 

lose its attraction. Then we would only become a gambling 

state. We would not become an attraction for people who 

would come here to the resorts for rest and relaxation. 

If we put one in Jamesburg, Mrs. Klein, I am afraid all 

my friends would not get to work. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Then I ha\Tc;} to ask you whether 

you would prefer to see a referendum ::emoving the consti

tutional restriction against gambling and permitting the 

Legislature to set up gambling 

MR. FORST: Absolutely. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: (Continuing) -- or would you 

prefer a referendum to set up a casino in Atlantic City? 

MR. FORST: I believe we should have a referendum 

to end gambling as a crime and permit gambling. Because 

as I said in my opening remarks, I think it is wrong to 

declare a friendly game of cards a crime. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: You could do that by changing 

the law. You could remove the penalties on card playing. 

MR. FORST: Then if I got into the question of 

what the people would vote for, I would go a little further 

than that, Mrs. Klein. If we had to try and get each 

piece of legislation through -- we just saw the tax reform 

thing go because of several different reasons·-- and when 

they all get together, they can defeat anything. If all 

the reasons were to get together to defeat a referendum 

on gambling, then you would have to consider some alternative. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: You do understand though that 

if a referendum were put up to remove the constitutional 
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prohibition against gambling legislation, it would in 

no way change the existing statutes, that those still would 

all .have to be handled. 

MR. FORST: That's right. I would favor and work 

for a referendum changing the constitutional prohibition. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: And then'? 

MR. FORST: And then selectively remove the victimless 

crime area. As I stated, I would first remove the victimless 

crime area; then legislate to regulate and require the 

licensing of the penny-ante gambling type operations or 

the betting establishments; and, thirdly, permit and 

license the casinos. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: Thank you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblyman Reid? 

ASSEMBLYMAN REID: I just have one question. You 

made a very strong and passionate plea to eliminate the 

so-called victimless crime. laws on the statutes. Then 

you also turned around and said you felt all gambling 

should be licensed. Obviously there is a conflict there. 

MR. FORST: I can clear it up for you, Assemblyman 

Reid, by saying that I believe that gambling as a business 

should be licensed and gambling among people, such as 

betting on the Princeton-Rutgers football game, should 

be permitted and should not be against the law. Today 

if I want to bet you that Princeton will beat Rutgers, 

you and I would be breaking the law. I think that should 

be eliminated. 

If I want to set up a business for the purpose 

of taking bets on the Princeton-Rutgers game, then I 

think it should be licensed. I think that is the distinction 

I am trying to make. 

ASSEMBLYMAN REID: Even under the existing areas 

where we have controls, such as ABC, usually an individual 

is allowed to make a certain amount of wine or hooch per 

year if it is not considered to be a business. There 
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are very clear guidelines as to what is a business. Are 

you suggesting something of that nature, that there be 

a limit on personal privilege and beyond that it would 

be considered a business? I am trying to find out how 

you would make the cut-off point between your so-called 

business operation and so-called personal operat.ion. 

MRG FORST: Assemblyman Reid, to be hor> . .:st with 

you, I haven 1 t given sufficient consideration to the 

specific details of that area. I will some day soon. 

My basic concept is that a friendly bet or a friendly 

game in a man's own house should be without legal restraint. 

I believe if games are advertised in my house every night 

and I was taking a cut from the poker games, for example, 

or if I was actually taking a fee from people playing 

there, then it loses its sociability and becomes a business 

and I think it should be licensed. 

I was in California in the SO's when poker was 

legal. I don 1 t know if it is now~ I haven't been there 

for some time. They had licensed establis~ents where 
I, 

you could play poker, but only poker. 

ASSEMBLYMAN REID: I have no further questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblyman Pellecchia? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: At the outset, I want to 

compliment you on a job very well done without any text 

in front of you. If I asked you any questions, I think 

I would only be taking away from the effectiveness I 

thought you had. Therefore, I don't intend to ask you 

any questions. 

MR. FORST: Thank you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Currin? 

MRQ CURRIN: No questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Taylor? 

MR. TAYLOR: Mr. Forst, you certainly have prepared 

a most excellent presentation. Of all the people who 

have come before us, you certainly rank among those that 
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really did their homework. 

MR. FORST: I appreciate that. 

MR. TAYLOR: You even answered my favorite question. 

So I don 1 t even have to ask it of you. 

SENATOR DUMONT: I want to note the presence of 

John Nero, citizen member of the Commission: from Cherry 

Hill, who has joined us, making, of course, 9 out of 12 

who have been here today. 

Mr. Nero, do you have any questions? 

MR. NERO: No. 

SENATOR DUMONT: I just want to be sure what you 

are in favor of, because I was a little bit in doubt 

about.it. As I understand, you favor first of all the 

question to be submitted to the people that would repeal 

the anti-gambling prohibition in the State Constitution 

entirely. Is that correct? 

MR. FORST: That•s correct, Senator. 

SENATOR DUMONT: -- leaving it up to the Legislature 

and the Governor by appropriate bills to spell out what 

additional form or forms of gambling would be authorized? 

MR. FORST: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Thank you very much for your 

presentation. Any further questions? 

MR. FORST: I really appreciate the opportunity 

I have had. 

SENATOR DUMONT: You really did a good job. 

I will now call on Mr. Malamut. 
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G A R Y A. M A L A M U T: Good.a£ternoon, ladies 

and .. gen.tlemen.... .After participa.t.ing. .. in- .ten .. public hearings 

over__ the. pas..t .. two. years ; I wonder what. there i.s left that 

could. be said. However., the previous speaker. brought to 

my mind.the.fact of my.responsibility as .a Past President 

o£ the New Jersey Hotel-Motel Association and the current 

President of the Atlantic City Hotel-Motel Association, 

whereby under .my. leadership and.guidance I probably repre

sent the livelihoodo£. perhaps close to a quarter of a 

million people who are involved in the tourism .industry 

in the State of New Jersey. And it occurred to me, what 

will be the future of these people who are involved in 

tourism as we continue to talk about super tanker.ports 

in the Delaware Bay, nuclear .generating.plants three miles 

in the Atlantic Ocean where one error, one tragedy could 

kill the tourism industry in the State of New Jersey in 

one fell swoop, similar to the Santa Barbara incident 

in California several years ago. Therefore, it reinforces 

my thinking that we do need legalized gambling in the 

State. 

Consequently, as we now sit at the sixth public 

hearing by this Commission, I would like to commend the 

members since it has been a nonpaid, nonfunded situation, -

to commend these members for their time and energy by their 

faithful attendance at these hearings. 

I feel that the testimony that has been presented 

by the majority of the witnesses has convinced the 

C.ommission members of the fact that the. general voting. 

.publ jc_ .should be .. given the opportunity to vote at a .general 

referendum on whatever recommendations are decided upon by 

this Commission. 

Naturally, those of us in the resort, tourist and 

convention business are extremely concerned about our 

sister state, New York, getting the jump on New Jersey. 

The New York State bill is 50% finalized and will be passed 
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again this winter i.n their legislature, thereby allowing 

the question to be on thcir November 1973 ballot. 

I believe that the vote of the .general ... publ.ic in 

New Jersey will be overwhelmingly in favor of any gambling 

question. Just look at the recent issue of Senior Citizen 

Bin_go in New Jersey, which won by a 6 to 1 majority. And 

yet at the .same time the $650 million t.ransportation bond 

issue di.ed and so did the appoin.tment of the Attorney 

General. 

What does that prove? It proves that the general 

public feels they have been misled by previous transportation 

bond issues and they do not want to go more heavily into 

debt for a .pie in the sky transportation plan. And, 

secondly, they felt that the Governor has too much power 

now in relationship to the appointment of State officials 

and they didn't want to give him more on the issue regarding 

the Attorney General appointment. 

It is difficult for me to understand how, after 

numerous official reports, such as the Knapp Commission, 

the President's Commission on Law Enforcement, the National 

Council on Crime and Delinquency, the De.Podwin Report, and 

the Fund for the City o£ New York, -·the amount of money, 

time and energy that has been_ .spent, not only by this 

Commission but on all of these other .r.eports -, and their 

consensus of opinion regarding the legalization ofgarnbling 

laws. as compared to the few individual comments that have 

been heard from officials and private citizens as we have 

conducted the six hearings throughout the State of New Jersey. 

When the.State Police Director, Colonel Kelly, says 

he feels OTB in New York has been a failure and yet has 

handled $500 million in revenue and has become one of America's 

500 largest corporations after only a little over a year in 

existence, it is difficult to comprehend his analysis and 

where that money is coming from when he says he doesn 1 t 

know that OTB is a success. And it is only limited to the 
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5 .boroughs of New York. I believe they opened another 

pa.rlor in Schenectady .. about. six weeks ago. 

OTB in New York, with all o£ its problems and 

errm:::s . .since i-ts incept.ion, .in my opinion., has been more 

successful than the New Jersey State Lottery. 

And., .. again, the previous .. lady speaker from the 

League of Women Voters said that the Lottery has been 

misunderstood by the public. But I understand the original 

estimate being. from six to twelve million but the original 

or actual take to the State of New Jersey was what was 

considered to be the total handle. So there, in my opinion, 

is a complete misconception of figures from the estimates 

to the final result. 

And I would say the same for any type of legalized 

gambling. They did not know what OTB would bring in when 

they started ~t in New York. They wanted to try to put 

the bookie out of business, and I think they're starting 

to do that. 

It was funny that it was mentioned on the sport 

betting situation that the National District:Attorneys 

met in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Why did they pick a gambling 

resort for their vacation? So at the same time, during 

the day, that they condemned sports betting, at night they 

happened to be in the casinos and playing. So I am sure 

they enjoyed their convention down there. 

Colonel Kelly made a statement that was rather 

unique. I couldn 1 t quite understand it. I am surprised 

that some of the members didn't pick it up. But he inferred 

that all casino employees are undesirable. I would still 

like to know the definition of an undesirable. I have 

heard this through six public hearings, that we will 

attract undesirables, that undesirables work in casinos. 

I'm still trying to ascertain in my mind what these 

intelligent citizens consider an undesirable. I have yet 

to figure it out after all of these ten public hearings. 
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Another .thing. was ... mentioned- todayr.ega.r.di.ng 

.La.s. --V.eg.as. . .dJ:::.aw.ing. 20. ~ion---visi.tor~ . Fox .. y..o.ur. . .informa

tion the State o.f. Nevada- attracts. more tourists. than New. 

York City, -Hawaii and .Flor.ida. combined. .They . .go there 

not only to. gambl.e bu.t for enter.t.ainment, for the shows, 

for the spo.rts and recreational facilities. .Meanwhile 

the.y.do .go there, more than New York, Hawaii and Florida 

put together. 

The report mentioned earlier, the Fund for the 

City of New York cost $100,000, and some of the things 

that they said.in that report are as follows: 

Illegal gambling operators in the City of New 

York gross more than $1.7 billion a year, and that one 

out of four New Yorkers plays the numbers game. The 

report concluded that the State Legislature should 

legalize the numbers game with the major objective being 

to drive organized crime from this lucrative enterprise 

and to reduce official corruption. The study warned that 

if the Legislature tried to use the legalized numbers game 

primarily as a source of revenue the objective of combatting 

crime and corruption would not be achieved, which again 

gets back to the point made earlier throughout a number of 

the hearings that revenue sometimes is not the real reason 

for doing many things. 

The study was based in part on an unusual survey 

of the gambling habits of New Yorkers that was conducted 

for the Fund by the polling organization of Oliver Quail. 

Among some of the findings of the Quail poll were: 

Of the one of four New York adults who say they 

play the numbers game, 40% say they play full-time or six 

days a week and 30% say they play two or three times a 

week. Only 18% of the bettors who were sampled reported 

betting less than $1.00 each time they played. 

Despite a widespread belief to the contrary, the 

majority of numbers players, 55%, are white. Numbers play, 

however, was found to be proportionately more common among 
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blacks an.d- Puerto Ricans than whites. 

The .Poll indicated. a total of $688 million was 

wagered on baseball, football and basketball last year -

60% through bookmakers, 35% with friends, and 5% through 

betting machines. The vast scale of the illegal gambling 

business in New York, which the Fund estimated has an 

annual gross of about $1.7 billion,becomes apparent when 

compared with a $2.2 billion operating revenue of the 

New York Telephone Company in 1971, a comparison of 

revenues. 

The New York State Legislature has already taken 

the first step towardlegalizing new forms of .gambling 

by approving a resolution to amend the State Constitution 

to authorize gambling, operated by the State or a public 

benefit corporation created for the purpose of operating 

such activity. 

The movement toward legalization received support 

last August when the Knapp Commission, which investigated 

police corruption in New York City, issued its summary 

findings and recommendations, among them that the criminal 

laws against gambling should be repealed. 

Commissioner Rozelle was probably correct when he 

mentioned sports betting and its relationship on an 

individual game basis and the point spread. However, if 

we adopted in this State a system of sports pool betting, 

similar to that used in Europe, where you would have to 

pick six for six or eight for eight, ten for ten or 

twelve for twelve, - I use twelve because each week there 

are twelve national professional football games - I think 

that we could perhaps cure the problem of an athlete 

throwing a game, of fixing a point spread, because that one 

athlete might have to work in conjunction with eleven other 

athletes on eleven other teams. And I think a sports pool 

approach to sports betting could be the start toward 

legalization of sports betting in the country. This has 
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proven successful .in Europe in relationship to their 

soccer games and I think such a system could be adopted 

in relationship to other professional or collegiate 

sports in the United States. 

Everyone in New Jersey admits that our penal system 

is in horrible condition. Why we continue to waste money, 

time and police efforts on victimless crimes is still 

puzzling me. Moral issues that are considered crimes 

should be abolished. If we could only take these wasted 

fantastic sums of money and use them for programs such 

as a Vantage House for criminal rehabilitation after release 

from prison, convict rehabilitation, better pay for 

police and firemen at local and state levels, improvement 

of penal facilities at all levels in New Jersey, problems 

related to drug and alcohol rehabilitation, then &ery 

citizen 1n this State will benefit greatly. Some of this 

tax revenue from legalized gambling should also go to the 

State Investigation Commission, so they can continue and 

intensify their efforts in this area of law enforcement. 

Everyone has questioned the statistics, numbers and 

dollars as it relates to legalized gambling. For your 

information, I submit Profit and Loss Statement for 

Caesars Palace for the year ended July 31, 1972. (See 

page 48 A ) This is a 900 room hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada, 

that has an annual gross business of $68 million a year. 

This. is more business in one property than the entire city 

of Atlantic City does for all its citywide convention 

business on an annual basis. 

The casino produces almost $44,000 per room. The 

rooms department produces almost $12,000 per room. The 

Food and Beverage Department produces $23,000 per room. 

After promotional allowances - and you've all 

heard what that means throughout the hearings, that means 

the junkets that go back and forth from New York City, and 

so forth -- after promotional expenses each room produces 

over $75,000 per room in revenue. The hotel's gross 
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business .. i.s_. $l8.6-u--DOO .. per day •. 

In the hotel industry, theae figures are almost 

unbelievable. If we apply the normal hotel ratio of 

payroll to gross sales of 40% of each dollar going toward 

payroll, the payroll of this one hotel alone is over 

$27 million. 

So when you hear figures such as 20,000 jobs and 

$200 million in revenue, these figures are not unbeliev

able. This is a big business with many, many people 

employed. If you don°t believe it, fly out there and 

see for yourselves. Unfortunately, the Commission doesn't 

have the funds that the OTB Commission had. 

It is indeed significant that as we sit here today 

that the State of New Jersey has embarked upon a new 

Daily Lottery. All of the government officials have 

expressed the hope that this new undertaking will cripple 

the numbers and policy game. I feel that all law-abiding 

citizens feel the same way. Yet how in the same breath 

can certain officials endorse daily and weekly lotteries, 

bingo and raffles, thoroughbred and flat racing and 

offtrack betting and then condemn casinos and sports 

betting? 

Instead of brainstorms to build supertanker oil 

stations and nuclear generating stations which could 

ruin tourism in the State of New Jersey, the Legislature 

should address itself to allowing the public to vote 

on the gambling issue. The people are fed up with a tax 

system that is confiscatory and is sending them to the 

poorhouse. And we are afraid that in the near future 

there will be an income tax shoved down our throats 

because the real property tax is burdensome enough at 

the moment. 

Thank you. 
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SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Nero, any questions? 

MR. NERO: I have no questions, Senator. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblyman Pellecchia? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Other than the fact that 

I just heard some staggering figures and I would like to 

ge.t my hands on them, I have no questions. 

SENATOR DUMON-T: Does Caesars World, Inc. consist 

on~y of the oper.ation o£ caesars Palace? 

MR. MALAMUT: Yes, sir. At one time it was called 

Lums, when it was ori.g.inaLly in the restaurant business. 

They have since di.sposed of the restaurant .portion and I 

believe that this opera-ting .statement only covers the 

operation of Caesars Palace Hotel. I think Imentioned 

at one of the previous hearings that this same company 

is embarking upon the construction of another 2,000 

room hotel there, called the Mark Anthony, which will be 

on the site of the current Sahara Hotel which they 

purchased within the last three or four months. I don't 

know if the plans are to add to the Sahara or to demolish 

the Sahara and start from scratch, but they are going to 

embark on another large project out there. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Currin, any questions? 

MR. CURRIN: No questions. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Mr. Taylor? 

MRe TAYLpR: Well, I don't really have any questions 

but I would like to commend Mr. Malamut for his faithful 

attendance at our meetings and on the way he has prepared 

his presentation. He has really dug into this. As I 

told the gentleman before him, you did your homework too. 

This is our last public meeting and you really have been 

an influence upon our thinking. Thank you. 

MR. MALAMUT: Thank you, Mr. Taylor. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Assemblywoman Klein? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KLEIN: No, thank you. 

SENATOR SUMONT: Assemblyman Reid? 

ASSEMBLYMAN REID: No, thank you. 
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SENATOR DUMONT: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Malamut for beinghere today and attending the hearings 

throughout and for the information you have brought 

to us. We appreciate it • 

MR. MALAMUT: Thank you, sir. 

SENATOR DUMONT: I would like to note again 

today, as last Wednesday r th.e presence of the publisher 

of one ofNew Jerseyus very fine .a.nd lea<iing daily 

papers and also a member of the original Lottery Study 

Commission, Hugh Boyd of The Daily Home News, New 

Brunswick. Mr. Boyd, we are glad to see you here today. 

Once more, are there any other people who 

desire to testify? Well, that concludes the last of the 

public hearings and now the Commission will proceed to 

deliberate and make its recommendations known to the 

Legislature and to the Governor in the very near future. 

Thank you very much for your attendance here 

and also for all the information and various viewpoints, 

both for and against the extension of gambling, that 

you have brought to us. We deeply appreciate your kind 

cooperation, your courtesy and your help most of all. 

The hearing is adjourned. 

(Hearing concluded) 
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Caesars World, Inc. and Subsidiaries 

<.ONS~LII>AT'I> STAT'N'NT ~F IN<~M' 
Years ended July 31, 1972 and 1971 

1972 

Revenue: 
Casino ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... $39,437,000 
Rooms ....... . 
Food and beverage 

. . . . . . . . . . 10,685,000 
. . . 20,725,000 ----

Less promotional allowances 

Real estate operations .. 
Other income ........ . 

Costs and expenses: 
Casino ............ . 
Rooms ........... . 
Food and beverage ......... . 
Music and entertainment 
Real estate operations ........ . 
Selling, general and administrative ........... . 
Interest ................................... . 
Provision for doubtful accounts ...... . 
Depreciation and amortization 

Income before income taxes .... 
Income taxes (Note 7) 
Income from continuing operations ... 
Loss from operations sold or discontinued, 

net of income taxes ........ . 

70,847,000 
7,398,000 

63,449,000 
1,845,000 
2,891,000 

68,185,000 

10,736,000 
3,910,000 

14,128,000 
7,304,000 
1,931,000 

14,045,000 
4,135,000 
3,811,000 
2,406,000 

62,406,000 
5,779,000 
2,765,000 
3,014,000 

Income before extraordinary items . . . . . . . . 3,014,000 
Extraordinary items, net of income taxes (Note 11) (1,371,000) 
Net income . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... $ 1,643,000 

Earnings per common and common equivalent 
share (Note 12): 

Income from continuing operations ............ $ 
Loss from operations sold or discontinued 
Income before extraordinary items ........ . 
Extraordinary items 
Net income ............... . . $ 

See notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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1971 

$33',227,000 
9,595,000 

15,905,000 
--------

58,727,000 
~Q1,000 

52,326,000 
518,000 

1,479,000 
54,323,000 

9,215,000 
3,585,000 

11,488,000 
6,660,000 

540,000 
10,000,000 

4,149,000 
2,942,000 
2,021,000 

50,600,000 
3,723,000 
1,856,000 
1,867,000 

--~29,000 

$ 

$ 

$ 

1,338,000 
847,000 

2,185,000 

.26 

.07 

.19 

.12 

.31 
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